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Khairun Nisa (2019): The Effect of flsing Creative Problem Solving (CPS)
Strategy and Students' Learning Participation on
Their Reading Comprehension of Narrative Texts at
State Senior IIigh School 3 Mandau Bengkalis
Regency.
This study rvas aimed to find out the significant effect betrveen CPS
strategy and students' learning participation on their reading comprehension of
narrative texts at State Senior High School 3 (SMAN 3) Mandau, Bengiialis
Regency. This research rvas quasi-experimental rvith two groups pretest and post-
test design. The population was all tenth grade students' in the academic year
2O19I2O2O. The number of population was 204 students Cluster randorn
sampling technique was to determine the sample. The first class (X. MIPA 4) was
treated as expenmental class and the second class (X. MIPA 6) was treated as
control class. The total sample of the research rvas 68 students. CPS rvas used in
teaching the expenmental group, whereas the control group was taught using
conventional rnethod. 'l'o analyze the data, the quantitative approach rvas applied.
The anall'sis ofthe data showed that there rvas a signihcant eft'ect ofCPS strategv
on students' Iearning participation. 'lhe mean score of the students before the
treatment rvas 66,18 in the experimental group and 69,26 in the control group The
mean score of the students afler the treatment rvas 83,38 in the experimental
group, rvhile in the control group was 70,15. The significance of reading
comprehension betrveen studenls' rvho particrpated actively and passlvely in the
clasi taught by using CPS Strategy and without using CPS strategy was that the
Fcount result rvas 8.801 > Ftable : 3.14 or the value of sig'nificance 0.004 < 0'05
Moreover. the level of signilicance 0.001 rvas srnaller than 0.05 Based on thts
finding, it is suggested that Ct']S strategY can be used by teachers as an alternative
strategy in the teaohrng of English especiallv Reading to tnake students loarn
actively and comprehend the readrng rvell.
Ka.rwords: Creatirr Prohlen ,Solting Strulegt. I\rrticipatiort, llecdittg
('omtrtre lrcnsion, li u rrotive'l e-\ts' k:xpuimento I Reseo rc h.
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ABSTRAK
Khairun Nisa (2019): Pengaruh Penggunaan Creative Problem Solving
Strrtcgi dan Partisipasi Bclajar Siswa Terhadap
Pemahaman Membaca mereks tentang 'feks Namtif
di Sekolah Menengah Atas Negeri 3 Mandau
Katlupaten Bengkalis.
Kutu hu rtt i:
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui interaksi yang signifikan antara
strategi CPS Strategi dan tingkat partisipasi belajar siswa pada pemahaman
membaca mereka tentang teks naratif di SMAN 3 Mandau Kabupaten Bengkalis.
Penelitian ini merupakan quasi experimenlal dengan grup desain pre-test dan post-
test. Populasinya adalah seluruh siswa kelas X tahun aiarun 2019-2070. Total
sernua populasi adalah 204 sisrva. Peneliti menggunakan klaster sampling untuk
menentukan sampel. Kelas pertama Q( MIA 4) adalah kelompok eksperimen dan
kelas kedua (X. MIA 6) adalah kelompok kontrol. Total sampel adalah 68 siswa
Strategi CPS digunakan dalam mengajar kelompok eksperimen, sedangkan
kelompok kontrol diajarkan menggunakan metode konvensional. Dalam
menganalisis data, peneliti menggunakan pendekatan kuantitatif. Analisis data
menunjukkan bahrva terdapat pengaruh yang signihkan CPS terhadap pemaharnan
membaca sisrva. Nilai rata-rata siswa sebelum dilakukan treatment adalah 66'18
pada kelompok eksperimen dan 69,26 pada kelompok kontrol Nilai rata-rata
iiswa setelah ditakukan treatment adalah 83,38 pada kelompok eksperirnen,
sedangkan pada kelornpok kontrol adatah 70,15. Sedangkan signifikansi dari
pemaliaman tneubao:r antara siswa yang berpartisipasi aktil dan pasil
menggunakan CPS dan siswa yang tidak menggunakan adalah 8.801>3 14 atau
nitai signifikansi dari 0.004<0 05. Selain itu, tingkat signifikansi 0,001 lebih kecil
dari 0.05. Berdasarkan temuan ini, disarankan bahwa strategi CPS dapal
digunakan oleh guru sebagai r.netode altematil dalarn pengajaran bahasa lnggrts
khususnl,a untuk rnernbaia untuk mentbuat sis*a aktif. khususn-va dalam teks
naratif
Strategi Creotit'e I'roblem Solting, Partisipasi, Penuthunun
,lIt,n ntu. T-ek: .\'itratif, l'(nelitio,t Ilksperinrcn
\
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This first chapter presents the background of the study, statement of the
problern, limitation of the problem, research questions, objectives of the study,
significance ofthe study, and the definition ofkey terms.
l.l Background of the Study
As one of the international languages, English plays a key role in the
life of human beings in the globe being used for many purposes including in
the area of education. In the area of education, in particular, English has been
taught at all levels as a core subject. It is one of receptive skills besides
tistening in that the reader receives the information through reading
Reading in general is also an interactive process between the reader
and the text in the sense that the reader needs information from the lext,
therefore, people cannot live without reading as one of the activities in
acldition listening, speaking and writing. westu,ood (2008.2) states that
reading is the fundarnental skill upon rvhich all formal education depends. lt
means that a child who does not learn basic reading early is unlikely to teach
them. Reading is an essential part in leaming language for reading provides
rnultiple opportunities for the students to learn the language' such as:
r it..lrhLrllr\ llfatrltnilr l..lltne t I ulr{ln. anri llrc Na! t() Colrslrucl senlenca\ In
parauraphs. ancl texls. fhe ptlrpose ol'rcading is not only to gain inltrttnttitln
.tI,l , t-,lrir.,rlltlrl.'iiItirit. l\Lll itlia' t(r 1'rnrillitiittC atltl crtelld illlc's htttlul''drl'-
o{' tttc language.
)
The use of reading materials such as books, fiurgazlnes, newspapers'
journals, advertisements, etc, has long been acknowledged in the teaching of
English as a foreign language. Therefore' a very obvious phenomenon is that
almost no English language class can run successfully without the use of
reading matenals in the sense that reading is always a prerequisite to achieve
the goal of any English language teaching and leaming: For most Indonesian
students who have limited exposure to oral English communication, reading
becomes the first stepping stone to develop proficiency in the language (Hadi'
2006, p 6a).
Regarding the Curriculum of education in Indonesia' the school -
Based Curriculum 201 i (Kl3) has a purpose to shape the individuals who are
taithfut in God, good in characters, confident, successful in learning'
responsible citizens and positive contributors to the civilization (Ministry of
Education and Cultures,20l2). tn this curriculum, the students are encouraged
to be responsible for the environment, interpersonal skills' and ability to think
criticall.v (Kurniasih & Sani, 1014). The govemment through the National
Education Departmenl has designed a new curiculum that is intended to
improve the quality of education in Indonesia'
The 2013 curriculum is a curriculurn that can educate luture
com|etcncY comnr rr,l i,,-:rtion skil! antl ahilit-v to thrnk clearlr'antl c'rilit:allv
and thc abilitv kr considcr the tnoral aspects of a problem (Kemdikbud' 
201-])'
K cnrendrkhrril { r{! I r } ernphasiTed that the Sr:hool-llased- curriculullt
teclLrrtrs thc sltiden!: trr hr ablc to cotnprehenrJ various te\ts in tlre tirlnr ol'
short texts. These short texts are descriptive, recount, and narative texts'
Therefore, through this curriculum, the tenth-grade students of senior high
school should be able to produce rhe language oral and written The students
are not only expected be able to speak but also to capture the meaning oftexts'
Despite the importance of teaching strategies and reading
comprehension of narrative text, the strategy is still the major reason why
problems in reading are encountered by students; the students are not able to
respond to the teacher' questions and they are not able to comprehend the 
text
after teaching leaming Process
comprehension scores.
which can be seen in their reading
Based on preliminary study by interviewing an English teacher on July
24,201gatSMAN3Mandau'theresearcherwastoldthatreadinghasbeen
taught separately for the purpose that the students could have full
concentration in reading comprehension Based on description above' ideally'
the students at sMAN 3 Mandau should be able to have good achievement 
in
reading skill in English. ln short' they should have no problem with their
achievement in readrng. l-iowever, what was found was contrary to the reality
in the classroorn. In reading, they were not able to determine the topic and
rnain idea of the text. Most of them always thought that the main idea 
would
alrvays be in the first sentence of paragraph, but not necessarilv like that 
Also'
lltcr uct. ;11';1v 11qi( n[rle 1ti i'.lcrrtil'v sr-rpllorting dctajls likc tc\t organtTation in
narratire text. ospecially orientation, cornplication and resolution Besides'
the\' \\'cre not ahle to identtt\' tht' meanlng of vocahularv liorn the tert
rrcludrng the slnonlrn and antonym ol-u'ords in the text
4
Background knowledge seemed to help the students to be able
comprehend the text they were reading since the topic wass familiar with them
contextually.
In addition, at SMAN 3 Mandau, the researcher found some causes of
sludents' reading comprehension difficulties rvhen the teaching and learning
was in progress. First, the teacher usually taught the students monotonously'
The teacher only asked them to read a text and look up the difficult words in
dictionary when they got difficulties to understand the meaning of rvords'
Second, the teacher did not tell them how to find vocabulary meaning in
context. Third, the teacher did not facilitate the students with certain strategies
in finding the meaning of vocabulary to comprehend the texts easily such as
on horv to find the topic of a text, purpose ol the text, and main ideas of
paragraphs of the text. Fourth, the teacher just focused more on the products
rather than the process of comprehending the texts in the forms of pre and 
post
reading activities in order to have the goal of reading, understand the purpose
of the text, an<l take out infonnation as eflicienllv as possible' In fact' there
\\'ere manY mistakes in sludents' reading comprehension so that thev failed to
reaclrtheminimurnStandardscoreofEnglish(KKM>75)alSMAN3
Mandau.
The initial factor is related to lhe strategies comtnonly used in classes'
'l hc rescarchcr eotiduetcd an itrlbrrttal obscrration It r'r'as lbtlnd thal the
lcar i-r,.:t ot'rlr tl\r!i l\\(, (iilLi\ ()i )illle--lcs ttt llte tirlssttllrtlt llitlllcl\- 
glitllllllili
irnn:iirtiorl itttd (ll\eu5\lolr ill tlt. l)le\lotls :tratcgic: thc tcachcr LrsLIallr asketl
:,1. ' rl1 ll. ' lr " "l
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the texts and translate them. This strategy took more time because when the
students got diflicult words in the text and they directly checked the dictionary
for the meaning. Theoretically, the students should answer the comprehension
questions which are provided in texts. First language is used to explain the
meaning of a text (Nation 2009: 25).
As a result of teacher's monotonous strategy in teaching, the students
became bored and lazy. Most of them said that reading is a boring activity'
According to Hamra & Syatriana (2010), the improvement of reading
comprehension of the students should be the focus on teaching and learning
process in improving the hutnan quality. The students at Senior High School 3
Mandau were not motivated and interested in reading English texts as they
found it dillcult to understand them. They thought English was a dit'ficult
subject and they said that learning English was a boring activity That was
rvay they felt bored rvhen the teacher asked them to read a reading text For
exatnple, they went out ofclass to sit in the canteen' they rvere talking in class
rvith their friends tvhen the teacher was explaining the lessons, or listening to
nrusic bv using hands-free (iust female students) in the class' This happened
because the teacher rarely gave theln motivation 1o learn and how important
English for their life in the future.
According to Pang (1995:15), in classroom teachers need to be aware
ol'thcir sludents' leamrng needs' including their rnotivation for reading' So'
.;rlt.ril lroiiralir)n \\i:t i:lllu()1 tr:arth ottl:ltldctllS and thel rrill nOt ttndCfStand
arld .l() uol \vant to Pav attcntion lo tls Refbrc and alier \ve teach thent' lve
.lr,',;l.l ,r'.. llrcrrt trtrrtiraliott ttt ,ritlct to tnalic thcm par attention t() tls and
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also they will be enthusiastic to study. As a teacher in teaching is not only
presents the materials but also gives students motivation.
The teacher should be creative to find out the appropriate strategy in
order to solve the student's problem in reading. There are many strategies that
can be used. One of them is Creative Problem Solving (CPS). According to
Johnson (2008, p. 150) this strategy is used to find a solution for a story-based
or text-based problern, it can be used rvith narrative or expository text' So, this
strategy is expected useful to develop students' reading comprehension of
nanative text by developing their creative thinking to find a solution to the
problem. The steps of teaching reading by using this strategy are as follows'
First, teacher distributes a narrative text, then students read the text, and then
they identify and define the problem found in the story or the text' Next, the
teacher allorvs the students to rvork in srnall groups to generate as many ideas
as possible for a solution, then students choose one best idea for the solution.
Then, the students elaborate and refine the ideas lvith other students' and
finall-v. the students share ideas lbr necessary solutions
On the basis of'thc problem in this study' the researcher lell it rvas
impoftanttoconductaresearchentitled...fheliffectofUsingCreative
Problem Solving (CPS) Strategy and Students' Learning Participation on
Their Rearling Comprehension of Narrative Text at State Senior High
School 3 l\{antlarr Rengkalis Regenc1"".
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1.2 The Statement of the Problem
Having read the locus of the study, it is clear that the students' of
SMAN 3 Mandau faited to reach the objectives of teaching English. It rvas
caused bv their lorv knowledge and lorv rnotivation in learning English. They
seemed to have no attention when teaching and learning process was in
pro$ess.
Singh et ul (2006. p.24) highlight that "the problem statements will
become the backbone of the study". In this study, the students were not able to
respond to the teachers' questions and they were not able to comprehend the
texts after teaching leaming process rvhich could be seen in their scores. This
was because the students did not participate in the class actively.
Kemendikbud (2013) ernphasized that the school - based curriculum requires
the students to be able to apply various texts in the form of a short text. In
leaming and teaching and leaming process there must be an interesting
rnethod or strategy used bv the teacher to engage the students and encourage
thern to participate in learning in order to achieve the goal of leaming.
This research *as intended to find out the effect of using Creative
Problem Solving (CPS) strategy on students' participation and reading
comprehension in narrative text. It is hoped that this strategy would motivate
the students and help thern to irnprove their reading cornprehension What
hall;rned not onll c:rnrc liottr thc students but also thc teacher. feacher
irlllavs usecl granr urar{ranslation ntethod and discussion rvhich caused the
ir . ,] : tr r,i r, rsrt ir ri ir r.ir' tlr( i lil)\ri1r,ttl [rr'e,]lllc tlatt.
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Creative Problem Solving (CPS) is a post reading activity to find a
solution for a story-based or text-based problem. (This can be used with
narrative or expository text) (Johnson, 2008, p. 150). (Conklin,2004) state
that the students rvork in groups and share information about the text, in that
activity, students will get nerv information from others that can improve their
language skill and their comprehension about the text. Therefore, this strategy
is very useful 1o improve students' reading comprehension in narrative text.
l.l Delimitation of the I'roblenr
Based on the statement of the problem above, the researcher limited
the problem in order to avoid misunderstanding. The research was only
locused on irnproving students' comprehension and participation in reading
narrative texts by using Creative Problern Solving Strategy at SMAN 3
Mandau Bengkalis Regency. The limitations are:
'l This study assessed reading through identifoing meaning (using multiple
choice) in rvhich identifuing meaning was not included in reading
assessment (using essays, fill in the blank) .
2. l-he assessnrent of students' participation was only taken in the classroorn
(English subject).
3. This research was conducted toward students of grade X of State Senior
High School Mandau Bengkalis Regency.
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1.4 Research Questions
The problem of the research is formulated in the following questions:
l. Is there any significant difference in reading comprehension between
students rvho are taught by using CPS Strategy and those who are taught
without using CPS Strategy?
2. ls there any significant difference in reading comprehension between
students who pa(icipate actively and passively in the class rvho are taught
by using CPS Strategy and without using CPS Strategy?
3. Is there any significant interaction effect betrveen the teaching method and
students' level of participation on their reading comprehension?
1.5 The Objectives of the StudY
The objectives in this studY are;
l. To find out the signitlcant difference in reading comprehension between
students who are taught by CPS Strategy and those who are taught without
using CPS Strategy.
2. -l'o tind out the slgnlticant dlt'terence in reading comprehension between
stuclents who participate actively and passively in the class who are taught
by using CPS Strategy and without using CPS Strategy'
3. To find out the significant interaction effect between the teaching method
and students' level ol' partic ipatlon on their reading comprehension'
l.(r Signifir:ance of thc Stutll
Ihc llrr,.linus rrf llrt slUdr arc crpectcd to l.rtolide henetlls lbr teachcr
:trt,lctrlr anil iite teriar.lr!i ilr"i i,rl llic tlachcr ( PS Strateg\ can llc usetl ltt
t0
alternalive strategy in teaching reading. After the teacher finds out the effect
of Creative Problem Solving strategy to teach reading, the students can enjoy
leaming reading and they will not feel bored. Second, on the part of the
students, they can be motivated to learn the language especially reading
comprehension and have more participation in the classroom Last, the
researcher can practice CPS strategy when teaching and when conducting
similar research rvith a diflerent focus in the future.
1.7 Definition of Key Terms
To avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation, it was necessary to
detlne the key terms used in this research.
1. Creative Problem Solving (CPS) Strategy
According to Johnson (2003, p. 150) Creative Problern Solving
(CPS) Strategy is a reading strategy rvhich sometimes refers to problem-
based leaming. This is a postreading activity using simple problern-solving
strategy which is creativeproblem solving (CPS), to find a solution to a
story-based or text-based problem.
2. Participation
Participation in learning is the action of taking a part in an event or
an activity (Encarta: 2007). Participation in teaching leaming process is
establishing a higlr rcsponse rate to teacher questioning and prompting
l$',--rlrvrrc.il looq lt\ Pa rl ici|itti0r.r Can hc socn as an activc ongagement
process rvhich citn be stlrted inttr five categoties preparation, oontritrutiou
to discussiott grortf skill conrntunication skill. and attendance (Rocca'
i{)ltr l87r ln thls srudr the partlcll)atl(}n can be rndtcated lrased on (lte
l1
students' physics and mental activities carried out in the process of
interaction students and teacher in order to achieve leaming objectives or
knorm as learning activities. The students' learning activity will increase if
the teacher makes a good interaction with the students and concerns rvith
his or her own continuous learning process and reflects on all elemenls in
an effort to continuously imProve.
Participation in this study refers to the participation of the students
of State Senior High School (SMAN) 3, Mandau Bengkalis Regency.
3. Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension is the process of simultaneously extracting
and constructing meaning through interactionand involvement with *T itten
language (Snow, 2002). lt consists of three elements: the reader, the text,
and the activity or purpose for reading. Therefore, reading cornprehension
is the process of understanding mearring in order to get the inlormation of
the text.
4. Narrative Text
Narrative text is as product and process, object and art, structure
and structuration) of one or more real or fictitious events conrmunicated by
one. two. or several (nrore or less overtJ narrators to one" two, or several
1t11()t'e or icss (r\c'l,rlaIt:tttr,r iRcilart,lr lOia lr li lrt,-,irtt' tiiut t'alatirc
te\t is the tc\t that talks about a paitrcular e\cnt (lr a ston' Cottttlttlnlv-
rrarrativc tert is arr inrarinatiVr ston thll telts lhorrt rvhat happc'ned tn thi-
past and rvith thc purpose to entertaln the reader'
CHAPTER II
TTIEORITICAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter reviervs six areas related to the focus of this study, namely:
the Naturc of Reading Comprehension, Learning Participation, Creative Problem
Solving Strategy, Relevant Studies, Operational Concept, and Hypotheses.
2.1 Reading Comprehension
Everyone knows that Reading is one ofthe four language skills besides
listening, speaking, and writing. It is an important skill to be learned and
mastered especially by students. Reading at first may appear to be a routine
activity in rvhich individual rvords are combined to produce meaning
(McWho(er, 1992, p. Z3). Then, reading is used to understand and interpret
the meaning of a text or to convey meaning from a written tex1.
Reading is a receptive skill. Syahputra (2014, p 27) viewed receptive
skills are often sirnply said and oor.nprehended as language input. The learner
can learn a language through what thev hear and read. ln reading, the reader
proccsses the informatlon that s/he gets from rcading a text. In line with that
idea. Linse t2005, p. 69) claims that reading rs a skilt that involves making
. sense and deriving meaning from printed words. So, the reader gets the
message from a text by having interaction between perception of graphic
svtnbols that represent language and the reader's language skills, cognitive
.kill'':rnJ th. kiioiilcdt. .,1'tli. l'otld
A pcrson tral' tead itt ortlet to gain ittlirtrnatiott or veri{v ltis ot'
cxistirrL, knornlei2g 1rr in ortler lo t'ritisize a rvriler-s idea or $titing stvlc. Iirr
L:fl1(r! lelll r)r i0 rllllallcc i.tt,ri,ilcdge (rt'the larlguagu bctng read (tlasrbtran &
l
l)
Ansyari, 2007, p. I l4). People will read a text based on the purpose. There are
many reasons why people want to read; the most common purpose in reading
is to get information from the text.
The ability to read requires the reader to drarv information from a text
and combine it with information and expectation that s,&e already has (Grabe
& Stoller, 2001, p. 1887). It means that in reading, the reader needs to connect
the text with his existing knorvledge to understand the te),it. Furthemore,
"reading is a set of skills that involves making sense and deriving mearung
from the printed rvords" (Linse, 2005, p. 69) In order to get the information
from the text, the reader needs to interpret the meaning of the text itseli
Based on brief explanation above, it can be concluded that reading is
an activity of getting the infonnation from the text. It is not as simple as
people imagine but it needs a complex process in constructing meaning.
Reading is also an interactive and a thinking process of transferring printed
lctters into meaning in order to communicate certain mcssages between the
writer and the reader.'fhe reader also uses knowledge, skills, and strategles to
identify meaning.
2.1,1 Reading Comprehension of Narrative Texts
Reading comprehension is lhe process of constructing meaning lrom
the written langttage Snow (2002, p I l) stated 1fie srmprehension t'ntails
thrce elernents.
ir 'Ihc rcadcr rvho is doing the cotnprehcnsion
b. Ihe text rs to be conrprehcnded
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c. The activity in rvhich comprehension is a part.
Comprehension is an activity where reader must be able to interpret
what he/she reads in accordance with his/her prior knowledge about the text.
Therefore, reading comprehension means understanding what has been read.
It is an active process that depends not only on comprehension skill, but also
on readers' experiences and prior knowledge.
Snow (2002, p. 16) said that good comprehenders can be engaged in
many different types oftext. Nanative text is one of the types of paragraph in
reading that should be mastered by students especially the first year students
of Senior High School. Hasibuan & Ansyari (2007, p. 130) stated that there
are several kinds of narrative text among others fairltales' legends- plays,
cartoon, and adventure stories. Moreover, they stated that the purpose of
narrative text is to entertain, create, stimulate, emotions, motivate, guide and
tBach.
The generic structtlre ol narrative text consists of three parts.
orientation (introduce train characters in a setting of time and place)'
complication/problems (rnain characters find ways to solve the problem), and
resolution. So, narrative has certain eletnents in common. They have sequence
ol time and have characters that display some type of emotion lt can be
c,oncluded that narrative texl is tlrc text built up b1- series ol'evcnts thal
happcnetl irr past t itttc.
In line with the idea above, Hasibuan & Ansyari (2007, p l30) stated





d. Usually in past tense.
It can be conclude that in comprehending a narrative text, the reader
should know the components of narrative text. The components include the
purpose, the characters, the events, the kinds, language features, generic
structure, and certain elements. Horvever, reading narrative text involves more
than just relying on one's linguistic knowledge.
Cornprehending a text is successful when the reader knorvs which
skills and strategies are appropriate for the type of text and understand horv to
appty them to accomplish the reading comprehension Narrative is one of the
types of, paragraph in reading that should be mastered by students especially
the first year students of senior High School
For leamers, there are typically three stages to a narrative (with the
tburth step being optional) (Dalgleish, 1999 ' 
p 4):
a. orientation: This is rvhere the writer sets the scene for the story, informing
the reader of' thc tirne. place antJ main charactcrs ol'the story. often the
rcadcr is given an idea of u'hat action is to lbllorv
b Cornplication: 'fhis is tlial paft of the tcxt rvhich makss the stor-v
llttutcstlnu as tltc etttrt pltcat I n8, evellt ts utterpectcd
l5
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c. Resolution: It is where the problem or the cornplication is resolved.
d. Re-orientation/Coda: The reader is made aware of horv the characters have
changed and what they have leamed lrom dealing with the complication
and its resolution. lt may be lwitten in the tbn-n of a tnoral to the story,
such as in a fable.
Example of Narrative Text
Three Fishes
(Orientation)
Once upon a time, three fishes lived in a pond. One evening. some
fisherman passed by the pond and saw the fishes. "This pond is fult of
fish", they told each other excitedly. "We have never fished here before,
we must come back tomorrow moming rvith our nets and catch these
fishl" then the llsherman left.
(ComPlication)
When the eldest of the three fishes heard this, he was troubled He
called the other fishes together and said, "did 1'ou hear rvhat the fisherman
said? We must leave this pond a1 once. The fishennan uill return
tomorrow and kill us all!" The second ofthe three fishes agreed, "you are
right, rve must the pond" he said. But, the youngest fish laughcd and he
said "you are worrying without reason, we have lived in this pond all our
lives. and no fisherman has ever come here. Why should these men return?
I am going an-vrvhere, tny tuck rvill keep me safe'"
(Resolution)
The eldest t'ishes left the pond straight away rvith all hrs famil1".
'fhe second {ish saw the fishermen coming in the distance carly next
rnoming and he left the pond at once with alt his family The third fish
refused to leave even theni the fishermen arrived and caught all the tish left
in the pond. The third fish luck did not hetp him; he too was caught and
killed.
(Corla)
lhe llsh that sau lrouhie ahead and actecl belore it arr ir'i-il ;1' rttii I
as the llsh that acted as soon as it come both surviveci Btrt, the lish thct j
reliccl onll'on luck attd dicl nothing at all clied so also in lile i
tl
After leaming narrative text, students' are expected to be able to:
l. Exptain the purpose of communication, text structure, and linguistic
elements from simple oral and written narrative texts about folk legends
according to the context.
2. Explain the contents of oral and written folks and legends and notice the
purpose of communication, the structure of the text, and linguistic
elements of narrative text according the context.
3. Tell folk legends verbally and writing and notice the purpose of
communication, the structure of the text, and linguistic elements of
narrative text according the context.
McWhorter (1992, p. 128) mentioned the steps that students can follorv
ivhile reading a narrative text. The steps are:
a. Determine when and where the events are taking place.
b. Notice the sequence ofevents.
c Notice hou' the story is told and who is telling it.
cl. Look hclond thc specific events to the overall meaning. Ask -vourself rvhy
the writer is telling the story and the point the author is trying to make'
e. Watch for the writer's commonts as he or she tells the story'
More over. there are several steps that students can follow when they
i c !radin!r n rrurratii,r: t,-.rl Ilv 1i;llirrvirrlt thOse Steps tlre studcltts atI
crpected to be able ttl colnprehend the narrative paragraph Those steps can lrc
rr-, ,i l;, rtrr,l,-nt. t(i rIl:ikt'1lk'l1r .'lsicr to Itlt tht inftlrnratioll froll1 the tc\t
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A narrative text consists of some steps. Neo (2005) states that "a
narrative has a structure, a shape or a pattem. It can be represented graphically
in this rvay".
Climax
Rising Action Falling Action
Exposltlon Resolution
Freltag Triangle
That picture is known as the Freytag triangle. The idea of the Freytag
triangle is to serve as a kind of blue print or map which can be used to guide
us systematically in our writing. The Freltag triangle consists of: (a) the
cornposition, it establishes the characters and situation (b) Rising action, it
refers to a series oi complication leatls to the climax. (c) The climax is the
critical moment rvhen problem/conflicts demand something to be done about
thenr. (d) Felling action is the moment away from the highest peak of
excitement. (e) The resolution consists of the result or outcorne (Neo, 2005)
On the other hand, according to Anderson (1997), the steps of narative
text are an orientation, a complication, a sequence of events' a resolution' and
a coda. An orientation is about the opening paragraph rvhere the characters are
rnlr.irduccd. u,lrerc antl rvhcrt thc stor\ tskcs placc A L:olll pll cartlon ls :ll.!ol!1 !11''
probletns that thc participants have 
-Ihe conrplicalion is puslied along br a
ccrious trlelcnts cltrring ll'hich u'e Ltsuallv erpecl sonle sorl olconrpltcatron
or problcm to arlse. Il.lust rvoukj nol be so interestrng il'somethtng Lnlexpectcri
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did not happen. This complication will involve the main characters and oven
serves to (temporally) toward them from reaching their goal A sequence of
events where the characters react to the complication, a resolution is about
horv the problem is solved. It includes their feeling and what they do. The
event can be told in chronological order (the order in which they happen) or
with flashback. The audience is given the narrator's point of view. And a coda
provides a comment or moral based on rvhat has been learned from the story,
but it is an optional step.
There are language features of narative text. According Anderson
(1997), the language features usually found in a narrative text are specific
characters such as The King, time words to tell when they occur such as one
upon a time, verbs to shorv the action, and descriptive words to portray the
oharacters and settings. Besides, the reader usually finds direct and indirect
sentences in narrative text and the writer uses past tense ; simple past, past
continuous and past perfect tense.
In addition, there are some types of narrative They are humor,
rornance, crirne. real-li1'e tiction, lristorical fiction, mystery, fantasy' science
fiction, diary-novel, and adventure (Anderson, 1997)' There can be a
combination within each of these types For example, a romance novel could
include crirne and mysterv.
Ar'r'orrtitrs 1o (Pltelan 200c) i) 'l'here aro tlve nrain principlcs in
rderrtrlr tng attti rcadttlg narratl\e tc\t
I Narrative is ol'tcn trcatctl as a rcprsscntatiorr of a lrnked sequcncc of
c\ct1ts. 1)ut \\e stlb:ulr! that r[adtttonal Iteu point undcr it tlroatlet
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conception of nanative as itsell an event more specifically, a
multidimensional purposive communication from a teller to an audience.
The focus on narrative as purposive means that we are interested in the
rvays in which the elements of any nanative (e.g., character, setting, plot
structure) are shaped in the service of larger ends. The focus on narrative
as multileveled communication means that we are interested not simply in
the meaning of narrative but also in the expenence of it. Thus, we are as
concemed with nanative's affective, ethical, and aesthetic effects and with
their interactions..
In interpreting narrative, rhetorical narratologists adopt an a
posteriori instead of an a priority. Rather than declaring what narratives
invariably do or horv they invariably do it, rve seek to understand and
assess the variety of things narratives have done and the vanety of ways
they have done it In practical terms. this principle means that rhetorical
narrative theory does not preselect for analysis particular issues such as
gender or cognition or particular kinds of narratives such as those
cleploying antilnitotic elements of story or of discourse though ol coursc
we recognize that some narratives give special prominence to those issues
or elements. More generally, rhetoricai narative theory maintains its
interesl in horv narratives seek to achieve their multidimensional purposes
cYen as it strives to be suftlcientlv flexiblc to respond to the di\ersiti'0f
nirrratl\c acts ln itllerprcling narratiVc. rhctorical narratologisls ad0p1 arr a
postcriorr rnstead of all a priori stancc. Ralher than deolaring rvhat
ritli.rlt\,.5 ,',r,,,,1irir Jri (,1 i)()\\ tltgt ttlratlallir J0 tt- rte seel tt'
2
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understand and assess the variety of things narratives have done and the
variety of ways they have done it. In practical terms, this principle means
that rhetorical narrative theory does not preselect for analysis particular
issues such as gender or cognition or particular kinds of narratives such as
those deploying antimitotic elements of story or of discourse though of
course we recogrize that some narratives give special prominence to those
issues or elements. More generally, rhetorical narrative theory maintains
its interest in how narratives seek to achieve their multidimensional
purposes even as it strives to be sufficiently flexible to respond to the
diversity of narrative acts.
ln explaining the effects of narrative, rhetorical narrative theory identifies
a feedback loop among authorial agency, textual phenotnena (including
intertextual relations). and reader response. In other words, our approach
assumes that texts are designed by authors (consciously or not) to affect
readers in particular ways; that those authorial designs are conveyed
through the occasions, rvords' techniques" structures' fomrs, and dialogic
relations of texts as well as the genrcs and conventions readers ttse to
understand them; and that since reader responses are ideally a consequence
of those desigas, they can also serve as an initial guide to (although' since
misreadings are possible, not as a guarantee of) the workings ol the text'
At the sattte titttc [eatlt-t rcsl)ollscs including afltctivc and ethical ones'
can be a tost oi thc etlioact tll'those destgns'
3 We regard thc progressiotl ot a narriitive its svnthcsts of texlual and
icadctil J\tLatttlc5 ils thi kcr ttreatts bl u hrch atl autl'tot rtchtevc: hts ot hct
2)
purposes, and we therefore look to a study of progression for key lnsights
into understanding how a narrative works. Since we are interested in why
the narrative text is the lvay it is and not some other rvay, we are interested
in understanding the principles of its construction' Coming to understand
the principles that underlie its progression from a particular starting point
to a pa(icular ending point provides an excellent way to understand a
narrative's design and its purposes. Textual dynamics are the internal
processes by rvhich narratives move from beginning through middle to
ending, and readerly dynamics are the corresponding cognitive' affective'
ethical, and aesthetic responses of the audience to those textual dynamics'
The bridge betrveen textual dynarnics and readerly dynamics is fomed by
narrative judgrnents of three kinds: interpretive, ethical, and aesthetic
These judgments constitute a bridge because they are encoded in the
narrative yet made by readers. and, once rnade, their various interactions
lead to readers' multilayered responses
4 Witlr rcgarrl to fictional narrative, the approach identifies three key
audiences involved in the rhetorical exchanges. though it isjust as accurate
to say that it focuses on the actual audience (the flesh-and-blood readers'
both as individuals and as a group) and two primary positions that 
the
actual audience t-vpicalli aciopts. First, readers typically 
join (or try lo join)
lir. atrllitritrri 'ill'ileil(! tht lirPotltctiill r:rou1" 
Iirr sltorn thc attlltr-rr rrtitt-s
thc groull that shares the krlorvledge' r'altrcs' pre1udices' t-ears 
atrd
iri, rr, rii L i llirrl tlr, .ltrlhrrt i\l)calad in his or her rcaders and that grolrrtd
Irr: ttt ltet rltetrit t r-rl cl.totccs. Sccond' thc actual audience pretendsto Jolll
2i
the narrative audience, the audience that receives the narrator's text an
audience that exists in the narrator's world, that regards the characters and
events as real rather than invented, and that accepts the basic facts of the
storyworld regardless of rvhether they conform to those of the actual
rvorld. The nanative audience does not necessarily accept the narrator's
portrayal as accurate, any more than the reader of a nonfictional text
necessarily accepts everlthing represented as true; but the nanative
audience does, as its default position, accept the world presented in the
text as a "rea[" one. With some naratives (e.g., epistolary novels), it may
also be useful to distinguish betrveen the narrative audience and the
narratee, the intratextual audience specifically addressed by the narrator.
The terrns are sometimes used almost as synonyms, but the dift-erences are
often significant. The narrative audience is a role that the actual reader
takes on rvhile reading; the narratee, in contrast, is a character position in
the text, one that the narrative audience in a sense observes.
5 Audrences develop interests and responses of three broad kinds. each
related to a pa(icular component of the narrative. minretic, thernatic, and
stnthetic. Responses to the mimetic component involve readers' interests
in the characters as possible people and in the narrative world as like our
own, that is, hypothetically or conceptually possible and still cornpatible
rr,ith thc larvs and lirnitations thal govern thc extratextual world. 
.fhesc
iJ::L)!,rr:e: La, tllr rllillrctl! colllpol)clll, trti:lude .lut cr0litlig.ltr,.lgittctiLr .Ltti
curotirrns. or.lr dcsires. hopes. cxpectations. satislactrons, tttd
li.rl)|r'r!]!rrr('nlr fl''r|,r1r.,i': 1,, !lr( 111tI11ll1r' t(rttll\(tllr'lll tttt|l' I' tr':!tltt.
rnterestr rn thc rdeational litnction of the characters and in thc cr-rltural,
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ideological, philosophical, or ethical issues being addressed by the
narrative. Responses to the synthetic component involve an audience's
interest in and attention to the characters and to the larger nanative as
artificial constructs, interests that link up with our aesthetic judgrrents.
The relationship among an audience's relative interests in these different
components will vary from narrative to narrative depending on the nature
of its genre and progression.
2.1.2 Language Features Used in Narrative Text
Sudanvati and Grace (2007: 62) said there are a number of language
features of narrative text as shown belou,:
I ) The use of noun phrases, like a beautiJul princess, a huge temple, etc.
2) The use ofconnectives, likefrsl, before that, then, frnally, etc.
3) The use of adverbial phrases of time and place, like in the gurden, two
days ugo- etc.
4) The use ofthe simple past tense.
5 ) The use o1'action vertrs.
6 ) The use of thinkrng verbs. t-eeling verbs, verbs of senses.
2.1.3 Assessing Reading Comprehension
In giving the suitable assessment in measuring students' reading
conrprehension. the researcher should consider the il-pes of reading. Brorvn
, 'itiii t\ | ii.r, .ta't1!{}n.'(i (ra\,-'r:}i !\11ts 111'leadinu aS in thC lOllrrr|inr
it I)ct.ccptir e : involr',. attcndirtu to thc s(nnpotlents of larger stretohes ol'
.1i.,.,r11;1,' lctl-r' , r'ri1 1'r rrclr rirtion. artcl otlrcr grapht:tlic svnrhtlls
b. Selective: this type is about the recognize ol lexical, grammatical, or
discourse features of language within a very short stretch of language.
c. lnteractive: this type included among interactive reading types are
stretches of language of several paragraphs to one page or more. In this
type, reading is a process of negotiating meaning: the reader brings to the
text a set of schemata for understanding it, and intake is the product ofthat
interaction
d. Extensive: this types is applies to texts of more than a pages up to and
including professional articles, essays, technical reports, short stories, and
books.
Based on the types of reading above, the researcher categorizes the
students of State Senior High School 3 Mandau Bengkalis Regency are in
interactive type of reading. Brown (2003, p. 20i) explained several kinds of
tests that are appropriate for assessing students. The kind of tests for this type
of reading are cloze test, impromptu reading plus comprehension questions,
shorl ans\\er task. editing task. scanning, ordering task, and infbrmation
transfbr. l'hus, in this research the researcher chooses impromptu reading plus
comprehension questions. This type of test hopefully could measure students'
reading comprehension in nanative text by giving short texts of narrative and
conrprehension cluestions u,ith rnulliple choice. This tvpes of instrument is
rlr,r*en 1.,,'ciruse it is prxcgi('3ilr casv to adtlinister. and can hc scored quicl:lr'.
llro!\n (10[)i. p. 206) staled the f'eatures ol' comprchension of the
irrpromptu reading plus corrprehension queslrons tcsl as lollows:
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a. Main idea (topic)
b. Expressions/idiorns/phrases incontext
c. Intbrence (implied detail)
d. Grarrmatical features
e. Detail (scanning for a specifically stated detail)
f. Excluding facts not w tten (unstated details)
g Supporting idea(s)
h. Vocabulary in context
In line with idea above, based on the 2013 curriculum in State Senior
High School 3 Mandau, the way to assess reading narrative embraces five
components, that is, finding factual infonnation, finding main ideas, finding
the meaning of vocabulary context, identifving references, and making
inferences. This is in line rvith King's and Stanley's (2002) statement where
reading has five components contained in reading texts, They are:
L Finding Main Ideas
l{ecognitron of the tnain idea ol a paragraph is very important
because it helps not only understand the paragraph on the first reading, but
also helps to remember the content later. The main idea of a paragraph is
rvhat the paragraph develops. An efficient reader understands not only the
ideas hut also the relatii'e signilicance as e\pressed [-ry the q'ri1er' An
, {!1,:i,'rr( rc:r,.lt, rrtttl, r'.1;1rr{1n1' rlirl "lrl" thl' rrli'ar lrttl llso th'lr rclirll\''l
signiiicance. as expressed bv the aulhor. in other worc'ls, sonre ttf thc ideas
'1,. s11n1'1 (11ii 1131,'.r hilc the,rlh.i'i ('-rh'rI,linl!('
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2. Finding Factual lnformation
Factual inlormation requires readers to scan specific details' The
tactual infonnation questions are generally prepared for students and those
which appear with WH question word There are many types of questions'
reason, purpose, result, time, comparison, etc. In which of the answer can
be found in the text.
3. Finding the Meaning of Vocabulary in Context
It means that the reader could develop his or her guessing ability to
the word which is not familiar with him or her, by relating the close
meaning of unfamiliar rvords to the text and the topic of the text that is
read. The words have nearly equivalent meaning when it has it or nearly
hirn same meaning as another rvord.
4. ldentifyingReferences
In Engtish, as in other language, it would be clumsy and boring to
have and repeat the same word or phrase every time it is used lnstead of
repeating the same word or phrase scveral times, after it has been used rve
can usually ref-er to it than repeat it. F'or this purpose, we use reference
rvords. Recognizing ret'erence rvords and being able to identify the word to
which they refer to rvill help the reader understand the reading passage'
Reference words are usually short and very frequently pronoun' such as; it'
she, he, thel', this. etc
': ;'"1ak iilg ltl l-c ic ite . -
lntcrcncc rs a skill s hcrc thc readcr has to be able to read betrveen
lincs Kirru and \tanltl r1rr'idctl relirt-ncr' lnto two lrl:rin attentions dra\\
l..rllcill llllcrtll\'c: :tttd tttlkc rt(cllrale prttltction'
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a. Draw Logical lnference
The first things that must be understood are those which are
actually stated. This fact is perhaps more obvious to us rvhen it is a
question of reading.
b. Make Accurate Predictions
The ability to make accurate predictions is a type of inferential
skill. Predictions can be made by correctly interpreting the indications a
writer gives. The writer rnay give such indications through his choice of
both function words and content words Barett's Taxonomy (t972)
designed reading comprehension into 5 levels. They are.
l. Literal comprehension is the students' lbcuses on ideas and
information which are explicitly stated in the selection there is a simple
task in literal comprehension may be recognition or recall of facts or
accident in a reading. In sho(' literal cornprehension is the students
required to Locate or identity thcts or accidents
2. Reorganization is reorganizing ideas and information explicitly lt is
illustratedbyanalyzing'synthesizingandorganizingintbrrrrationthat
has been stated exPlicitly.
3. Inference is imagination beyond the printed page lt is illustrated by
Inferring supporting details and rnain idea sequencing' comparing,
examining, cause and effect relalionships and character traits'
prcd icting outcolllcs ancl acccl.rtrbiIr1r'
4. [lvaluation is tletct'rnirltng the trllthlillncss ol thc te\t such as lutlgtncnt
ol' realitv. litcl. opitrion' adecluacv. r'aliditr'' apllropriatcness and
dcsirahrlrtr
2r)
5. Appreciation is increasing sensitively to various types of literacy
genres. Such as emotional response to plot or theme' reactions to the
authors' use of language and response to generating images'
Another way to assess reading comprehension by using Multiple
Choices (MC) and True false
1. Multiple choices
Multiple choices item is one of the most popular item formats used
in educational assessment. A multiple choice item consists of a problem
and a list of suggestion solutions. The problem may be stated The
advantage of multiple-choices was easy to administer and score (Brown
2010: 295). Based on Wikipedia Multiple choice is a form of assessment
in rvhich respondents are asked to select the best possible answer (or
answers) out of the choices from a list.
'Ihe rnultiple choices itern is the most versatile type of test itenr
available. lt can measure a varieqv of learning outcomes from simple to
cotnpler, and it is adaptable to most type subject- matter content lt has
such wide applicabiliq and so tnany uses that many standardized tests use
multiple choice items exclusively. A typical multiple choice item has three
parts: a stem that presents a problem; the correct or best answer; and
several distractors (i.e.. the wrong or less appropriate options)' Multipte
,-lrr,rtc itt:til' tittr lrc r.ort:irtltittl I'' att..t' 'r rirlitli ''l-lc'rltiii-tt 
('utctllil's'
tiorn simple rccall ol' tacts 10 []loom-s highest taxonomic lel'el ol'
cosnitive skills evalulttiorl (Ostellirltl. l()98) Il is colntttrtn ktroulcdgc
th.tt thL ro ect a|l5\\cls sllot|[l lrc dtsttrbuttij crcttlY amtltrg the altentattve
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positions of multiple choice items, but there are many other important
guidelines lor writing good items. For example, Haladyna (1999)
describes 30 guidelines for writing multiple choice items.
Related to the multiple choice test items and reading
cornprehension, Heaton (1995: 117) states that multiple choice tests offer a
useful way of testing reading comprehension. Certain general aspects of
many reading tests may be suspect, for instance, does the usual brief
extract for reading comprehension. The extract should also be related to its
level of difficulty.
2. True false
Another language test format used in education assessment is true
false format. Most common use of the true-false item is in measuring the
examinee's ability to identily the correctness of statements of fact,
definitions of terms, statements of principles and distinguish fact tiom
opinion. True-false tests include numerous opinion statements to which the
examinee is asked to respond true or false. l'here is no objective basis ior
determining rvhether a statement of opinion is true or false- [n most
situations, when a student is the respondent, s/he guesses what opinion the
teacher holds and marks the answers accordingly. This, of course, is not
desirable fionr a[[ standpoints, testing, teaching. and learning.
\.tt altcttt.tli'.c Itocttlitrc is lo itttril'ttte l-lr'- r'Iinit'tr ll 'rrttt. :: rrl
rnakrng it possiblc to tnark thc stalelllcnts trLrc ot lhlsc uith sotrc oh.lccltvilv
llrt' qrrrtlil llll'11 rq1:1'r11r!111 l.ttrrulc,llrc i'rrrri.L'rrli!11: rlrs lrr'li'-{< rl111r "i'' l"'
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held by an individual or the values supported by an organization or institution.
Another aspect of understanding that can be measured by the true-false item is
the ability to recognize cause-and-effect relationships, This type of item
usually contains two true propositions in one statement, and the examinee is to
judge whether the relationship between them is true or false.
A major advantage of true false items is that are efficient. Students can
typically respond to roughly three true false items in the time. It takes to
respond to two multiple choice items (Ebel & frisbie, 1991). Proponents of
true lalse items such as Ebel and Frisbie ( 1991) argue that verbal knowledge is
central to educational achievement and that "all verbal knorvledge can be
expressed I propositions" which can be judged to be true or false (p135). They
make a strong case that true false items have utility for measuring a broad
range of verbal knowledge.
ln constructing the true f alse item test, Miller (2009: 184) suggested
some consideration in arranging true false items test. Firsl, avoid broad
general statement, avoid trivral statement, avoid the negative statenrent, al'oid
long cornplete sentence, avoid including trvo ideas in one statement, it'opinion
is used attribute it in some sources, true statement and false statement should
be approximately equal in tength. The number of true statements and lalse
slalements should be appro\itrlatel)' equal.
2.1.'l Ieaching Reatling ( u tn ltrehertsiort
1'cachtng is arr activitr in lllrich tlte teachcr uutdes and thcllltates
hil llt ll( ll!
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teaching (Brown, 2001). Guidance is done by leading the students 1o do
activities in the effort of getting knowledge. The teacher can help the students
in gaining the knowledge by giving facilities such as tasks. By giving these
tasks, it means that lhe teacher let the students study by themselves. To make
the teaching and learning process run well, the teacher needs to set a good
situation for the students to leam. In setting a good condition, the teacher must
consider a classroom method or technique that is used as this can influence in
the way she or he manages the class.
Based on the above definition, teaching reading comprehension can be
defined as a guidance that is done by the teacher to make the leamers enrich
their knowledge through reading comprehension.
In teaching reading comprehension, the teacher should know the micro
skills rvhich the students shoutd be able to do. As stated in Brorvrl (2001),
there are fourteen micro skills that the studeuts nlust possess to inrprove their
reading comprehension.
a. I'he Role of Students
Studenls' a(fection is an important thing for the teacher to rvatch in
order to keep their mood and anxiety in a good level. Affect, or emotional
state, is closely associated with language learning outcomes (Lerrs, Miller,
and Soro, 2010). It means that one ol good l'avs in assuring the studtnts
tlorng tltcrr lotr rr'cll ls l)\ nlallltalnit)g thell omotlollal state ln a pr()per
le,'el 'l hcrotorc. thc studcnts' nrotivation can be said as thc kt:v point to
,r! llii'\r \li!!rs:lUI fai.I(llili* iill(l leaIlllllg i]i rLradlng' \lLrll' !Ll(rlr 1' -1rt''litt'
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key to successful reading because it has an important impact on the
reading development (Murcia, 2001). In reading texts efliciently, the
students need to focus and tenaciously aware of their goals Without
having sutficient motivation, they might be easily distracted
b. The Role of Teachers
In defining the role of teachers, Richards and Rodgers (Nunan,
1989) suggest that leamer's roles are closely related to the functions and
status of the teacher. They point out that the teacher's roles are rElated to
the following issues:
I ) The types of functions teachers are expected to fulfill, e g whether that
of practice director, counselor or model
2) The degree of control the teacher has over how leaming takes place
3) The degree to which the teacher is responsible for the content
4) 1'he interactional pattems that develop between teachers and learners
Through the types of functions teachers are expecled to fult'ill' as
practice dlrectors, they have a role in giving their students' scaffolding h1'
giving clear instructions, thorough explanations, and accurate guidance'
Feez (1998) explains that through scaffolding, the teacher provides support
for students. lt can be done by providing explicit knorvledge and guided
practices. ln giving clear instructions to the studcnts, a tcacher should bc
t'ratc t''f thcir fcctlback irrlth irnplied arrd exlllrclt A rtrttlcttl - rll()1 \ rlr rrI
rvould ge1 easily lost rvhen hcishe did nol know rvhat should lrc tlonc
Irrrr:leirr instruclions $rrtrlrl onlr uirt nrtthiltr to lltctrl httl c,rnfil.iotr \
rlelined by I{armcr ( 1998), there are six pnnciples in teachtng rcadtng
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I ) The teacher needs to understand that reading is not a passive skill.
Reading is an active activity. When the readers read a text, they
must do other activity, not just read a texl at glance. It means that the
teacher does not merely ask the students to read a text, but he/or she
has to rnake them realize that the reading is not passive skill. lt
includes the understanding ol words meaning, the arguments stated in
the text, and working out with the arguments whether they agree or
nol
2) The teacher has to make the students enjoy reading the passage.
To make students interested in reading is important. When the
students do not enjoy reading, they will get nothing frorn it. It is
different lrom rvhen they are interested in what they are reading, they
u'il[ get more benefits. They can get more knowledge and nes'
information from the text they are reading.
3) The teacher needs to encourage the students in responding the content
of a reading text. notiust to the language being used in the text.
Understanding language is also part of comprehending a text
Horvever, it is not the cotnrnon thing in reading comprehension. The
students have to be accustomed to understanding, responding to the
meaning ofthe text, and expressing their feelings about the topic ofthe
te\t. That is rvhy it becomes the responsibilitl of the leiicher to
! lir !rLIt rlg! lll. tlt Lu .lt, ililt.
Jt ilre tcucher shoultl clnphasize that prcdiction is a tnaiot litctot rrr
r ',r,li n ,,
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Prediction is one of the strategres in reading comprehension.
Before the students come into the text, they can do prediction by
looking at the title of the text. The title sometimes gives clues at what
the text is about. By doing this, the students will actively start the
process of reading. lndeed, the teacher should give clues to make the
students comprehend the text easily.
5 ) The teacher has to match the tasks to the topic.
Tasks are one ofthe ways to check the ability ofthe students in
comprehending a text. Good tasks are those that are suitable for the
topic being discussed. Tasks can be made by questions, puzzle, etc. In
this case, the teacher has to consider choosing or creating the right
tasks for the students.
6) The teacher should exploit reading texts to the ful1.
Exploiting reading texts to the futl means that the teacher does
not ask the students to read a text and then move to another activit)
having no relation to the text. Horvever, the teacher should cover all
the things that the students can rvork out with the text. The teacher has
to cliscuss the text fully, study the language, and give additional tasks
to the students.
Therefore, teachers are needed not only in motivating the students
lbr being actively involved in the teaching and learning process of rcading.
irut riiso t(, pro\lde sufports tor thcir sludellts through sc:afToidrrlg it
nrcaus tllat reading is taught integrated. rvilh the clthcr language skills'
.r. .l- li it.llrll! .liLal'lli:ll\ l]lill]rllii]l l)Lill( lr-lAlll]l' alttl lltt rr 'r '
a
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constructing the sentences, paragraphs and texts. 'l'here are some key
principles of teaching reading (Neil Anderson, 2003.74-75) as follows:
Exploiting the reader's background knorvledge
A reader's background knorvledge has an important role in reading
comprehension. Background knorvledge includes all of the experiences
that a reader brings to a text. life experience, educational experiences,
knou,ledge of how texts can be organized rhetoricallv, knorvledge of how
one's first language rvorks, knorvledge of horv the second language rvorks,
and cultural background and knorvledge. Reading comprehension can be
signiiicantly enhanced if background knorvledge can be activatcd b)'
setting goals, asking question, rnaking prediction, teaching text structure.
and so on. If students are reading on an unfamiltar topic, you may need to
begin the reading process by truilding up background knorvledge
b. Building a strong vocabulary base
Recent research ernphasized the important of vocabulary to
successful reading. Basrc vocabulary should be explicitly taught and L2
readers should be taught to use contest to effectively guess the meanings
of less frequent vocabulary. Special terminologies are easier for the reader
ot'acadernic texts to cope than general vocabulary" '[ hey stress thc great




In many reading instruction programs, more emphasis and time
may be placed on testing reading comprehension then on teaching readers
horv to comprehend. Monitoring comprehension is essential to successful
reading. Part of that monitoring process includes verifying that the
predictions being made are correct and checking that the reader is making
the necessary adjustments when meaning is not obtained. Cognition can be
defined as thinking. Metacognitive can be defined as thinking about our
thinking. In order to teach for comprehension, reader must monitor their
comprehension processes and be able to discuss with the teacher and/or
f'ellow readers *'hat strategies they use to comprehend By doing this, the
readers use both their cognitive and rnetacognitive skills'
d. Work to increase reading rate
One great difficulty in the second language reading classroom is
that even rvhen languagc learners can read, much of their reading is not
fluent. Oiien" in our eflort to assist students in increasing their reading
rate, teacher overemphasizes accuracy rvhich impedes fluency The teacher
must rvork towards finding a balance between assisting students to
improve their reading rate and developing reading comprehension skills lt
ir verv inrportant to undcrstand that thc focus ts nol to develop speed
lcadcr as otrc rlho leads a1 a rate ol ]00 rvords-per-minute \\iilh at lcast 70
ner cenl cot tlLtrehcns iorl (Jne liicus here is to teach readers to rcducc their
,lcpettdcne r.' (rn a dlcll()llar\
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e. Teaching reading strategies
Strategies are the tools for active, self-directed involvement that is
necessary for developing communicalive ability. Strategies are not single
events, but rather a creative sequence of events that learners actively use.
This definition underscores the active role that readers take in strategic
reading. To achieve the desire results, students need to leam how to use a
range of reading strategies that match their purposes for reading. Teaching
how to use the strategy should be a prime consideration in the reading
classroom. Some of the researches that I have done indicate that "there is
no single set of processing strategies that significantly contributes to
success..." in second language reading tasks. Strategic reading means not
only knorving what strategy to use, but also knowing horv to use and
integrate a range ot'stralegies.
F,ncourage readers to transfonn strategies into skills
Strategies can be defined as conscious actions that learners take to
ar;hieve desired goals or objectives, while a skill is a strategy that has
become automatic. This characterization underscores the active role that
readers play in strategic reading. As leamers consciously leam and
practice specific reading strategies, the strategies move from conscious to
unconscious: from strategy to skill.
lluilr"l assessrnent irrrd cr'irlrratilrr into vt.titt lttachirtg
Asscssirrg growth and devcltlpnrcnt in reading skills frorn both a
l'orrnal and an intbnnal persl.rectir e requires timc and training [lolh
quantltatl\c attd r,luahlaltre asscsslllellt actl\ itles should lt ttleludcd tti tltc
t.
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reading classroom. Quantitative assessment will include information from
reading comprehension tests as well as reading rate data- Qualitative
information can include reading joumal responses, reading interest
surveys, and responses to reading strategy checklist.
Strive for continuous improvement as a reading teacher
The quality of the individual teacher is integral to success of
second/foreign language readers. Reading teachers need to be passionate
about their work. They should view themselves as facilitators, helping
each reader discovers r,r,hat works best. lnte$ating the key principles
discussed above can lead to more effective reading instruction in the
second language classroom. The good reading teacher actively teaches
students what to do. To succeed, one needs more than classroom tips and
techniques. you need to understand the nature of the reading process
Furthennore, Grellet (1999) states that the development of reading skills
lnostly occurs in this stage. To be effective readers, the pupils or students
should be able to ( l) scan; (2) skim; (3) read betrveen the lines; (4) read
intensivelv- and (5)deduce meaning from the context.
2.2 Learning Participation
Learning participation was construed by students in two ways: firstly,
cornmunicating rvith the teachers and other students in class by listening and
r-.sl1{.1t.r.lins non '.,crt alh to olhcrs. acti.,'e solrcitcd or unsolrciled contributions.
suclt as asking ques(ions, ansrveritlg tluesttons- sharirrg ideas' opinions'
expcnenccs. .iokcs and stories comments and discussing ahout a topic or
parlrc!llatlrlg l:1 {roLlp lretl\ltlcs Sccondh berng fully involved ln lhe class
h
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activities by attending class, focusing, listening and showing interest in what
goes on in class and completing tasks assigned in the required time.
This multitude of views on students' pa(icipation signifies the unseen
complexity of how students perceive participation that directly or indirectly
inf'luence their participation pattems. lt is interesting to note that students
consider responding non-verbally to teachers as important because it shows
that they are paying attention. They see non-verbal responses as a form of
participation. This finding supports the study carried out by Dallimore,
Hertenstein, & Platt (2004), which found that students define participation as
variety of non-oral participation behaviors.
Students also reported that they placed a great value on leaming
participation because they believed that their participation in class activities
helped thenr to gain knorvledge and confidence, and improve their thinking
abilities. The values that the)'held rvould affect horv much effort the)' put into
being participative in class. This finding is consistent with the findings from
the stud,l- done bv Wade ( I 994 ).
Fassinger (1995 .27\ sees participation as "any comments or qut'stlons
that the students oflered or raised in class". Bippus and Young (2000) defrned
participation as participating in class discussion, and refraining from negative
trehaviors l.carners and teachers are positioned in relation to their ethnicity,
.t!'lt11!r (i!!ri|iii;(rlt.rl .ii .,,aial stItur a:1. .crttaliti phisical aitJ intelltiiri:,1
capacities. l'irrticipants continualll' and mutuallf iniluence each others'
.onstruction of idcrrtities as there are rnanr, crtntplex u,avs to plav and interp[el
letcltLi. siudcltt ()t ()thcl r()lcs. as \\cll as to cstabllsh relationslrtlls u'i1h others
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ldeally, the goal of increasing participation is not to have every student
participate in the same way or at the same rate. Instead, it is to create an
environment in which all participants have the opportunity to leam and in
rvhich the class explores issues and ideas in depth, from a variety of
viewpoints. Some students rvill raise their voices more than others; this
variation is a result of differences in leaming preferences as well as
differences in personalities. For example, some students who do not speak
often in class are reflective learners, who typically develop ideas and
questions in their minds before speaking; others are shy students who feel
uncomfortablc speaking in front of groups (at least initially). Many students
who frequently volunteer to contribute are acli'e learners' rvho typically think
u,hile they speak.
Petress (2006 : 3.1 operationalll defined participation as consisting of
three evaluative dirnensions rvhich are quantity, dependability, and quality.
Petress explained that quantity ret-ers to the opportunities given to students to
participate coNtructivel). lu{aximum participation for the tnaximunt nulttber
of lcarners does not meau the creation ol a multitude of learning opportunities
if the cognitive challenge of the activity is too great for the learners or the
levels of engagement are inhibited by a cold clirnate. Understanding the ways
in rvlrich participation contributes to nlanaging classroour lit'e is central to
undc'rst:rndinr hrtrY Iearntng cppotlunilr' i: createC
llarticlpallotl ts ttot trnlv accrcsstble through trtlk or stlcncq. artcl thc
q,;q1s itr rvhich ltarl ic i l.ritrlts rrlllnage lhese ll alsrt connects to phvsical
tcrltF)rai aucl er11olt0rral rir.rrrcrrl. ol classro0ttt litc ((ireve alrd lr4illt-r. -l()(th.
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64). Leamers may participate because they are positioned near a teacher, or
because the teacher has given them a particular time in which to lead class
activities. Lack of participation may be an emotional sign of boredom or
disaffection. Denial of participation may lead to negative emotional responses.
Jone (2010: l) states that participation is valuable because it helps
students to:
1 . Develop and test their own understanding
2. Clarifo material presented in lectures
3. Discuss and analyse key lexts, theories and/or concepts
4. Apply general concepts to the solution of specific problems
5. Think deeply about various aspects of a topic or problem
6. Define neu,problems and seek solutions to them
7. Develop communication skills - the ability to practice as a subject
specialist
8. Develop the ability to rvork rvith others
9. Develop a critrcal approach to inquiry, debate and discussion
Active participation is as essential a skrll (Vining, 201l: viii)' the
children are expected to engage in these skills both in and outside the
classroom. Without participation skills, children are at a disadvantage when it
cotlles to school and other settings, such as extracurricular activities and the
i'.rrrlifirrL:( lrr llth,'r',r ',r ortJ tht'rt' illc rntcr\cnllons aVailahlc lhal illlll t{l
inrprove the social skills 0l'chiltjrcrt in the hotne and in the school. Classroonr
inlr'r:rcliorr e< l-rtclr',rs 11rnlrih1(irttl lrr the colrtnlerity ot'learnin;i have l-tet'n of
int,.tc<l l0 rCst':trfhCrS rrr edrrcalrOn lingttrsttcs, literaC-v studies atttl other
+)
disciplines. The irnportance of classroom interaction comes lrom its
characteristic of having a multitude of forces interact in complex ways to
trigger learning outcomes. Participation in classroom processes is important
for 'talking knowledge and understanding into being', for engagement,
r-r]otivation and confidence-building, rvhatever the subject-matter (Gieve and
Miller,2006: 146).
There are some consepts in increasing students' participation (Phelan,
2009: I l) :
1. Provide clear course objectives and learning outcomes and reinforce what
students will gain from attaining them.
2. Create a positive classroom environment by teaming about your students'
Use icebreakers to build rapport with students, learn their names, and leam
about rvhat they are hoping to get out of the course and what preparation
and background knowledge they have.
3. Attempt to align course activities to students' goals Explain these
connections to sttldents
4 Communicate how to tre successlul in the course both in the syllabus and
repeatedly throughout the selrlester.
5. Give students regular feedback on their progress and help them leam holv
to assess their own work and progress.
6.Discussthedeflnitionofparticipationandputitinthesyllabus.Whatdoes
i1 ltteatt to parti'-ipat'-'itt tt'rtr '-'ttlttse'r
7. l.et students krro',r'rvhat is expectcd of thcrn l)o studcnts ne'cd to read
nrateria! hr:lirre r'lasi irr nrdcr 1o rliscttss it" Are vort taking attendancc'' I1'
\ ou arc I ncorpol alillg tctl \ ltles in class. horr should st udents pal tlclpatc 
'
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8. Articulate ground rules for participation and discussion.
9. Use variety in the way you stmcture your classroom or learning activities.
10. Incorporate active leaming activities or change things up every 15-20
minutes to draw attention to issues and content you feel are most critical
I 1 . Set aside time before and after each activity to introduce it and define the
takeaways.
12. When possible, provide rubrics.
13.Offer choices rvith assigrunents and assessments rvhen possible' Allow
students to choose how to demonstrate their knowledge or provide a range
oltopics from which students can explore.
14. Be conscious of stuclents' confi<lence levels. Provide small opportunities
for success earlv. Be constructive and encouraging when providing
feedback.
In leaming and teaching process, the teacher has a strategy to improve
the students' participatiou. Haynes (2014 1) explains several solution in
increasing studcnts' part ic ipation.
l. Assess their prior knowledge
This could be as simple as asking students' "What do you know
about (topic)'l'' and u'riting their responses on the hoard The goal is tcr
llr:il rrLrl ..rlIrt 11rr,i .r!r..uil,, lipr,1r, 11rr thirrl. ther krt0!\ ) \'(}tt i:real,. lttt\ ttt
Ibr thc students bccuusc thev lccl srnad. attd vott can tailor vour lesson lo
ilt, iiJrii rrr.,i1.,i; i I I l.ir{ i, 'i ,i'rlr I t.ltlctltlrr:t "r'rtcl'1lr
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2. Try skills grouping
Divide the class into groups based on what skills they need to
practice - not forever, but for a class period or two, so they can focus on
what they really need help with. So have a group that works on
rnultiplying fractions, one on dividing fractions, and one on converting
fractions to decimals. Make a group of"already got l00% on the test" kids
and give them an extra credit activity or let them preview the next lesson'
Then take time to move between the other groups and help them revierv'
You'll have more students engaged in the lesson and they'll get specific'
focused Practice time.
3 I-et them teach each other
Especially good when revierving before a test: divide the class into
gtoups and give each group a topic Set some guidelines and then let them
teach each other. Encourage them to do interesting activities write tests
for each other, design review games' etc - and evaluate each group on the
accuracy of their content- the creativitv of their approach' and how rvell
they work together as a team. This is atso a great way to discover horv to
motivate students.
4. Allow anonymous questions
Pul out a -'questioll box" u'here sludenls can submit questions any
tttttr: titr'e eaclt stuciettt lrt ittilcr eartl attd ask theln lo \1lite sulll'thltl!l




cards and use them to lead a class discussion You'll easily recognize what
parts of the reading confused a lot of students and they won't feel
embarrassed.
. Allow them to work together.
We can't do this all the time; individual students need to be
assessed. Ask yourself: is the goal of this activity for them to learn the
content, or for thern to be assessed? lfyou want them to leam the content,
why not let them work together? When they bring in their homework, do a
quick suwey for completeness, then put them in pairs and let them review
the homervork together. Encourage them to make changes iftheir partner's
ansrver looks right. When they've finished, revierv as a class' Students
rnay be less embarrassed to share a group's ans\\rer than their orrn and you
may be able to complete the revierv more quickly.
6. Keep it "bite-sized."
Remember that research shows the average student's attention span
is as long as her age. So even high school kids can onlv handle about 15
rninutes. lfyou have a lot of infonnation to convey, re-arrange your lesson
plans so you never lecture for more than 10-15 minutes.
7. Keep thern busy
Don't allorv students to stare into space rlhile you talk Grve therr
sttttrelhittg to stav connected irr' "tiit ln thc blank lccturc ln)tos l'cletd
kcY uords and phrases in t,our lecturc notcs to crciltc a "till in the [llank"
\\r'l [\llccl iltctr asL \ttlliull!:. tr' itii lir lirr rr"ri'slr',.t \itli' \{'u r'!ltrr'
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8. Look into the future
Before a lecture, give students a prediction activity. For example,
tell them you will be lecturing on Shakespeare and ask them to predict
rvhat you witl say, or give them a set oftrue/false statements and ask them
to take their best guess. As you lecture, instruct students to compare their
guesses with rvhat you actually say. When the lecture is over, have a class
discussion and evaluate how accurate student predictions were.
9. Keep them busier than you are
The traditional classroom of yesteryear had the teacher at the front
of the room, droning on while students doze. Re-imagine your classroom
as a place where students are busier than you are. Keep the "sit still and let
me talk to you" moments as brief as possible; get those krds working!
Give them worksheets, activities, discussions, and projects. That doesn't
mean you get to sit around -- ),ou will still be busy, moving from student
to student or group to group, correcting, evaluating, or providing feedback.
But now evervone is busy and involved.
10. Give them a voioe and a choice.
Do students ever get a "say" in your classroom? Of course you
need to make most decisions, but there must be some things you could
leave up to them whether it's rvhat color chalk vou use today or holv
long ther pra.ti,"t. a spccilic acti-ritr' Kiiis trroe iriit l-rec.lttirc il.ie\r t,;'l 1iL'l
thctr ideas don't tnatter. Shorv them their opinrons are lmportant and
ther,'ll pav l.relter attention and speak llp l11ore it-r class There x'ill alu'ar''
he srrtne unreachatrle student u'lro u'on't tespond. even tvitlr these eftlns.
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2.2.1 Aspect of Learning Participation
Participation is an important place in a student's education and the
achievetnent of positive leaming outcomes. The benefits include developing
their communication skills (Fassinger, 2000), becoming critical thinkers
(Wade, 1994), demonstrating that they understand the cumiculum, and can
develop valid arguments in dialogue with their peers (Rocca,20l0).
Numerous factors influence student participation both directly and
indirectly including students' traits, classroom structure, the role of school'
classroom climate, and confidence (Weaver & Qi, 2005). It is paramount that
educational institutions and educators focus on determining what factors rvill
positively alfect levels of student participation within the classrootn' This
ensures that all students receive equal opportunitv in developing their
communication and demonstrating their knowledge as they progress through
their education. Meyer (2015 para.l ) said that "communication is the key to
personal and career success" therefore educational institutions have an
obligation in assisting students in becotning succcssful cotnnrunicators
through participation.
Participation will not only help student progress in their education but
more importantly in their careers b.v- demonslrating that they can develop
argu|ltents. crr rrnunica{e thiruultl anr.l itttctaCl ilr ,,liScrtsSiitits u'itlr lhcir
liicnds. As llnto (1997)noted "involvcnlent nlattcrs" and educators ner:d to
ctlsure a suttlcient amount of class trmt- is dc\oted to devcloping these skills
\\ rlhln studcnts.
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Given the current situation in the classroom rvith little time devoted to
classroom discussion and the focus being on teachers, students are faced rvith
little opportunity to engage with their peers and develop their critical thinking
abilities (Rocca, 2010). Educators have an obligation to help their students not
only lurther their knorvledge base but also their ability to apply this
knowledge,
2.2.2 Benefits of Learning Participation
Participation is a way to bring " students actively into the educational
process" and to assist in "enhancing our teaching and bringing life to the
classroom" (Cohen, 1991, p. 699). "students are more motivated" ('lunn,
1994). "learn better" (Daggett, 1997, Garard, Hunt, Lippert, & Paynton'
1998. Wear.'er & Qi,2005)," become better critical thinkers" (Crone, 1997;
Garside, 1996), "and have self-reported gains in character" (Kuh & Umbach,
2004) w'hen they are prepared tbr class and participate in dtscussions'
The more they participate, the less memorization they do, and the more
thev engage in higher levels of thinking' including interpretation, analysis' and
synthesis (Smith, 1977). Students who participate also show improvement in
their communication skills (Berdine, 1986; Dancer & Kamvounias, 2005),
group interactions (Armstrong and Boud, 1983), and functioning in a
detnocratic societ-v (Girgin & Stevens. 2005).
i:rssrn!cr tl(,()i) nolL-d rhat both stLtdcnls and leachers can see lttc
lrenefits o1'studcnt partioipali0n. and I'ritschner (2(X)0) fbund thal students
thr.rrght farticlpattoll \vas "essenllal" t{l lheir own learning Students havi:
heett ilruncl to eitttt htghel gratlt's as therr partrcipation increases (Handelsnratr
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et a1.,2005). Though students see participation as important, and one-third
would like to participate more (Wade, 1994), research suggests that it is not
happening, as it is only a handful of students in any given classroom rvho
participate regularly (Karp & Yoets, 1976), a phenomenon dubbed
"consolidation of responsibility" @. a29). This finding has been reconlinned
decades later in several studies (Crombie, Pyke, Silverthorn, Jones, &
Piccinin, 2003; Fritschner, 2000; Howard & Henney, 1998; Horvard et al.,
1996; Nunn, 1996). Howard and Henney (1998) found that about 90o/o of
interactions were made by a handful of students and only around one-third
rvere regular participators, while half of the students observed did not
participate at all. Nunn (1996)" found that an average of only around one
minute of a 4O-minute class penod was spent in student participation''.
Although teachers, researchers, and students all appear to recogrize the
importance of and seemingly want to increase participation, half of students
do not participate for multiple reasons.
2.2.3 Stutlents' Learning Participation in Reading Comprehension
Participation has been defined ditferentlv in many kinds of literature'
Petress (2008) defines class participation includes three appraising standards:
quantity, persistence, and quality. He pin points usual diverting classroom
behaviors and choices. pleonastic presents (answers, questions, and promoting
uttering lor classmates require to be suc'cinct, particular and pertillenti.
reitcrale pcrccptitxrs (studetrts shotrld hc c:orrsidcrate). itnd reactloll that
disappoint othcrs liorn contributing (rndicated by verballv atrd nonr'crhallt'
\ilIl\ Lri llpallcttcr. ir0rcd0tlt l)l \tll)cll()llt\ I
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Some experts define students' participation comprises asking
questions, raising one's hand, and giving comments (Burchfield and
Sappington 1999, Rocca 2010). Dancer and Kamvounias (2005) define
participation as an active commitment action which can be sorted into five
categories: anangement, presenting to the discussion, group skills,
communication skills, and attendance (Wade 1994) proposes that the ideal
class discussion as the class where most of the students participate and are
fascinated, leaming, and listening to others' comments and suggestions Green
(2008) defines class pa(icipation as the action involved in the class. This
involvement is outlined by the students in two rvays: an active interference by
giving opinions, ansrvering questions, making comments, talking about a
topic, participating in group discussion, reading and asking questions, showing
interest, follo*,ing classes trth attention, and listening to others.
i:ndang Sulistianingsih (2018) suggests to redefine and rethink what
participation is meant. ln this research, participation can be referred to the
student's actir,eness an<1 tvillingness to perfonn and to exist in the teaching-
learning process. Stu<lents' activeness means that they provide either
spontaneous or unsolicited contribution, such as giving the opinion, answering
questions, and making comments-students' willingness to perform in the sense
that the student read a text or retell a storv without being asked or motivated
again and agaitt b, thc icacher. And bcing 3:l1sten1 in a teaching lei"rning
process herc means that studenls fblioiv classes with attention and listeltiltg to
others. In this research thc studcnts' partrcipation is divided inlo tlvrr
categ(incs. acttvl attd l)assl\ c stlidellt'\
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Students participation in reading means completing the assigned
readings, asking questions about anything in the readings or discussion that
needs clarification or expansion, offering ideas and responses of others, and
paying attention and shorving respect in the classroom to the teacher and other
students (O'Brien,2007). Students who do not participate in those ways
mentioned above are often considered be passive in the classroom. Students
participation in reading comprehension is an interaction by seeking and giving
infonnation, expressing thoughts, fetling and ideas, asking and answering
questions in discussions.
2.3 Creative Problem Solving Strategy
A problent is a "situation in which you are trying to reach some goal,
and tnust find a means for getting there" (Chi & Glaser, 1985, p. 229 in
Schunk, 2008, p. 196). Moreover, he stated that "problem solving refers lo
people's effort to achieve a goal for which they do not have an automatic
solution". lt means that in solving a problem, people need to use their effo(s
in orrler find the solution of the problem faced. "Problern solving sometimes
referred to as problem-based learning" (Johnson, 2008). In line with that idea,
Adelman & Taylor (2006, p. 268) said problem-based leaming (PBL) is a term
that irrvolve the concept of authentic learning, it is buitt around a series of
rrctir r' ltrtthlctrt'ol\ rrlr irl\csli{'a1loll.
According to Oxtbrd ( 1990. p. l), strategics are especillf irnportaut lol
language lernrng because thcv arc tools lbr cctt!e, selt'-directed involvement,
irhreh rr csscnttal tirr dcreloprng c()n1lll ull lcatc competence. approptlatl]
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language learning strategies result in improved proticiency and greater self-
confidence. It means the appropriate problem solving strategy can help
students to improve their comprehension.
Creative Problem Solving (CPS) is a postreading activity to find a
solution for a story-based or texlbased problem. (This can be used with
narrative or expository text) (Johnson, 2008, p. 150). ln other rvords, this
strategy can be used to improve students reading comprehenston of nanative
text
Creative Problem Solving (CPS) comprises three major components:
understanding the challenge, generating ideas, and preparing for action.
During the students doing their tasks in finding a solution of story-based
problem, they require to understand hrst about the text, find the idea, and give
the solution (Treffinger, 1995; Trefhnger & Isaksen, 2005 in Schunk,2008, p.
199). The challenge can be from the problems from the text, generating idea is
used to find the best solution, and preparing for action is used when students
choose the best solution for the problems.
in conclusion, creative problenl solving is a strategy that is used to t'ind
solution of story-based problem. The problern can be from narralive or
expository text. Based on this strategy, the students are expected to understand
the text, find the problern, and give solutions to the problems.
2.1.1 'l he Purpost of('reativc I'roblem Solving (('l'S) Stratcg]'
According to Adellnan & Tavlor (2()06. p 268). students s'ill he
nlotivated bv rjetined problern and hV thc ptoccss ol'disooverl' and use thcir
capabilities to ntakc p(jrtlnent obsenations. contparisnns. inf'erences ancl
interpretations and to arrive at new insight. By using this strategy, students'
creative and critical thinking are encouraged to enable them to comprehend
the texl and solve the problems that they find in the text.
Problem-solving activities require students to use language to acquire
and cornmunicate new infonnation in order to solve a problem or engage in
simulation (Chamot, Barnhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1999, p. 107). In line
with the idea, (Conktin, 2004) states the students rvork in gtoup and they share
information about the text, in that activity, students will get new information
from other and it can improve their language skill and their comprehension
about the text. Therefore, this strategy is very useful to improve students
reading comprehension in narrative text.
2.3.2 Procedure in Teaching Reading Comprehension of Narrative Text
Using Creative Problem Solving (CPS) Strategy
Creative Problern Solving (CPS) strategy is implemented in the
folloiving procedures (Johnson, 2008, p. I 50):
i t identiil, and define the problem fbund in the story or text
2i Allolr, students to rvork in small groups to generate as many ideas lor a
soiution.
3) Students choose one best idea for solutton.
4 ) Studenls elaborate and refine the ides with others.
5) Students share their solutions.
1..1.-l { : <:llrr " I'l r'!ilr:ttt 5a!r ing 
((iFSi 5tratt"g" antl Rcading {lnmprehension
\, 
1.1.111.t1,'11 is a "situttion in u'hich vou arc trf ing to reach sotne goal,
i r i r:r ' r:t,:r':: l;:: ::l'rlitti 1il,'1,' 'r lrr ,fi (-ila:.r'r lilS(. n l!1):ll
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Schunk, 2008, p. 196). Moreover, he stated lhal "problent solvirrg rel'ers to
people's effort to achieve a goal for which they do not have an automatic
solution". It means that in solving a problem, people need to use their efforts
in order find the solution of the problem faced. "Problem solving sometimes
referred to as problem-based leaming" (Johnson,2008). ln line with that idea,
Adelman & Taylor (2006, p. 268) said problem-based leaming (PBL) is a term
that involve the concept of authentic leaming" it is built around a series of
active problem solving investigation.
According to Oxford (1990, p. 1), strategies are especilly important for
language leming because they are tools for active, self-directed involvement,
rvhich is essential for developing communicate competence' appropriate
language Iearning strategies result in irnproved proficiency and greater self-
contldence. lt means the appropriate problern solving strategy can help
studcnts to improve tlreir comprehension.
Creative Problem Solving (CPS) is a post reading activity to find a
solution lor a story-based or text-based problern "this can be used lvith
narrative or expository text-' (Johnson, 2008, p. 150). ln other words. this
strategy can be used to improve students reading comprehension of narrative
texl
Creative Problem Solving (CPS) comprises three major components'
rrarnclr understanding thc challengc. gcncrating idcas. and preparing for
aclion. During the students doing their tasks in finding a solution ol'ston-
hasecl problert. tlrev require 1o understand tlrsl ahout the text' find the rdea'
antl give the solution 1 lreflinger, 1995, lrettinger & lsaksen. 1005 in Schunk'
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2008, p. 199). The challenge can be lrom the problems from the text'
generating idea is used to hnd the best solution, and preparing for action is
used when students choose the best solution for the problems.
According to Adelman & Taylor (2006, p. 268), students rvill be
motivated by defined problem and by the process of discovery and use their
capabilities to make pertinent observations, comparisons, inferences, and
interpretations and to arrive at new insight. By using this strategy' students'
creative and criticat thinking is encouraged to enable them to comprehend the
text and solve the problerns that they find in the text.
Problem-solving activities require students to use language to acquire
and commuricate nerv informalion in order to solve a problem or engage in
simulation (Chamot, Bamhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1999, p. 107). In line
vrith the idea, (Conklin, 2004) states the students work in groups and they
share information about the text where in that activity, they will get new
information from othcr and it can itnprove their language skills and their
comprehension about the text. -lherefore, this strategy is very usel'ul to
improve students reading comprehension in naffative text.
Creative Problem Solving Strategy is an effective teaching strategy to
motivate and engage students in leaming. It provides forum to integrate real
rvorld erperienc:es into tlre classrtltlln setting and serves as a mechanism to
ctlgxg,l students in au autlrcnlic lcarrring 1:rroc'.ess. speoilic strategies thal target
scalTold learnittlr. incorporutioti ol Yisual concepl nlaps- storvtelling, and
rr,.,.ri ,ttiiil .,,,tr lliir'il!il ili! gl()rrl) e \l)cliLllL! l(ll .lll itullcllts ttt iltr': tlas:' s'trt
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to strengthen this experience. Creative problem solving as a teaching
methodology, in support of leaming-centered teaching in a variety of contexts
that embraces ambiguity and challenge, may be a starting point for such an
agenda, particularly as it relates to the transferability of these problem-solving
skills learned in the classroom to the real world environment.
In conclusion, crealive problem solving is a strategy that is used to find
a solution to story-based problem. The problem can be from narrative or
expository text and creative problem solving is a process' method or system
for approaching a problern in an imaginative way and resulting in effective
action. Based on this strateg-v, the students are expected to understand the text,
find the problem, and give solution for the problems. That's whv creative
problem solving can make lhe students' active in the classroom.
2.3.4 Cleative Problem Sotving Strategy and Students Participation
The learning process of grade X of State Senior High School 3
Mandau in leaming reading had some problems. Based on the results obtained
the questionnaires the problem faced by the students are as follows: Students
did not actively participate in learning reading cornprehension They did not
feel confident in answering questions, they felt hesitant or afraid of making
mistakes to answer the questions. They could not express their views or
opinions spontaneouslY in English lessons, they were unprepared to ansrver
lhc qLrcstio;is tltci {ilt iln:urc i\ith tlrcir ansNcrs - thc| tilt borcd r"rth thc
tasks and actir'ttres . and a1 lintes thel' thouuht thel' rvere nol good al all in
reatling lesson
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To solve the problem above the researcher used Creative Problem
Solving. It gave the students opportunity to have meaningful interaction to
share and communicate their ideas or thought, so they can actively participate
in the process of teaching leaming. This rvas the appropriate strategy that
brings thern to do the steps of leaming reading. The students did the activities
in group and individually, so they could do the tasks actively and confidently.
Additionally, Creative Problem Solving Strategy implemented in this study
contributed to the students in terms of their participation in the process of
teaching leaming and the students' reading comprehension. It means that there
q,as efiect after using CPS strateg)' on students' participation in reading
narratrve te\t
2.4 Relevant Studies
A number of related studies are given in this section to show the reader
any relevant research findings with different problems or focuses'
The first relaled study rvas done by Kanyarat Coiorn (2012) entitled
'The Efiects ol the Creative l)roblern Solving (CPS) Leaming Model on
Matter and Properties of Matter for Seventh Grade Students' The author
explained the CPS learning model was developed based on the creative
problem solving approach and five essential t-eatures of inquiry' The key
slrate::\. (-)f the {,'PS lr.:rrning trrorlel i" depending t\n real lif'e nrrrlrletrr
siluatiotrs ttr provicle sttldents rvith oplxrrtunities to praotice creattve atld
logit:al thinking throtrgh lire learttrnrr stel)s enuaglng' ptoblent explortng'
soluttons otcattng. platt crctuttrtg. 411i q'.r11gcpts erattlining' l'he tlesrgn trl tltrs
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study was pretest-posftest control-group design. The findings indicated that l)
the students who leamed through the CPS leaming model had the overall
mean scores in learning achievement, scientific creativity skill and scientific
attitudes higher than those rvho learned rvith the conventional learning model.
2) 'fhoroughly, the result showed that the learning achievement test mean
scores in "recall and reproduction" level were not significantly different. Also,
the mean scores of scientific attitudes in aspects of"scientific knowledge" and
"functions of science" of the students who leamed through CPS learning
model and the students who leamed with the conventional leaming model
were not signihcantly different. The research findings revealed that the CPS
learning model rvas effective and could be used in the science classroom.
This article focused on measuring science students', not tbr reading
cornprehension which lvas diflerent in terms of collecting the data. The key
strategy of the CPS learning model is depending on real life problem
situations to provide students with opportunities to practice creative and
Iogical thinking so, it can rnake CPS strategv effective for the science
students' classroom. 'fhe similarity lied on the research design rvith a preset
test and post and with control group.
The second related sludy was done by Lydia Sinapova (2000) dealing
srlh ('reati,,e Problenr Solring stratcgy. l'he author explained intensive
lri ,l)l!rr .,'()l', lrir -\alal:!5 llllt lliLl:!lJt! \-lllou:r clcilti\c probleu-.''tlr itlg
stlrtcgics Studcnts gaincd practical c\pcrlcncc in tinding useful analogtes.
,, ,rrI',rr,ttlIiIII rlrrrrli,; ,,r',,hl, rr i, Irirlrl ! tr,l :lalt' \Par-'(' sea[Ch rllr'lhtrds
llrci !onrparcd itie ictletrial itt.t,l traltslirtttlatttc probletn-solvtng. and
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analyzed various obstacles that prevented the problem-solver from perceiving
either the problem itself or the information necessary to solve it: such as
stereotyping, imposing unnecessary restrictions and the fear of thinking in a
different rvay. The sludy discussed some issues in problem solving typology,
what lypes of skills are necessary for creative problem solving, and what kind
of problems enhance the development of such skills.
This study focused on CPS method, and CPS theories in teaching
leaming process which is very useful, but the variables, design, the
instruments to collect the data were different.
The third related study was done by Sevil Btiyiikalan Filiz (2018)
entitled 'lnvestigating the Correlation between the Frequency of Using
Metacognitive Reading Strategies and Non-routine Problem Solving
Successes ofFifth Grade Students', The author explained the aim of this study
was to examine the correlation between the frequencl, ofusing metacognitive
reading strategy used and non-routine problem-solving achievements of the
fiflh grade students. The stud1, rvas conducted by using the correlational
survey model, one of quantitative research methods. The participants of the
study consisted of 308 fifth grade students who rvere studying in public
schools in Istanbul and Ankara in the academic year 2017 -2018 and were
selected rvith convenient sarnpling rnethod. The data of the study rvere
3athr-:; c.l asing tlre ltrrrrr i'irr ll'a ncrlrrcnc\ rii rrsinu rnr:lacoltrilive trar-iinu
strategv bv the students and the non-roulrne protrlem solving achievet.nent test
ln the studr'. the fix rrr {nr thc lreciucncr of rrsinu rretacnenitiir rc.ttlittg
strategl was applied in older to detcrminc nrctacognitive reading strategics oi"
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the studies and on the following day, the achievement test including non-
routine problerns was then applied to the students. Simple Linear Regression
Analysis and Pearson Product-Moments Correlation Analysis were used in the
analysis of the data obtained in the study. According to the resulls of the
study, there rvas a positive correlation between the frequency of using
metacognitive reading strategy and non-routine problem-solving achievements
of fifth grade students and metacognitive reading strategies were a predictor
of non-routine problern-solving achievement.
This study rvas about metacognitive reading strategies and different
variables such as creative thinking skills, social problem solving skills, and
mathematical thinking skills. It *'as recommended other studies are conducted
using larger samples by using qualitative and quantitative designs together for
the frequencies of using metacognitive reading strategies by primary school
students.
The fourth related study was done by Shavne Hite (2009) entitled
'lmproving Problern Solving by lmproving Reading Skills of the Fifth Crade
Mathematics class. The author investigated the use of dilferent reading
strategies that affected the students' problem solving The author implemented
various reading strategies throughout a three-month time period. Teaching her
students to break down storv problenls. learn the steps in solving them. write
tltcti orrn st.iri irrot-rlcttts. craale l.Irlth dlclionartr'::. \',ritc ltorv prohlcnr B'ehs'
antl lrsterr t0 thernselves reacling protrlents created ttltlrc eonlidcncc tn them
and rncrcased the Iikelihood that thev rvould use thesc stralegies on thclr Own.
ltr thrs IustarCh. rt \\a\ alilrte ot.\\.li]riS t(r har thr()Llgh iotnC prclfsltllg tllnl ltCl
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students struggled with word problems. The result ofthis research shorved that
her was able to help some individuals improve their abilities to focus on and
solve word problems by implementing reading strategies. The result of her
study recommended that lhere was a need to keep putting these strategies into
her lesson plans and keep reading strategies and problem solving in her
Mathematics classroom.
This study was not aboul reading but about Math rvhich rvas different
from my research because my research discussed about reading
comprehension in English. It was quite obvious to the author that through
pretesting, students struggled with word problems.
The fifth related study was done by Richard J Klirnoski (1976) entitled
'The impact of Trust on Creative Problem Solving Groups'. The author
explained dynamics of interpersonal trust in group creative problem solving
that was examined. Each member of 29 four-person groups of undergtaduate
females was led tkough rnanipulated feedback from three other $oup
members to perceive a high trust, low trus1, or control (no trust) manipulation
condrtion. Two instructional sets were used: a standard brainstortning
technique and synaptic. Perfonnance was measured by the nurnber of ideas
each group generated. Self-report data were taken on perceived effort'
satisfaction, and group attractiveness. The finding ofthe studY shorved that the
lriglr trLlst arrtl conirol groLrps otitpct lirttttctl llt,tsc irt the lo trust condililrtl: i,ii
eacrlr of tho threc tasks. Also, it appcared that rvhen intbrrnation about trust
ri'rs lacking in thc grtrrrp trlentbers lsstttnt:d that relativeh' high trtrst eristed
'l'here rvas no differential impact due to the discovery of problem solving
rnstructrons.
This study focused on how to measure perlormance of female students
by the number of ideas each group generated, while my research sample was
not only fernale students but also male students using CPS strategy.
The six related study was carried out by Mustafa Ulu (2017) entitled
'The Eflect of Reading Comprehension and Problem Solving Strategies on
Classi$ing Elementary 4th Grade Students with High and Lorv Problem
Solving Success'. The author explained the effect of fluent reading (speed,
reading accuracy percentage, prosodic reading), comprehension (literal
comprehension, inferential comprehension) and problern solving strategles on
classifuing students with high and lorv problem solving success. The sample
of the research consisted of 279 students of the 4'h grade of elementary
school.. In the research, in order to figure out reading accuracy percentage and
reading rate, 5 scales were used: a reading text, prosodic reading scale' literal
comprehension scale, inferential comprehensiolr scale and problern solving
scale. ln order to see the eifect ol fluent reading and cotnprehension skrlls on
classifuing students with high and lorv problem solving success, logistic
analysis was conducted while discriminant analysis was conducted to
determine the effect ol problem solving skills. At the end of the study' it rvas
proven that tltrenl reading skills had no etl'ect on classil'ving stttdents
aCC0rding tO lherr prohlCnt solrtng suCCcss l1 trlls dtst-rtrcretl lillll l)(rll)
cornprehensrorr skrlls reached 77,f0 eftectile rn classrlr,rnu problcnt solritru
lri,t ,,r1. l\'rllr,ll .,rlli)l( l, ,l . r lr I: '' l!'ri' : '
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comprehension. It was found that problem solving strategies were effective in
classifying students with high and low problem solving success problem at the
level of 88%; that the most important factors rvhile classif ing were estimation
and control, systematic listing, looking for a pattem and drawing figures and
<liagrams respectively and that backward-studying strategies were inadequate
in classifying successful and unsuccessful students. At the end of the study,
English sentence writing strategy appeared to be the most important strategy
in classif,ing students with high and low problem solving success, but it had a
negative correlation. In other rvords, a rise in the usage rate of this strategy
increased the likelihood for individuals to be in the groups with low problem
solving success.
This study was about sight for reading comprehension skills (reading
rate, reading accuracy percentage, prosodic reading, literal co[rprehenslon,
inferential comprehension) being effective on classifying students with high
and lorv problerr solving. Using problem solving strategy in teaching was
found more effective than reading comprehension strategy. The sample of the
study was fbr elemetitary students, but the sample of my research was Senior
High School students. This study is very useful for my research as it deals
with reading comprehension and CPS Strategy.
The seven related study was conducted by Alireza Hajiyakhchali
(2013) entitled 'The EtTects of Creative Problem Solving Process Training on
Ac:rdemjc \rr.11-,..'n* of Shahirl charrran l.lniversitv Studenls The zrinr olthe
stutil' u,[Is to ln!estlgate the efteols of creattve problern solviug tLIPS) plocess
trarnlng on academic rvell-being sttldents. 
-fhe instruction of the CPS proccss
lusrrig ll !:rrral!\ ri1 tt'r'irlttques ttt twU pltases ol creative and ct'tttcai t[rtnklrtgi
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as the independent variable and acadernic well-being (consisted of three
components including affect at school, perceived academic eflicacy and self-
report of disruptive behavior) as dependent variable. The present study was a
field experimental design with pretest-posttest control group design The
sample consisted of 60 students of (Ahvaz university) that were selected
randomly by employing multi-stage sampling method. The participants were
then assigned randomly to become an experimental and a control groups'
Before teaching CPS process, pretests on well-being were taken from both
experimental and control groups. Afterwards, the experimental group was
treated using CPS strategy, but the control group was not given any treatment'
After the intervention, a post-test was administered immediately for both
experimental and control goups. The results of ANCOVA analysis shorved
that cPS process treatrnent gave a significant improvetrrent to the students'
academic well-being (including affeot at school, perceived academic elficacy
and self-report of disruptive behavior)
This study focused on using the CPS strategy that gave the score that
rvas statisticallY hrgher and alfected the academic efficacy and self-report of
disruptive behavior posttest than students in the control group The results of
this study indicated that the implementation of cPS instructional strategy
significantlyincreasedthelevelsofacademicwell-beingofthestudents'One
aspect of creativitl' that rvaranls evaluation is in the area o1'studenl u'ell-
bcing. Researchcrs in the area ol' Creativitl'- Education have concluded thrl llrtr
pr'ooess not ollly contribute abilitl to solve problelus bul rvas also verY rrsctll
tor rlv researa:tt
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The next related study rvas conducted by Maghsoud Danesh (2017)
entitled 'The Relationship Between Creative Problem Solving Skill and EFL
Reading Comprehension Ability'. The study investigated the relationship
betrveen Creative Problem Solving (CPS) skill of lranian secondary school
students and their reading comprehension ability. The sample was 70 second
grade students of secondary school randomly selected. The Torrance Test of
Creatir.e Thinliing was used to measure CPS. Also, a valid and reliable
teacher-made reading comprehension test was administered to assess the
reading comprehension ability of the participants.
The results indicated that there was a positively significant correlation
belveen reading comprehension ability and CPS skill. Among the sub-
components of CPS, elaboration and originality revealed positively signiticant
correlation rvith reading comprehension. Furthermore, the findings suggested
that there rvas a need for accomlnodating creativity and CPS techniclues and
activities in EFL materials in the text book. Teaching creativity is highly
recolnmended as a prerequisite for even' kind of leaming including loreign
language learning.
'l-his study- u'as about improving the qualitv of foreign language
education in Iranian public schools by directing attentions torvards considering
CPS as an essential technique used in teaching which should be emphasized in
Iorcign language learning and teaching.
llrc ncxt relatcd stud! q'115 {trtt€ b! i\ irt}cndl (lul7) cntitleii
lntplctncntation ol e reativr.: l'rotrletn Solving iVlodel to lnlprovc thc IIiglt
''i l\i.,i: \ll,l,-ii' I Ir , r..JrrLt,L :ilr, ,i.lr \\.1\ rll1.t.l \'\l)ClllI)!llta(l \ltl(l'
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with 3x2 factorial and nonequivalent control group design. The population in
this study was all l0th grade students at one of the Senior High Schools in
Ciarnis, Furtherrnore, two sample groups were randomly selected
(experimental class and control class) using purposive sampling technique
Each sample group was divided into high, medium, and low level based on
students' mathematical prior knowledge. The experimental class used Creative
Problem Solving strategy but the control class used conventional strategies.
The instrument used in this study was a meta-cognitive ability test.
The differences of meta-cognitive ability improvement based on
students' mathematical prior knowledge and applied leaming model was tested
b-v applying two ways ANOVA at significance level of 0-05. after
prerequisites testing were met. The results of the study shorved thal (1)
Students' meta-cognitive ability improvement rvith the Creative Problem
Solving model rvas significantll' better than students rvho acquired
conventional leaming; (2) There was a significantly difference in meta-
cognitrve abilities of students who obtarned the Creative Problem Solvtng
strategl' from students rvho received conventional leaming in tem.rs of
students' mathematical prior knowledge level, high, medium, and low' Meta-
cognitive abilities improvement of the experimented students with high and
medium English prior knorvledge level was significantlv better than the
iIr 1.rr.or cutent of lll(. )nlrol croup students' rneta-cognitive abilitics that \\'ith
lrrglr antl a [lr-diur)r rlathemalital prior knorlledgo level. Ilorvcvcr. thc
increase ilt rneta-cognilive abilities ol'students rvith ltt$er mathelnatical prior
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knowledge level in the experimental class and the control class did not differ
significantly.
This study focused on the increase of meta-cognitive skills of students
rvith low level rnathematical ability early in the CPS classes that did not dilfer
significantly frorn an increase in rneta-cognitive skills of students with low
level of rnathernatical abili8 in the conventional classroom. Creative Problem
Solving Learning strategy was successfully applied to students with high level
of mathematical ability. In my research I did not use meta-cognitive
instrument, but a reading test for reading comprehension not for Math subject.
The last related study rvas undertaken by Endang Sulistianingsih
(20i8) entitled 'Developing Students' Participation in a Mixed-Levels
Reading Class via Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (CIRC)'.
The author explained that the students especially at the higher level need to be
elficient readers to comprehend some reading rnaterials from varied sources
associated \r/ith their studies. Teaching reading becomes not easy since the
teacher has to face the problems on how to teach reading in a rnixed-levels
reading class? How can all students becotne motivated more active in reading
class? How to promote cooperation among students with divergent
competency and motivation? To address such questions, this paper
dcrnonstrated horv reading skill, participation, and cooperation could be
iI,. "::lirlrcil thrrrLrrlt 
('lR( 'l'lrc rtscareh \\:il\ il cttse stttdr lrhtrt qtlalltltali\('
and qLralitatii.c rverc [nixed. fhe participants of thrs reseirrch rvere students ol'
,,,ir|,rrII!I ir1r.)|r 'lrtrlr,'.. ,tt tll,'\rx'trll :rnrl l)rrliltcal Scir'nce I'nalrtlt\ irr higlrr'r
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education. Eighteen students pa(icipated in this research. The participants
were taken using saturation sampling. The data were collected through
observation to determine students' participation and a reading comprehension
test to measure the student's reading comprehension level. CIRC was used as
teaching instruction during the intervention. Through this method, learning
reading can increase good interrelationship, individual and group
responsibility, interpersonal and small group skills. Therefore, a presence of
cooperation is established, comprehension can be developed, and passive
students become active while active students become more active This
research is useful for EFL teacher Tvho teaches in a big class where his/her
students have different levels ol reading proficiency.
By reviewing some previous researches related to the present research,
it has been found some sirnilarities and diff'erence betrveen the previous
researches and present research. 
'l'he similarrties can be tbund on the use of
same research variables that are creative problem solving strategy, reading
comprehension and students' participation. Ho'wever, CPS strategy can be
used fbr another class or subiect (like malh class or science), the location of
the research, the research design, the sample, and also the instruments used to




Operational concept is used to clarifu the variables used in this
research in order to avoid misunderstanding and misinterpretation. The
research rvas experitnental research which focused on reading comprehension
in narrative text of students tvho were taught by using Creative Problem
Solving (CPS) Strategy and who were taught without Creative Problem
Solving (CPS) Strategy of Grade X at State Senior High School 3 Mandau. In
this research, there were three variables as in the following:
I ) The use of CPS Strategy as the independent variable (X)
2) The students' participation as the dependent variable (Y1)
3 ) The students' reading comprehension as the dependent variable (Y2)
The operational concept in this research is shown in the table below:
Reatling ootnprehension ol'the sludents at State Senior High School 3
Mandau of rhe tlrst gracie rvas still lorv because thev were not motivated to
















Based on curriculum 2013, the students leam nanative text. The type
of narrative text is fairy tales. Fairy tales are stories usually for children about
elves, hobgoblins, dragons, iairies, or other magical creatures. A number of
examples of fairy tales that are known are; Cinderella, Snow White, Sleeping
Beauty, Beauty and The Beast. Every fairy tale talks about kingdom, prince
and the end ofthe story is always a happy ending and marriage.
Therefore, the students are expected to be able to understand and
identi$r the narrative texts taught by the teacher using the standard 2013 (K-
l3) curriculum.
In line with the statements above, the indicators ofeach variable in this








e teacher and students follorv the steps o
reative Problem Solving (CPS) Strategy
a. Indentif.v and define the problem lound i
the stor) or text.
b. Allow students to work in small groups t
generate as many ideas for a solution.
c. Students choose one best idea for t
solution.
d. Students elaborate and refine the ides wi
othsI sl udents.
c. Students share their solutions.
I lhc studcnts partlcipation he students are engaged in learning aotivi








b. The students ask the teacher a question
when they don't understand.
c. The students comunicate with the teacher
d. The students pay attention to the teacher's
explanation.
e. The students make a note during the
reading activity.
f. The students give and share their opinions
in discussions.
g. The students answer their friends'
questions during drscussion.
h. The students ask their friends a question
during the discussion.
r. The studentsjoke in leaming process.





e students are able to identi!:
a. The main idea of the text
b. The detaiied information of the text





The hypotheses of this research are as follows:
I Null Hypothesis ( 1/o)
a. There is no significant effect of Creative Problern Solving Strategy on
students' participation who are taught by using Creative Problem
Solving Strategy and students' without being taught by using Creative
Problem Solving Strategy.
b. There is no significant difference of reading comprehension between
students rvho participate actively and passively in class taught by using
Creative Problem Solving Strategy and without using Crealive
Problem Solving Strategy.
c. There is no significant interaction etTect between teaching method and
level of participation on reading comprehension.
2. Altemative Hypothesis (rg.;
a. There is a significant effect of Creative Problem Solving Strategy on
sludents' participation of who are taught by using Creative Probletn
Solving Strategl' and students 'rvho arc taught without using Creative
Problem Solving Strategy.
b. There is a significant difference of reading comprehension between
students rvho pa(icipate actively and passively in the class taught by
Lrsing Creative Problenr Sol\1ing Stralegv and u,ithout using Cr.ati\',.r
Pr oblern Solving Strategy
e '[-here is a signilicanl interacliorr s{lect betrveen teaching rnethod and
ler el o1' partrcrpatrtrn on reading colu prreltcnston.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter deals rvith research design, time and place of the research,
population and sample, research instrumenl, data collection techniques, and data
analysis technique. Each section is respectively described below:
3.1 Resea rch Design
This research was a quasi-experimental study. According to Howard
White and Shagun Sabarwat (2014), quasi-experiments are subject to concem
regarding intemal validity, because the treatment and control groups may not
be comparable at the baseline. Johnson and Christensen (2008:156) state that
quasi-experitrental research is research in rvhich the researcher manipulates
the independent variable and is interested in showing cause and effect. Gay,
Mills, and Airisian (2009'. 240) also state "experimental research is the only
type of the research that can test hypotheses to establish cause and effect
relationship. "The o[-ieotive of this research rvas to know the effectiveness of
Creative Problern Solvlng Strategl'on such skills as an alternative strategy of
teaching reading to natural one and to know the effectiveness of this strategy
in minimizing students' difficulties in reading comprehension.
According to Adelman & 1'aylor (2006, p. 268), students will be
nrotivated hv r'lqiln,.'d prcthlerr't and hr' !lre prol'ss< of r{isr-'overl' antl llsl their
capabilitics ttt tlakc pcrtincnt obscrr'attttns. colllparl -s()lls inl'crences. attd
illterpretations anrl to arrire tlt neu insiuht Bv using this stratcgv. students'
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creative and critical thinking is encouraged to enable them to comprehend a
text and solve the problems that they find in the text.
The research variable according to Sugiyono (2015: 6l) is an attribute
or the nature or value of people, activities that have certain variations
determined by researchers to be studied and then drawn by conclusions ln this
study, there are three variables as follorvs:
l. An independent variable is an attribute or characteristic that influences or
affects an outcome or dependent variable. (Creswell 2012: 117) The
implementation of Creative Problem Solving strategy.
2. Moderating variables are new variables constructed by the researcher by
taking one variable times another to determine the joint impact ol both
variables together. This impact is called an interaction effect For norv,
recognize that interaction effects are a special lbrm of dependent variable'
(Cresrvell 2012:117). The level of students' participation is diflerentiated
into active and passive.
3. A dependent r,ariahle is an attribute or characteristic that is depelldent on
or influencetl hy the independent variable (Creswell 2012 1l7) ln this
study, the dependent variable is reading comprehension of narrative text'
Below is the experimental research design (Creswell (2008:314)'
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control class. The writer asked the English teacher to knorv the classes that
had the same achievement in English at State Senior High School 3 Mandau;
namely, X. MIA l, X. MIA 2, X. MIA 3, X. MIA 4, X. MIA 5, and X. MIA 6.
After that, the writer took trvo classes as the sample, Class X. MIA 4 for the
experimental class and Class X. MIA 6 for control class.
The spesification ol the research sample can be seen in the table
below:
Table 3.3
Spccification of the Research Sample
SANTPL[, IIENIALtr }1AI,E 'IO'I.At,
X, MIA 4 l9 15 34
l6 l8 34
T0TAL 35 -r -t 68
x MtA6
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Scheme of Research Design
















3.5 Data Collection Technique
The data of the study were collected using a set of questionnaire,
observation and a reading test.
a. The procedures of collecting data of the experimental group
l. Pre-test
A pre-test was administered to determine the students'
participation and reading comprehension with their scores.
2. Treatment
The treatment was conducted towards the experimental $oup
by using Creative Problem Solving Strategy (CPS) on students'
pa(icipation and reading comprehension applied for four meetings.
3. Post-test
After conducting the treatment, a post-test rvas administered
and analyzed as the final data of this research. The posttest given was
the same as the test given in the pretest.
b. I)rocedures olcollecting data tbr the control group
l. Pre-test
The students of the control group were given a pre-test to
delermine their students' participation and reading comprehension.




The posltest also was given to the control group and the results rvere analyzed
and used as final data of this research.
So, the difference betrveen the control group and the experimental
group was that one group was exposed to the conditions of the experiment and
the other was not. The data of the research were the scores of the students'
pre-test and post-tests. The data were collected through the following
procedures:
a. The students X MIA 4 - X MIA 6 got a pre-test by asking them tQ answer
the questions to check the homogeneity and the normality
b. The students of both experimental and control groups were asked to
complete the questionnaire.
c. The students of the experimental class got the treatment by using Creative
Problern Solving Strategy and the control class without using Creative
Problern Solving Strategy but both groups had the same materials'
d. The students of both the experimental and the control classes had a post-
test by asking them to answer the questions
e. The students' answer sheets of both classes were collected in order to get
the data about their reading comprehension and levels of participation'
3.5.1 Questionnaire
Questionnaire is a technique of collecting data b1' giving a set ol
ilii.:tii)lti or nrittett stalclllctlts to thc rcspondenls l() ans\rer (Sugivono 
-tl l7
l 4l ) t hc questionnaire n as used t() know the levcl of particrpatlon in class olt
. li r(l!'rlt! ' rcatling ct,ltt prellettsl(ln
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The students were asked to choose the statement according to the
actual situation that they experienced rvith the following options: Strongly
Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree. lt consisted of20 written
questions rvith five-point Likert (1932) scale items. According to Singh,
Fook, and Sidhu (2006. 139), Likert scale format (l-5) is usually used to
measure the strength of an attitude or an opinion ranging from strongly
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree as shown in the table
below:
Table 3.4
Interpretation of I\Iean Score of Participation Levels
Scalc Nlean Range Participation leYel Score Range
5 Strongly agree Very high 4.50 - 5.00
4 Agree High 3 .50 - 4.49
J Neutral Average 2.s0 3.49
2 Disagree Lorv t s0 - 2.49
I Strongly disagree Very low 1.00 149
'l he mean score of each item indicated the level of students'
participation; a high score means that the students had high leaming
participation while a low score means that the students had low leaming
participation.
J.5.2 Ohscrvation
()bser"vation is complex process. a prcccss c()t]rposetl ttl' r'ariotts
biologrcal and psychological processes. Two of the most irnportant in
ohsen,ation are the processes and memort' Observation is divided into ts'o.
nanrel1,, slruqlrred obsen'atlon and unstructured observation (Sutrisno Hadi.
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1986). ln this study, the researcher used structured observation. Structured
observation is observation that has been systematically designed, about what
will be observed (Sugiyono, 2017:146). The researcher made direct
observations towards the object of the research 1o see very closely the activity
done in the teaching and learning process dealing with the implementation of
Creative Problem Solving Strategy. This observation list was adopted from the




-) e teacher asks the students to choose one best idea fo
he solutron
4 teacher asks the students to elaborate and
tine the ideas with other students
he teacher asks the students to share their solutions
According to Wesley (2001), test is a set of questions and exercises
used to measure the achievement or capacity of the individual or group Test
\\ar u\r.r(l lo [rtasrlrc the persott s competence and to achieve the ot{ectivc
'fhe clata rvas collectecl by giving a reading test. The test was conductecl twice,
ir r-rr.- li't :tntl :t t'rrst-lest l'hc' rr:sealclter used a nr ultiple-choice tcst
No Item Observed
I he teacher asks the students to identi$ and
eflne thc problem found in the story or the text
he teacher asks the students to work in srnall
oups to gcnerate as manf ideas lor a solution.
3.5.3 Test
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According to Brown (2004), Multiple-choice responses are not only a matter
of choosing one of four or five possible answers. By far the most popular
method of testing a reading knorvledge ol vocabulary and grammar is the
rnultiple-choice format, mainly for reasons of practicality: it is easy to
administer and can be scored quickly. The test was conducted towards the
experimental group and the control group before and after the treatment.
The experimental and control group consisted of 68 students of SMAN
3 Mandau. The experirnental group received a new treatment while control
group received a common treatment. The students were asked to answer the
questions based on the reading text. Each reading text consisted of 20
questions. Then the answers were scored in order to find the score of each
individual. Then the data rvere grouped based on the category of classiflication.
The duration ofthe test was 2x45 minutes. This reading test was adopted tiom
exercise in the handbook as the questions had been proven the validity and
reliabilit,v based on the indicators studied in school.
The researcher collected the data by using quantitative approach.
According to Burhan (2006), quantitative approach stresses the analysis on
numerical data that are processed by using statistical method. So, in this
research, the researcher used the fonn of quantitative approach to analyze the
data
l-lrc data ucrc collectod througli pre-tcst in both elasscs in ortlct' ttr
knox thc diftcrcnce lretrveen thr: two classes that were taught bv usirrg 'CPS
Sttal.egi artd d prcarlltttg nlethod lhc ple-tcst r'r' as heltl ltit lxrtll eias:c' t,'
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measure the students' vocabulary lnastery belore the treatment. Alter the
researcher applied the method then the posttest rvould was given. Then, the
results of the test were scored and calculated. The result of each test rvas





Blue Print For Reading Comprehension





The Story of Lake Toba
I Finding the main idea of the text
2. Finding detail information of the text
3. Guessing the meaning of vocabulary
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I Finding tl,e main idea of the text
2. Finding detail information of the text
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) Fmdrng the marn rdea of the tcxt
2. Finding detarl rnlbnnatlon of the text
3. Guessing the meaning ofvocabulary





Little Red Riding I{ood
Red Feathers 'fhe Hen
I
I
3.6 Data Analysis. Technique
Before analyzing the data to find out the information about students'
vocabulary mastery in narrative text, the researcher needed to test
homogeneity and normality of the data.
Table 3.7
llomogeneity of Students Reading Comprehension
Levene









I'his is a lowel bound ofthe true significancc
I illiefor s Sigrrificanc'e Concclion
Kolmogorov-Smimo t'" Shapiro-Wilk
Sratisti





l'rc-test ol' control class




















Hornogeneity test is used as a reference material for determining
statistical test decisions. As for the basis of decision making in the
homogeneity test is if the significance value is smaller than 0.05, it means the
variance of the data population group is not the same. Ifthe significance value
is bigger than 0.05, it means the variance of the data population goup is the
same. Based on Table 3.7, it is noticeable that the sigrrificance value of the
score variable rs 0.527 > 0.05. It means that the score of the variable data is
homogenous.
Table 3.8










When talking about the parametric approach to inferential statistics,
the values that are assumed to be normally distributed are the means across the
samples. In brief, the assumption that underlies the parametric statistics does
not emphasize that the observations rvithin a given sample are normally
distributed, nor does it emphasize that the value within the population (frorn
which sample is taken) as normal. This core element of assumption of
nonnality emphasized that the distribution of the sample means (across
independent samples) is normal. In technical term, this assumption ol
normality emphasizes that the sampling distribution of the mean is normal.
In order to set up the confidence interval or test a null hypothesis and
allernative hypothesis (by ttest), the researcher must estimate the sampling
distribution of the characteristic of interest in order to know how wrong we
rnight be. [n the analysis that psychologrsts perfbrm, the characteristic of
interest is almost ahvays the mean. Therefore, we must estimate the sarnpling
distribution ofthe mean. llthe signilicance value is greater than 0.05, then the
data is nornrally distr ibuted. conversely, if the significance value is srnaller
than 0.05, tlien the data is not normally distributed. Based on Tahle 3.8, it is
knorvn thal the significance value of the soore variable based on class pretest
of control class is 0.079> 0.05, the posttesl of the control class is 0,327 > 0.05,
the pretest ol the experiment class is 0.299 > 0.05, and the posttest of the
c-rpcrimcnt class 0.057.' 0.05. So. bas.rd on the Saphiro-Wilk's normalitv
tarii th! 'llrlll ir ni,rDl1rllr (li'.1!ilrLrt,],.J
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J.6.1 Analysis for Research Question 1
In order to find out whether there rvas a sigrificant dillerence of
hypothesis I , the researcher analyzed the data by using independent sample T-
Test of SPSS 23. "lndependent sample T-Test is used when comparing the
mean score of some continuous variables, for two different groups of
participants" (Pallant: 20 1 0).
Pallant (2010) states that eta squared is used to determine the strength
of the difference between groups, or the influence of the independent variable.
Effect size statistics provide an indication of the magnitude of the differences
between the groups. Eta squared can be obtained using the following formula:
Eta squared for independent sample t-test:
[ta squaretl; r'11 = t'lt'+ (N l+N2-2)
The guidelines for interpreting the value are:
0.01 : Small effect
0.06 .. Moderete efltct
0 i.l - Large elfeot
3.6.2 Analysis for Research Question 2
In order to find out rvhether there rvas a significant difference of
hvpothesis 2. thc rcscarchcr used lndcpendcnt Sarnple "f-tcst of SPSS 2i 'fhc
advantage ol'using Independcnt Sarrple l--tcst design rs that we can tcst thc
'main el'fect' lirr each indepcndent variablc and also expk)re' the possibilitv of
irn rnteractron sfltct (.lulre tlallant. l()l(t)
Afterivard, it is better to find the coefficient effect oft-test by using the
following formula
The effect size can exist between 0 to l. According to Cohen (Cohen,
Manion, and Marrison, 2007: 521), the category of the effect size is described
in Table 3.9 belorv:
Table 3.9
The Classification of Effect Size by Cohen (2007)
Size Interpretation
0 0.20 Weak Ellect
0.21 - 0.50 Modest Effect
0.5t - 1.00 Moderate Effect
>1.00 Strons Effect
3.6.3 Analysis for Research Question 3
In order to find out whether there was a significant interaction between
Creatir.e Problem Solving strategy and the students' participation, the
researcher used a Trvo-Way Anova Tsst of SPSS 23. ll the significance value
is greater than > 0.05, there is no significance. And ilthe significance value is
smaller than < 0.05, it means there is a sigrif,rcance.




Chapter IV provides the presentation ol'the findings ofthe study that may
be in the form of tables and graphs along with the discussion of the findings
supported by related theories.
4.1 Findings
Il this section, the results of the data analysis as the answer to the
research questions are presented according to the sequence of the research
questions. The data were taken by using different instruments; that is,
questionnaire, observation checklist and a reading test. The findings were the
outcomes of exarnining of ( I ) the effect of using Creattve Problem Solving
strategy on student reading comprehension, (2) the difference of students who
participated actively and passively on reading comprehension by using
Creative Problern Solving Strategy and without using Creative Problem
Solving Strategy, (3) the interaction between teaching method and level of
stutlent's parlicipatiotr and their reading cornprehensiorr.
Before presenting the results of data analysis, the students' observation
checklist is shown when Creative Problem Solving strategy was used by the




Observation of the I "' meeting of applying Creative Problem Solving
CPS Stra
The above table shorvs that n the observation of the first meeting" the
teacher and students did not apply all the items of the indicators of Creative
Problcnr Solving strategl'. There are 5 indicators nccded to be airplicd in thc
treatment process by the teacher and students. In this meeting, the teacher and
students only apply 3 items or 600/o and missed 2 items or 40% from the
indicators of Creative Problem Solving strategy which is categorized as
"fairl1, good ".
No Itcm Observe d
Observation
Time (1)
l Ihe teacher asks the students to identiiy and
define the problem found in the story or the text.
) The teacher asks the students to work in small
groups to generate as many ideas for a solution.
3 The teacher asks the students to choose one best idea
for the solution
4 The teacher asks the students to elaborate and
refine the ideas rvith others.





Observation of the 2"d meeting of applying Creative Problem Solving
CPS Strat
'l otal
Table 4.2 displays that in the observation of the second meeling, the
teacher and students conduct all the indicators of Creative Problem Solving
strategy. Of the 5 items but none is missed b1, the teaclrer and students rvith




I Ihe teacher asks the students to identify and
define the problem found in the story or the text
l The teacher asks the students to work in small
groups to generate as many ideas for a solution
-1 teacher asks the students to choose one best idea for
solution.
4 The teacher asks the sludents to elaborate and
refine the ideas with others.







Observation the 3'd meeting of applying Creative Problem Solving
CPS Stra
Table 4.3. in the the observation of the third meeting, the teacher and
students conduc.t all the indicators of Creative Problem Solving strategy. Of
the 5 iterns. none is missed by the teachcr and students u,ith thc total




l The leacher asks the students to identifu and
define the problem found in the story or the text.
2 Ihe teacher asks the students to work in small
groups to generate as many ideas for a solution.
J Ihe teacher asks the students to choose one best idea for
the solution
4 The teacher asks the students to elaborate and
refine the ides with others.






Otrservation in the 4'h meeting of applying Creative Problem Solving (CPS)
Stra
in the observation in the fourth meeting as the table shorvs, the teacher
and students conduct all the indicators of Creative Problem Solving strategy.
Of the 5 items, none rs nrissed b,r, the teachel and students rvith the total
percentage ofl00o,'o rvhich is in r,er]'good category.
Observation
Timc (l)No ltem 0bsen'ed
I fhe teacher asks the students to identify and
define the problem tbund in the story or the text.
2 The teacher asks the students to rvork in small
groups to generate as many ideas for a solution
J The teacher asks the students to choose one best idea lor
the solution.
4 Ihe teacher asks the students to elaborate and
refine the ides with others.
100%,






Recapitulation of the Observation (Creative problem Solving Strategy)
Based on the recapitulation of the observation above, it can be
concluded that the implementation of Creative problem Solving strategy
reaches 9096 which is categorized as very good, That means the teaching and
leaming process from the first meeting using CPS strategy to the last rneeting
could run rvell as the students participated in the teaching and learning
process. This oan be seen frorn the rise of the pcrcentage liotn the first to the
last meeting as the tables show.
4.1.1 The Effect ofCPS Strategy on Students, Reading Comprehension
For the measurement of the effect of Creative Problem Solving
strategy on reading comprehension, the calculation ol Independent Salnplc 'l-
tcst ivas Jorle lry usrrrg SPSS 2].0 program l]ased on the rcsult of lndependent
Sarr)plc i-test. it was lirurrd lhat there was a sigrfiuaut diflcrcnce in rca,.liug
. lrrrl)r,.'lial!\i() hcl rr,--r, \lurl('n1:, taughl lrt ('rcatt\c [)roblrrrr \01\rnr \lt ieg.\
Observation
Times TotalNo Itern Obseryed
l 1 Yes NO
teacher asks the students to identifu aId
fine the problem found in the story or the
4 100%
2
teacher asks the students to work in
I groups to generate as many ideas for
solution.
4 1000,,0
e leacher asks the students to choose one
idea for a solution
4 r00%
teacher asks the students to elaborate
refine the ideas with others.
7syo
5 teacher ask the students to share their
lutions
l 2s%





and those taught without using Creative Problem Solving Strategy. This
finding is supported by results oldata analysis as displayed in Table 4.6:
Table.l.6









Experimental 83,382 7,14785 34 66
,494 000
61,3 I 5Control 70,t47 9,49364 34
Df i.l
Table 4.6 displays the result of students' reading comprehension that
provides the answer to the first question that the Creative Problem Solving
strategy effects reading comprehension where the mean score of the
experiurental class is 83,382, standard deviation is 7,14785 and the tnean score
of the control class is 70,147, standard deviation is 9,49364 rvith the
significant value 0.000 is smaller than u (0,05) or tested rvith 100% ol
confidenoe interval. The eifect size of using Creative Probleur Solving
strategy on students' reading comprehension is 0,01575. It means that there is
lurge eflecl ol Creative Problem Solving strategy on students reading
oomprehension rvhich is about 157,5%. Therefore, this oan be interpLeted that
there is a significant effect of Creative Problem Solving strategy on students'
reading comprehension which means that the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected
and alternative hypothesis (Ila) is aucepted.
lhe dilibretrce oi students rsaditlg c(,lllptsltettstUtt cuti tru '.titucLi
through the category of thcir scores shorvn in the tabic belor:
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Table 4,7






Excellent 90 - 100 19 5sp% 2 5,9%
Good 80-89 l5 44,19h 25 7 3 ,5o1o
Fairly Good 0 0% 7 20,6%
0o/oFarr 60-69 0 00/, 0
Poor 0-59 0 0o./o 0 0o/o
Based on the table 4.7, it can be seen that there are 5 categories of
students' reading comprehension scores the in experimental group and control
group. ln the experimental gloup, the ftequency of excellent category is 19
students (55,9%), the frequency of good category is 15 students (44,1%), the
frequency of fairly good is 0, the frequency of fair category is 0 and poor
category is 0. Meanwhile, in the control group, the irequency of excellent
category is 2 students (5,9%), the frequency of good category is 25 students
(73.5%), the tiequency of fairly good is 7 students (20.6%), the frequency of
fair category is 0 and poor category is 0.
From the data above, it can be concluded that in the experimental
group students' reading comprehension tends to be categorized as excellent
category and in the contr-ol group students' reading comprehension tends to be




Rcading Comprchcnsion of thc Expcrimental Class
PostlrstExpcrlmcnt
c
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4.1.2 The Effect of Reading Comprehension and Students' participation
taught by using CPS Strategy and Without using CpS Strategy
In general, students' participation is divided into five categories levels,
very high category, high category, neutral category, lorv category and very
low category. Horvever, the result of analysis indicated that there were only
two categories of students' participation of both experimental group and
control group; that is, high category and average category. Based on the
results of students' participation scores, it rvas found that students' in the
experimental class were classified into Active category. Meanwhile, students'
in the control class rvere classified into Active and Passive categories. This
hnding is supported by result ofdata analysis as shown in Table 4.8. below:
Table 4.8
'Ihe classification of student participation





Based on Table 4.8, it can be seen that there are 2 oategories of student
participation questionnaire scores of the experimental class. The frequency of
Active category is 19 students (55.9o/o), the frequency of Passive category is
l5 students (44.1%). The table shorvs that the highest percentage of student
classrl'icatiorr rrl' strrclcnt parlieiPrtiorr (luestr('nnir!rc scures ol'lhe esperrnerrta!
class is 55 90,ir. l'hus. (he nrajorrll,ol'lhe students in the erperimerrtal class arc
categorized as Active
No Categorv Score F'requency
I Active 45-75 19
2 Passive 15-44 l5
l0l
Then, the frequency distribution of the student participation
questionnaire scores ofthe experimental class obtained by using SPSS 23 is as
follorvs:
1'able 4.9
The Frequency Distribution of students' participation





lhla I r.q 100 0
-t'he table shorvs that the f'requency of inlerval 20.00 is I student
(2.9o'i,). the Itequency of interval 38.00 is 2 students (5.9%). the frequencv of
interval -i(, 00 rs ..] students (8.80.0). the frequencv of interval 40.00 is I student






20.00 I 1.4 2.9 2.9
3 8.00 2 5.9 882.9
39 00 3 43 17.688
40.00 I 14 2.9 20.6
41 00 I 1.4 2.9 23.s
32.442.00 3 4.3 8.8
43.00 2 2.9 5.9 3 8.2
,+4.00 2 29 5.9 44.t








5 8.855.00 I tL+ 2.9
61 857.00 I 2.9
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(2.9%), the frequency of interval 4l 00 is I srudenrs (2.9%), the frequency of
interval 42.00 is 3 students (9.1%), the frequency of interval 43.00 is 2
students (5.9%), the frequency of interval 44.00 is 2 student (5.9%), the
lhquency of interval 48.00 is I student (2.9%), the frequency olinterval 52.00
is 1 student (2.9%),the liequency of interval 53.00 is I student (2.9%), the
frequency of interval 54.00 is 1 student (2.9%), the frequency of interval 55.00
is I student (2.9%),the frequency of interval 57.00 is 1 srudents (2.9%), the
frequency of interval 58.00 is I student (2.9%), the frequency of interval 59.00
is I student (2.9%), the frequency of interval 60.00 is 2 students (5 9%), the
frequency of interval 62.00 is 2 student (5.9%), the frequency of interval 63.00
is 2 students (5.9%), the frequency of interval 64.00 is I students (2.9%), the
frequetrcy of interval 66.00 is I students (2.99t), the frecluency of interval
67.00 is 1 student (2.9%), the frequency ol interval 70 is 1 student (2.9%), and
the frequency of interval 73 is I student (2.9%).
To determine more about the questionnaire scores of the experirnental
class consisting of 33 respondents at Stale Senior High School 3 Mandau
Bengkalis Regency, the researcher describes it in the following bar chart








'l'hen. the classifisation of students' participation cluestionnaire scores
of the control class \\,as obtained bv Lrsing SPSS 23 as follows
Table 4.10
'fhe classification of student participation
Questic'nnai re scores (Contnrl Class)
\o (lat orles Score I ucn Percenta
Active
Table 4.10 shows that there are 2 categories of student participation
qrrc\tii,rlna irr )cur.s {)f lhc ciintrol class The ti.eqLrency of Aclive !:ategor\ is
I 7 students ( 509i,). the liequency of Passive category is I 7 students (50% ) I'he
tahle slrou,s that the highest lercentage of the ctassification of student





majority of the students in the experimental class are classified into Active and
Passive.
Then, the frequency distribution of the students participation
questionnaire scores of the control class was obtained by using SPSS 23 as
follows:
Table 4.1 I
The Frequency Distribution of students' participation



























22 00 1 14 292.9
33.00 1 2.9
34.00 1 l4 2.9 88
5.9
38.00 1 l.r{ 2.9 li11
2 2.9 59 17.6
40.00 I t4 29 20.6


















85.361 00 2 2.9 5.9
64 00 2 2.9 5.9














The table indicates that the frequency o[ interval 22.00 is 1 student
(2.9%),the frequency of interval 33.00 is 1 student (2.9%), the frequency of
intcrval 34.00 is I student (2.9%), the frequency of interval 38.00 is 1 student
(2.9o/o),lhe frequency of interval 39.00 is 2 students (5.9%), the frequency of
interval 40.00 is I student (2.9o/o), the frequency of interval 41-00 is 3 students
(8.8%), the frequency of interval 42.00 is I students (2.9%), the frequency of
interval 43.00 is 3 student (8.8%), the frequency of interval 44.00 is 3 student
(8.8%), the frequency of interval 52.00 is 2 students (5.9%), the lrequency of
interval 57.00 is 2 students (5.9%), the frequency of interval 59.00 is I student
(2.9%), the frequency of interval 60.00 is 5 students (14.7o/o), the frequency of
interval 61.00 is 2 students (5.9%), the frequency of interval 64.00 is 2 student
(5.996), the frequency of inlerval 65.00 is I student (2.9%), the frequency of
interval 67.00 is 1 students (2.9o/o), and the frequency of interval 74 is I
student (2.9%).
To detennine more about the questionnaire scores of the control class
consisting of 34 respondents at State Senior High School 3 Mandau The
researcher describes it in the follorving bar chart rvhich obtained fiom the





P.rtic ip atio nC o ntro I
The results of the studsnts' participation who participated actively and
passively in reading comprehension in the experimental and the control groups




I I I I II II
Table 4.12
The Analysis thc Two-\Ya1' Anova of students' rcading
Comprehension who were active and passive
T€sts of Between-Subi ects Effects
De;rcndent \/ariable: Reading Score
Sou rce Type lll Sum of
Squares
Df Mean Square I.' Sig.
Corrected Model 6152.832' 1496,816 t3,664 ,000
Intcrcept 30s037.433 1 30s037.433 t7 19.072 000
P artici patr on 3583.273 l 3583.273 20.194 ,000
Strategy 1561.69s I I 561 695 8.801 004
articipation *
tra
898.041 I 898.04 r 5 06I ,028
Error i 1356.360 64 177.443
Total :12s312.500 68
Conected Total 17509.191 6'7
The advantage of using a two-way design is that wc can test the 'inain
effect' lor each independent variable and also explore the possibility of an
'interaction effect' (Julie Pallant, 2010).lf the significance value is $eater
than > 0.05, there is no significanl, And ii the signiticance value is smaller
than < 0.05, it means there is a significanoe. Rased on the analysis of Table
4.8, the Fcount result rvas 51.742 > Ftable : 3.14 or the value of signiticance
0.000 < 0.05. So, the secontl hypotheses Ha is accepted and llo rvas reiected'
It can be concluded that "There was a significant difference of reading
comprehension between students who participated actively and passively in
the class taught by using creative Problenr SoNing Stratogv and rvithout using




4.1.3 The Effect of CPS Strategy and Students' Participation on their
Reading Comprehension
The results of the interaction betrveen teaching method and [eve[ of
pa(icipation on reading comprehension rvas analyzed by using a two-way
Anova tests as presented in Table 4. l3 below.
Table 4.13
The analysis of Trvo-Way Anova Test Between Teaching l\{ethod
And Level of Participation on Reading Comprehension
Tests of Bctween-Sub ects Effects
64 t'77.443
Corrected Total I 7509. l9l
'fhe advantage of using a two-$'ay design is that we can test the 
'main
effect' f<rr each independent variable and also explore the possibility of an
.interaction effect, (Julie Pallan! 2010). If the significance value is greater
than > 0.05, there is no significance. And if the sigrihcance value is stnaller
than < 0.05. it means there is a significant. Based on the analysis of Table 4 9'
tlrt: lt'ounl rcsull was 7 99(, Ftahlc i l4 or the valttc lrl stgnrltcall(l' l)1,{rl
-:0.05. So. the thircl hypotheses IIa rvas aci:epted and Ho rvas relected' lt can
be ct,ncludecl thal there rvas a si[tniflcanl interaction et]'ecl betrvt'en lcachinl
rnethod and level of participalittn ort studcnts' rcadittg cont prehellslrlll
Dependent Yariable: Reading Score
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Afler doing the research, the researcher got many experiences on how
to develop students' reading comprehension and know the level of
parlicipation. As the researchet' owr experiertces in learning and teaching a
tbreign language that there is no magic fonnula for successful tbreign
language learning. The researcher is interested in knowing the level of student
participation and to use Creative Problem solving Strategy on their reading
comprehension because this technique is better to apply in teaching and
learning process to measure the interaction of students' when having reading
lor comprchension and their participation.
4.2 Discussion
This section discusses the research findings and their interpretations'
Afterwards, the research findings of this study are compared or linked to the
relevant theories and studies.
Cluster sarnpling method rvas used to select the sample of this
research. Gay (2000:129) states that cluster sampling randomly selects gtoups
(not individual) that have similar characteristics. Based on intbrmation
obtained from the school, all of the groups of this research had the same
characteristics since the school did not place the students based on their
intelligence. on the other hand, there was no class which was specialized as
ercellt'n1 class itr tht schotrl Resitles. lhe satne Frrglish leatther latlghl l1(tlh
gloups I]urthcr-nl()tc- t0 convlnce whether thc groups rvere honttlgenous or
not. the prc-tcst sc()rcs of thc groups rvere analvzed bv using independcnt
sample{est. Finally, the result showed that the groups were homogenous.
Therefore, these groups were used as the samples ofthis research.
Afterwards, a treatlnent was given to the experimental group using
Creative Problem Solving strategy and the control group was taught using
conventional techniques. After giving the treatment to the experimental group,
the students' post-test mean score of the experirnental group outperformed the
ones in the control group. In other words, the students' reading comprehension
scores ol the experimental group were higher than ones in the control group.
Finally, the students' scores were analyzed using independent sample T-test to
find out whether the difference rvas significant or not.
Based on the data analysis, the research question stated below has
been ansu,ered.
l. Is there any significant difference in reading comprehension between
students taught by using CPS Strategy and those taught without using CPS
Strategy?
Based on the data analysis it was found out thal that there was a
significant difference of the post-test of reading comprehension betrveen
the experimental and the control groups- T-test result was 6.494, its df was
66, the standard deviation of the experimental group was 7,14785 and the
control group rvas 9,49364 s,here the significant value 0.000 rvas smaller
iiritt rr i{}.9-l ,or iu:tctl (,n iUO{,r0 oi'conlldensc irrtcrval. I'hu el'lcct srz"c o1
tlrc cxpcrimcnt class rYlls 0,1575. lt nloans that thete $'as a grttu t:lfcc.t ol'
| 'L'rli , I'r,,lri.,n \'llr rrtr, \trillcr\ (itr :todcnt: tctrdinu t.0trtl,rtchcnsrrrli
ll0
lll
which was about 157,5%. Therefore, it can be interpreted that there was a
significant effect of Creative Problem Solving strategy on students,
reading cornprehension which means that the null hypothesis (Ho) was
rejected and altemative hypothesis (Ha) rvas accepted.
The above finding was supported by the previous study conducted by
Mustafa Ulu (2017) about the effect of fluent reading (speed, reading
accuracy percentage, prosodic reading), comprehension (literal
comprehension, inferential comprehension) and creative problem solving
strategies on classifying students with high and low problem solving
success. In the research, in order to figure out reading accuracy percentage
and reading rate, 5 scales rvere used: a reading text, prosodic reading scale,
literal cornprehension scale, inferential oornprehension scale and problem
solving scale.
Lr order to see the effect of fluent reading and comprehension
skills on classifying students rvith high and lorv creative problem solving
success, logistrc analysis rvas applied while discriminant analysis rvas
conducted to detemine the eflect of creative problem solving skrlls.
Accordingly, it was conciuded that students with low problem solving
success should focus more on inferential comprehension skill of reading
cornprehension skills followed by superlicial contprehension skill In this
r.rrtrlcr.t. itt ihrit prrrblcrrr 5ol\illg plilrti!rs [r.-: ulrurr rr,crr suugcsrcri tii 
"turi
rvith inlercntial contprehension and litcral comprehension dnlls to increasc
llra 
'rr,',.,_'<< ,)l (1r!{,la!tli rrillr lrrr. ln,hlctn .rrlt tnl ..rri,:,:r.r Iiclr,lllr,
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comprehension skills were not effective in this study in classifying
students with high and low problem solving skills, but further studies are
required to determine whether these skills affect problem solving success
through comprehension skills. It is seen that in terms of strategy, the most
important reason for a student to be in the group with low problem solving
success is that s,/he uses the strategy of writing mathematical sentence. In
this context, strategy education lor students with low success should be the
foc us.
At the end ofthe study, English sentence nriting strategy appeared
to be the most irnportant strategy in classilying students with high and low
problem solving success, but it had a negative correlation. In other rvords,
a rise in the usage rate of this strategy increased the likeiihood foL
individuals to be in the group rvith lorv problem solving success.
Maghsoud Danesh (2017) also conducted a study about Creative
Problem Solving Strateg.v but focused on the relationship of creative
problerr solving skill and EFL reading comprehension ability. Reading
comprehension is a kind of decoding process of the problem. The results
of this study revealed that students who enjoyed high CPS skills, had a
high level of skills in reading comprehension. And also students with low
CPS skills had less skill in reading comprehension. Hence- it is evidenl
,ir*i iri.,, liir'-r i':,-irrriqu.r liitd :trili.gius strult as ittulca:itig tltc lcr-iut.rti
schernala. lraslen' ()\,cr the structure of language, overcoming the problerrr
,l :rr.;lr'.,, 1 r '. ; r .- i i i : i i I : r i i .- ' : riii.:rci:i i alil tlanr othcr :llrategies. applrirll:
I I3
CPS techniques and strategies in teaching olreading skilts as well as other
language skills can be eft'ective techniques in improving the leamers'
reading skills. So far the languagc teachers have scarcely applied this
psychological approach towards teaching of reading comprehension skills,
but the findings of this study can encourage language teachers to get more
t'amiliar with CPS techniques and strategies and make use of them in their
language classes specially for improving reading comprehension skills.
This study rvas conducted to hnd out if there was any relationship
between creative problem solving ability of the Iranian secondary school
students and their reading comprehension skill. The analysis ofthe results
indicated that CPS of the students had a significant, positive correlation
wiih the reading cornprehension abilities of the participants. Among the
sub-components of CPS, the scores of elaboration and originality were
positively correlated wrth the scores of reading comprehension. Flexibility
and fluidit"v in creative thouglrts, however, didn't have a significant
correlation with readrng comprehension scores.
On the basis of the previous studies it could be concluded that
Creative Problem Solving Strategy can make the students with low
problem solving success focus more on inferential comprehension skill of
reading comprehension skills, lollowed by superficial comprehension
:kiil. ilLeatir( l'iui.rleiii,iul\1i!ts strdl(g-l eatr al:a riritku lltc :!r.ttisttir *iii.;
enloy hrgh Crealive Ploblern Solving strategv, have a high lcvcl o1- skills
rrr rait,.lin,' rLrrrl:,r;lti:nsirtrr rlrl rtirlcnt'; uitlt lcs ('rcatii'- fJr(thlc'rr !ti!\ iitri
Il4
strategy have less skill in reading comprehension. It means that Creative
Problem Solving Strategy is related to reading comprehension.
2. Is thcre any significant diff'erence in reading comprehension betrveen
students rvho participate actively and passively in the class taught by using
CPS Strategy and without using CPS Strategy?
Based on the data analysis of inferential statistics it was found that
the Fcount result was 8.801 > Ftable : 3.14 or the value of significance
0.004 < 0.05. So, it can be concluded that there was a significant
difference of reading comprehension between students rvho participated
actively and passively in the class taught by using Creative Problem
Solving Strategy and without using Creative Problem Solving Strategy.
This finding rvas also supported by the previous study carried out
by Siti Maziha Mustapha (20'l 1) about the level of participation among
Malaysian undergraduate students that was surprisingly encouraging. The
participatory roles students took up in class rvere the result of complex
interactions between rnany t'actors. 'l'he lindings indicated that students'
participation patterns could be flexible, thus devising appropriate
interventions or pedagogical strategies may motivate the students to
achieve consistency in their participation pattem. Educators need to strive
tou,ards provrding a more supportive, non-threatening, and open learning
uai!rrirrnrcri rrlrsrt siude riil, r.ruultl icsl r,oritfirtiatlle ltl lcttlllg tttetr rtttce
be heard rvhilc knowing when to bc cluiet so thev can gain benelils frorr
i,i,rli lr.. lt. r, , r,i
ll5
The previous study done by Jody M. Strauss confirmed that
attitude and comprehension toward reading improved in the average to
high achievers. Lorver achievers did not make any significant
improvements in attitude or comprehension. These findings suggest that in
addition to incorporating a balanced reading progmm, the use of daily
reading log is beneficial to average to high readers. Bippus and Young
(2000) defined participation as participating in class discussion, and
refraining from negative behaviors. Leamers and teachers are positioned in
relation to their ethnicity, gender occupational or social status, age,
sexuality, physical and intellectual capacities. Participants continually and
mutually influence each other's construction of identities as there are
many cornplex ways to play and interpret teacher, student or other roles, as
well as to establish relationships with others.
3. ls there any significant interaction effect betu,een teaching method and
level of participation on reading comprehension?
Based on the data analysis of inferential slatistics it rvas found that
the Fcount result rvas 5.061 > Ftable : 3.14 or the value of sigrificance
0.028 < 0.05. So, the third hypotheses Ha3 was accepted and Ho3 was
re.jected. It can be concluded that there was a significant interaction effect
hetrveen teaching method and level of participation on reading
!ui r Pr,-:lru IlSi()ll
This {irrding rvas also supported by the previous study conductcd
I r,lrrrr,r !trlr'tiirrringsiir rl()lR)lhal itr!.tuisled trr t'otlcfinc &ll(l relllilrk
lt6
rvhat participation is meant. In this research, participation can be referred
to the student's activeness and willingness to perform and to exist in the
teaching-leamirrg process. Students' aoliveness means that they provide
either spontaneous or unsolicited contributions, such as giving opinions,
answering questions, and making comments-students' willingness. To
perform means that the student are willing to read a text or retell the story
without being asked or motivated again and again by the teacher. And
exist in a teachingJearning process here means that a student follows
classes with attention and listening to others. In this research the students'
participation was divided into two categories, active and passive students.
Students pa(icipation in reading means completing the assigned
readings, askiug questions about any.lhing in the readings or discussion
that needs clarification or expansion, offering ideas and responses of
others, and payrng attention and shorving respect in the classroorn to the
teacher and c.ther students (O'Brien,2007). Students q,ho do not participate
in those ways mentioned above are otten considered to be passive in the
classroom. Students' participation in reading comprehension is an
interaction by seeking and giving information, expressing thoughts,
feelings and ideas, asking and answering questions in discussions.
ldeallv, the goal ol'increasing panicipalion is not to have every
slutlcirt parltcrpitlc rrr iltc satlic !\,ii\ trl iii iltc salttc aatc. Ittstcatl, rt ts tr.r
crcate an cnvlronlnent in rvhich all partrcipants ltave the rtpportunity to
iL,r,i ,ri,,l ,,, .l'.r ,lr, ,. i,'.. r-\l)lr,rr. {\\lra\ (rll(1 ,,iC,r. ,rl ,lc1tlh. lttrttr ;r
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variety of vienpoints. Some students will raise their voices more than
others; this variation is a result of the differences in leaming preferen@s as
well as differences in personalities. For exarnple, some students who do
not speak often in class are retlective learners, who typically develop ideas
and questions in their minds before speaking; others are shy students who
leel uncomfortable speaking in front of groups (at least initially). Many
students who frequently volunteer to contribute are active leamers who
typically think while they are speaking.
Frotn the previous studies, it could be concluded that the students
opportunity to have a meaningful interaction to share and communicate
their ideas or thoughts can actively participate in the process of teaching
and learning. Tlris is the appropriate strategy that brings them to do the
steps of learning reading. The students do the activities in groups and
individually so that they could do the tasks actively and conhdently.
Additionally. Creative Problem Solving Strategy iurplemented in this
stud)- conlributed to the students in terms of their pa(icipation in the
process of teaching and learning and reading comprehension- It means that
Creative Problem Solving strategy affects students' participation in




This chapter provides conclusions on the basis of the data analysis,
findings ofthe study, irnplications and recommendations.
5.1 Conclusions
Based on the findings of the study and discussion, some conclusions
can be drawn. There was an irnprovernent in students' reading comprehension
after they were taught using Creative Problem Solving (CPS) strategy. The
implementation ofCPS strategy as one ofthe teaching technique or strategy to
improve studetrts' ability in reading narrative texts was very effective.
In other r.vords, there rvas a positive influence betrveen students taught
by using CPS strategy and without using CPS strategy. This means that the
better teaching urethod or teclrnique, the greater students' improvemetlt to
understand the reading texts. The use of CPS strategy is very usefui in
tcaching and learning English. tn tact, this strategy is easv to use because it
does not require any equiprnent. Moreover, this strategy oan ellooutage
students to be more interested in reading for comprehension.
In this research it rvas proven that there was a significant different of
reatling courprelrer rsiort betseett stutients rvlro participated activelt' and
passir,elr taught b\, using ('PS stt'atcgt' and withoul using ('PS strateg)' lhis
lneans that the nrore rarious tlie teaching techniqucs used. the better the
:tLrdcrti. irirdlllr .r,l i,r.li(lr\illll illlJ l).rliiLll,.til(,il lll lualtiiill! lj\ Lillllii' i:)
ltR
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strategy the teacher could stimulate the students to analyze the generic
structure of narrative texts. Furthermore, CPS strategy is an appropriate
strategy to be used in teaching reading in partioular where the students only
develop their understanding and analyze the generic structure of the text. In
addition, CPS strategy is interesting and could motivate students to learn
English more easily.
It rvas also concluded that there was a significant interaction effect
between teaching method and level of students' participation and a positive
interaction effect between teaching strategy and the level of students'
participation. CPS strategy gave ths students opportunity to have meaningful
interaction to share and communicate their ideas or thoughts, so they could
actively participate in the process of teaching learning. CPS strategy is one of
the appropriate teaching strategies that can motivate students to be active in
leaming.
5.2 Implications
Theoreticallr'. therc is no one best teaching tcchnique as every technique
or strategv has its ou,n strengths and rveaknesses. What can be done b1'
teachers is to choosc,,r'hich teaching strategies arc considered appropriate to
be used in teaching certain skills. In teaching a certain skill teachers should
also vary their teaching techniques. They need to have knowledge about those
tcaching tcchnrquc:.; l:cibrc thct' are applicd.
irt iirr- .a:'. ,ri tca.lttti,.: readrtrg li;r !()ll l lll cllells ioll. Lrcatile l:'r0blent
Solrine stralcgr rs onc ol'thc strategrcs that is eltrjctivc to be used especialll
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in teaching narrative texts based on the findings of the study that was recently
done
5.3 llcco m mcndations
For English Teachers
First of all, English teachers are recommended that they create a
wann situation during the teaching and learning process in the classroom
so that the students will be interested in leaming English, for instance, by
providing various media such as videos or other media that can engage and
motivate the students. Consequently, the students will not get bored during
the teaching and leaming process. Besides, English teachers are
recommended that they use English for communication in class so that the
students can get involved in English atnrosphere. The last but not the least.
the English teachers need to keep motivating their students to alrvays
improve their English skills for their bright future.
Teacher may use Creative Problem Solving strategy as a strategy in
the teaching of reading bccause it can help students to understand reading
and increase their participation. Since the use of Creative Problern Solving
strategy involves movements in it, teachers should consider about the
time. If it is done too long, the leamers may get tired and it will certainly
tnfluencc the process ol translening knos{edge oi the teacher to the
'ludsirt: 
'llrercli,rr. irrrrrli:lr trltlrrrs csgrr'eiel11 irr. cr\ltetcd lo lrr alrlr, lr,





In addition to studying in the class, the students dehnitely have to
enrich their knorvledge and English skills including reading
comprehension from other sources both printed and electronic uredia'
Creative Problem Solving strategy is very useful for the passive students
to understand and irnprove their reading cornprehension'
Last but not the least, the students must practice their English in
daily conversations with their friends or other communities that can
support their English skills.
c. For the other researchers
It is also suggested to other researchers to develop this research
using different perspectives and 'lifferent tnethods and techniques 
to give
greater contributions to the school, teachers, students, and all sides related
t<.r the education. The researcher hopes the next researchers can use the
findingsolthestudyasarelerencetoconducttheirresear.chontlresattre
field. This research still has some l litations among others it was only
focused on reading comprehension of narralive text and one teaching
strategy in addition to the limited number of sample'
d. For the School
School is an itrstitutron lhat has a pulpose to lnake teachers and
slLtdcnts eniol the [:achinr: al]al lritllrill!r l)r!r!c\i 
'i-I1' 
'th0ol ticetl: I"
make an evaluatroir on the irn ltlemcntation !.)1'the teaciring alrd learning
and soe the strengths and n'eaknesses lcrr itnprovcllent rvhioh in returtr
r.ill i'rr,sittr,.!r rt 1-l''.'': t 1it'-1'- rr1 l . ' . 1 ! t l t ' t i ' ' r ' ll l: ':'rl.'rr1
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-rI STT]DENT 31 80 85








PRE ]'EST POST TES-I'
I STUDENT 1 55 7r
2 S]'UDENT 2 60 85
3 STUDENT 3 50 70
4 STUDENT 4 40 80
5 STUDENT 5 65 95
6 STIJDENT 6 60 70
7 STUDENT 7 55 95
8 STUDENT 8 60 '15
9 STLJDENT 9 55
l0 STUDENT 10 75 95
ll STUDENT I I 80 90
t2 STUDENT 12 70 95
l3 STUI)IINT !3 70 85
l.l STUDENT 14 8070
l5 STUDENT 15 85
l6 STIjDENT 16 65 75
t7 STUDENT 17 8515
18 STUDENT 18 '75 90
l9 STUDENT I9 65 80
60l srrJDENr 20 I20
2t STUDENT 2I 45 75












85 9029 STIjDENT 29













PRE TEST POST TEST
I STUDENT I 75 75
2 STUDENT 2 60 65
J STUDENT 3 65 60
.t STUDI:N'1 .1 50 50
5 STUDENI'5 80 t5
6 STUDENT 6 70 70







l0 STUDENT IO 50 55
1t STT]DENT I I 7575
12 STUDENT 12 70 75
l3 STT]DENT13 80 75
l-+ STUDENT 14 60 65
l5 STI.JDENT 15 70 75
16 STUDENT 16 65
STIIDENT 17 85t7
18 STUDEN'I 18 80 80
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Variances t-test for Equality of Means



























































Paired Sam Test Eetween Ex eriment and control





Post Test Experimental Class
& Pre Test Experimental Class
Post Test Control Class & pre
















































Post Test Control Class









































































Active passlve a ctive Passive
63 39 64 43
55 i8 65 41
48 42 60 44
53 40 61 43
62 39 67 42
54 4J 61 22
57 20 60 39
66 52 39
58 42 60 38
59 39 69 41
52 44 57 31
60 43 59 .+{
67 Jd 57 44
60 41 64 41












































Descriptive Statistics of Questionnaire Between Experiment and Control
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APPENI)IX 7
LESSON PLAN OF EXPERIN{ENTAL GROT!P
School SMAN 3 Mandau
Subj ect : English
Material . Narrative Text
Class/ Semester . X/l
Meeting
Time Allocated :2 x45 Minutes
Standard Competence
L Understanding the rneaning in the monologue text/ essav in the form of report. nanative, and
analytical exposition accurately, fluentl1,, and contextually in the context of daily life to
access science and to get knowledge.
?. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texli essay in the form of repon, narrative and
analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the context of daily life to
acccss science and to get knorvledge.
Basic Competence
1. Understanding and responding the meaning in the monologue text/ essay which uses vartous
rvritten language accurately, fluently, and contextually in the form of narrative text
accurately and acceptable in daily life context.
2. Expressing the rneaning in tlre rnonologue text/ essay which uses various written language
accuralely. fluentlr,. ad contcrtuallv in the lorm of narrative text accurately and acceptable
lrl Ja ll\ [iii ront!\t
I
In d icato r
> Identify main idea ofthe text.
} Finding detail information.
)'. Finding the meaning of vocabulary in context_
i Making references from reading text.
)> Making inferences from reading text.
Purpose of Stutlying
i Students are able to identif,., main idea of the text
} Students are able to finding detail information.
F Students are able to finding the meaning of vocabulary in context
> Students are able to making references fiom reading text.




Once upon a time there lived a little girl, named snow white, she lived with her aunt ald
uncle because her parents were died.
One day she heard her aunt and uncle talking about leaving Snow White in the castle
because they wanted to go to America and they did not have enough money to take Snow White
with them.
Snow White did not want her uncle and aunt to do this. So she decided to run away. The
next moming she run away liom home rvhen her aunt and uncle were having breakfast. she mn
lway into the wood. Into the wood she felt very tired and hungry. Then she saw the cottage. She
knocked but no answer so she went inside felt a sleep.
Meanwhile seven dwarfs were coming horne from work. They went inside. There found
Snow \\rlrite woke up. She saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said "what is your lrame?" Snow White
said, "tr'ty name is Sno* White." Or)s ol'(he dwarfls said "if you want. you rnay live lrere with





Creative Problem Solving Strategy (CPS)
Teaching Procedure
Pre teaching
l. Greeting and checking students absent
2. Teacher motivated and stimulate the students to spidt in studying
3. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective ofthe material
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and leaming to
students.
While teaching
L The teacher allows students to identifi, and define the problem found in the story
or text.
2. The teacher allows students to work in small goup to generate as many ideas for
a solution.
3. The teacher allows students to choose one the best idea for solution.
4. The teacher allows students to elaborate and refine the ides with other.
5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structure of story
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features ofstory.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail information of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
10. The teacher asks students to pronounce nerv vocabulary or difficult word of story.
Post Activity
l. The teacher gives time loward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the learning process.
2. The teacher makes conclusion ofthe lesson and closes the learning session.
Sou rcc of Material
English tt'rthorrk and !-elevant tllalcrinl
Evaluation
L What is the main idea of third paragraph?
A. Snorv white went to America with her uncle and aunt
B. After breakfast Snow White ran away into the wood
C. Snorv rvhite decided to run away into the wood
D. Snow rvhite with her uncle and aunt went to the wood





3. ".....talking about !qj4g Snow White...."(para$aph2)





Once upon a tilne there lived a little girl, narned snow white, she lived with her aunt and
uncle because her parents were died.
One day she heard her aunt and uncle talking about leaving Snow Whrte in the castle
because they wanted to go to Arnerica and they did not have enough money to take Snow White
with them
Snow White did not want her urcle and aunt to do tiris. So she decided to mn away. The
next morning she run away frorn home when her aunt and uncle were having breakfast, she run
way into the wood. Into the wood she felt very tired and hungry. Then she saw the cottage. She
knocked but no answer so she went inside felt a sleep.
Meanwhile seven dwarfs were coming horne from work. They went inside. There found
Snow White woke up. She saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said "what is your name?" Snow White
said, "My name is Snow'*rhite," One olthe dwarfs said "if you want, you may live here with




4. "....money to take Snow White with them....,,(paragraph 2)




D. Her uncle and aunt
5. What is the purpose of the text above..?
A. To attract the readers to go to America
B. To inform the readers about snow white uncle and aunt will go to America
C. To tell the readers about Snow white and seven dwarfs
D. To persuade the readers to read more about Snow White
Grading
Maximum score each question : 20
Maximum score. 20 x 50 : 100
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LESSON PLAN OF EXPERINTENTAL GROUP







1. Understanding the meaning in the monologue text/ essay in the lorm of report,
naffative, and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the
context of daily life to access science and to get knowledge'
2.ExpressingthemeaninginthemonologuetexVessayintheformofreport,narrative
andanalyticalexpositionaccurately,fluently,andcontextuallyinthecontextofdaily




narrative text accurately and acceptable in daih' life context'
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texv essay which uses valious written
languageaccurately'{luentlv.adcontextuallyinthetbrmofnarrativetextaccuratelv
and acceptable in dailv life context'
I n rl icator
i ldentify main idea of the text.
z Finding detail information.
> Finding the meaning ofvocabulary in context'
z Making ret-ercnces ttom rcading text.
. l.1al.in3 ittl'cr'::tc'l:; lir)ln r-rdin: te\:t
l-l i
Purpose of Studying
i ,- Students are able to identifo main idea of the text
> Students are able to finding detail information.
> Students are able to finding the meaning of vocabulary in context
> Students are able to making references from reading text.
> Students are able to making inferences from reading text.
Material
Narrative text
The Ant and the Dove
One hot day, an ant was searching for some water. After rvalking around for some
time, she came to a spring. To reach the spring she had to climb up a blade ofgrass.
While making her rvay up, she slipped and fell inlo the water. She could have
drowned if a dove up a nearby tree had not helped her. Seeing that the ant was in the
trouble, the dove quickly plucked a leaf and dropped it into the water near the struggling
ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and climbed up there. Soon, it carned her safely to dry
ground.
.lust as that tirne, a hunter nearby was throrving out his net towards the dove, hoping
to trap rt. Guessing rvhat he rvas about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the hcel. Feeling the
pain. the hunter dropped his net. Quickly, the dove flied away to safet-v.
I.l
Teaching Strategy
Creative Problem Solving Strategv (CPS)
Teaching Procedure
Pre teaching
1. Crceting and checking students abscnt
2. 'leacher motivated and stimulate the students to spirit rn studying
3. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the material
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and leaming to
students.
While teaching
l. 'l hc tcacher allorvs students to idcnti{v and detinc thc problem ftrund tn the ston'
or 1ext.
2. The teacher allorvs students to rvork in small group to generate as many ideas for
; a solution.
3. The teacher allows students to choose one the best idea for solution.
4. The teacher allows students to elaborate and refine the ides with other.
5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structue of story
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail information of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
10. The teacher asks students to pronounce new vocabulary or difficult word of story.
Post Activity
l. The teacher gives time toward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the learning process.
2. The teacher malies conclusion of the lesson and closes the leaming session.
Source of Material
English textbook and relevant matenal
lrvaluation
The Ant and the Dove
One hot da1,, an an1 rvas searching for some rvater, Afler rvalking around for somc
tirne, she came to a spring. 'l'o reach the spring she had to clirnb up a blade ofgrass
Whilc making her rval' up. shc slipped and f'ell into tho water. Sho could havc
drorvned rf a dove up a nearbl' tree had not helped her. Seeing that the ant rvas in thc
trouble, the dove quickly plucked a leaf and dropped it into the water near the struggling
ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and climbed up there. Soon, it carried her safely to dry
ground.
Just as that time, a hunter nearby was throwing out his net towards the dove, hoping
to trap it. Guessing what he was about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the heel. Feeling the
pain, the hunter dropped his net. Quickly, the dove flied avrav 1o sat'ety.
l+.i
I . What is the purpose of the text?
a: To inform the readers about an ant c. to entertain the readers
b. To describe thejob ofa hunter d. to describe a dove
2. "...., she came to a sprine." (para$aph l). The underline word means.....
a. Water in a pail c. flood in the middle of the jungle
b. River in the middle of the city d. water emerging from underground
3. "soon, it carried her safely. .. "(paragraph 3). The underline rvord refers to the... .
a. Ant c. dove
b. Leaf d. spring
4. Paragraph 2 is called as...
a. Orientation c. Resolution
b. Communication d. Complication
5. What did the dove do at the end of the story?
a. Standing c. Flying
b. Going d. Sitting
Grading
Maximum score each question : 20
Maximum score: 20 x 50 : 100
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2 x 45 Minutes
Standard Competence
1. Understanding the meaning in the monologue texU essay in the form of report,
narrative, and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the
context of daily life to access science and to get knowledge.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue text/ essay in the form of report, narrative
and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the context of daily
life to access science and to get knorvledge.
Basic Competence
l. Understanding and responding the meaning in the monologue texv essay rvhich uses
various w'rinen language accurately, fluently, and contextually in the form of
narrative text accurately and acceptable in daily life context.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue text/ essay which uses various written
language accurately, fluently, ad contextually in the form ofnarrative tex accuratelY
and acceptable in daily lile context.
Indicator
i ldentify main idea ofthe text.
i Finding detail information.
i Finding the meaning of vocabulary in context.
z Making relerences from reading 1ert.
u N{aking infercnccs fionr readirrg tert
r{i
Purpose of Studying
> , Students are able to identi! main idea olthe text
> Students are able to finding detait information.
F Students are able to finding the meaning ofvocabulary in context
P Students are able to making references from reading text.




Once upon a time there rvas a beautiful girl calted Cinderella. She tived rvith her
stepsister and stepmother, they were very bossy. She had to do all the housework.
One day an invitation to tell came to the family. Her stepsister did not let her go, so
Cinderella was very sad. The stepsister went to the ball rvithout her.
Fortunately, the fairy good other came and helped her to get to the ball. At the ball,
Cinderella danced with the prince. The prince fell in love with her, then she rnarried with her.
They lived happily ever after
Teaching Strategy
Creative Problern Solving Strategy (CPS)
Teaching Procedure
Pre teaching
I . Greeting and checking students absent
2. Teacher motivated and stimulate the students to spirit in studying
i. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the rnaterial
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and learning to
students.
While teaching
l. The teacher allows students to identifo and define the problern found in the story
or text.
) l'he teacher allorvs students to rvork in srnall group to generate as manv ideas ftrr
a solution
.1. I'hc teacher allous students to choose ono thc bcst idea lor solution.
1 .10
4. The teacher allorvs students to elaborate and refine the ides with other.
-. 5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students 1o point out the generic structure of story
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail information of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
10. The teacher asks students to pronounce new vocabulary or difficult word of story.
Post Activity
L The teacher gives time toward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the leaming process.
2. The teacher makes conclusion olthe lesson and closes the learning session.
Source of lllaterial
English textbook and relevant material
Evaluation
l. Which of the following is Not True according to the text?
a. Cinderella lived with her stepsisters
b. Cinderella felt happy with her husband
c. Cinderella was helped by her stepsister to do all the house work
d. Cinderella was helped by a lairy to get to the ball
l. fhe conrmunicatrvc purpose olthis texl is 1o....
a. Flnlertain the readers r.rrth a tarry tale
b. f)cscribe horv Cinderella rvent to thc ball
Cinderella
Once upon a tirne there rvas a beautiful girl called Cinderella. She lived with her
stepsister and stepmother, the],were very bossy. She had to do all the housework.
One day an invitation to tell came to the f'amily. Her stepsister did not let her go, so
Cinderella was very sad. The stepsister went to the ball without her.
Fofiunately, the fairy good other came and helped her to get to the ball. At the ball.
Cinderella danced with the prince. The prince fell in love with her, then she rnarried with her.
Thev lived happily ever after.
ll
c. Persuade the readers to read the story
d, Inform the readers about Cinderella's marriage
3. ''They were very bossy".(paragraph 1) 'l'he word "bossy" in Bahasa lndonesia
means
a. Suka mengatur c. Ingin menjadi boss
b. Suka menjadi boss d. lngin diatur
4. Paragraph I is called as...
a. Orientation c. Resolution
b. Communication d. Complication
5. "She lived with her stepsister and stepmother". She refers to...
a. Stepsister c. Stepmother
b. Cinderella d. Princess
Grading
Maximum score each question : 20
Maximum score: 20 x 50 = 100
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1. Understanding the meaning in the monologue texU essay in the form of report,
narrative, and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the
context of daily life to access science and to get knowledge.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texV essay in the form of report, narrative
and analy.tical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the context of daily
life to access science and to get knowledge.
Basic Competence
L Understanding and responding the meaning in the monologue text/ essay which uses
various written language accurately, fluently, and contextually in the form of
narrative texl accuratel)' and acceptable in daily life context.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue text/ essay which uses various written
language accurately, fluently, ad contextually in the form of narrative text accurately
and acceptable in daily lit-e context.
Indicator
) Identify main idea ofthe text.
! Finding detail information.
L Finding the meaning of vocabulary in context.
i Making references tiom reading text.
- Making inferences frorn reading lert
j.
Purpose of Studying
; r Students are able to identify main idea ofthe text
i Students are able to finding detail information.
P Students are able to finding the meaning ofvocabulary in context.
); Students are able to making references from reading text.
) Students are able to making inferences from reading text.
Material
Narrative text
The Lion and the llare
Once upon a time, a lion had been hunting for days without catching anything to eat. 'it
looks like I will go hungry again!" he thought. Then he sarv a hare fast sleep beneath a shady
tree. He moved quietly towards it, thinking, "at lastl Here is a delicious meal sitting and
rvaiting for me!"
He was about to catch the hare when a fine young deer trotted by the Lion thought," Now
there is an even better dinner!" he turned and chased the deer. The noise rvoke the hare and
he quickly hopped arvay.
After a long chase, the lion lailed to catch the deer. Tired out he carne back looking for the
hare, but found that it had run arvay. "What a fool I am!" the lion said as has ernpty stomach
grou4cd." It serl'es me right for losing the lood that was almost mine. iust for the chance of
getting more!"
Teaching Strategy
Creative Problem Soh'ing Strategy (CPS)
Teaching Procedure
Pre teaching
l. Greeting and checking students absent
2. 'leacher rnotivated and stirnulate the students to spirrt in studying
3. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the material
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and learning to
students.
While teaching
! l'ht- tlacllcl rrlli;i'::;tuiicrts io ldcntil\,'and Ccfinc tht: problern lbund in the:itor.,'
()l lcxl
lal
2. The teacher allolvs students to work in small group to generate as many ideas for
; a solution.
3. The teacher allows students to choose one the best idea for solution.
4. The teacher allorvs students to elaborate and refine the ides with other.
5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structure of story
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to poinl out the detail infonnation of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
10. The teacher asks students to pronounce new vocabulary or dilficult word of story-
Post Activity
l. The teacher gives time toward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the leaming process.
2. The teacher makes conclusion ofthe lesson and closes the learning session.
Source of Material
English textbook and relevant matenal
F.r'aluation
The Lion and the Ilare
Once upon a time, a lion had been hunting for days rvithout catching anything to eat. 'it
looks like I rvill go hungry, again!" he thought. Then he sarv a hare fast sleep beneath a shady
tree. He moved quietly towards it. thinking. "at last! Here is a delicious meal sitting and
waiting for mel"
He *'as about to catch the harc *hen a tine roung deer trotted by the Lion thought," Norl
there is an even better dinner!" hc turned and chased lhc deer. The noise rvoke the hare and
he quickly hopped away.
After a long chase, the lion failed 1tl catch the deer. Tired out he came back looking for the
hare, but lound that it had run away. "What a fool I arn!" the lion said as has empty stomach
growled." It serves me right for losing the food that was almost mine, just for the chance of
getting more!"
l. What rvas the hare doing when the lion saw him?
"a. He was looking at the deer c. he rvas running
b. He was sleeping d. he was hunting
2. Why did the lion postpone catching the sleeping hare?
a. Because he was afraid of waking the hare up
b. Because he did not like eating the sleeping hare
c. Because he wanted to chase another lion
d. Because he saw a deer passing by
3. What can we learn lrom the story?
a. Don't run away your friend needs you
b. Don't be greedy, or you may lose
c. Don't speak too much
d. Don't miss a chance
4. Paragraph 3 is called as...
a. Resolution b. Complication
c. Orientation d. Communication
5, The lion failed to catch the deer (Last paragraph). The synonym of underline word is
a. Get b. Want
c. Need d. Go
(Jrading
Maxirnum score each question : 20
Ma.ximum score: 20 x ,50 : 100
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i 'ldentify main idea of the text.
) Finding detail information.
> Finding the meaning of vocabulary in context
) Making references from reading text.
i Making inferences from reading text.
Purpose of Studying
> Students are able to identiff main idea of the text
i Students are able to finding detail information.
i Students are able to finding the meaning of vocabulary in context
> Students are able to making references from reading text.




Once upon a tiine there lived a little girl. named snorv rvhite. she lived \Yith her aunt ard
uncle because her parents were died.
One day she heard her aunt and utcle talkiug about leaving Sno* White in the castle
because they wanted to go to Arnerica and they did not have enough money to take Snow White
wrth them.
Snow White did not want her uncle and aunt to do this. So she decided to nrn away The
next monring she run arval' fiont home rvlten her autrt and uncle were having breakfast, she run
way inlo the wood. Into the wood she felt very tired and hungy. Then she saw the cottage. She
knocked but no answer so she went inside felt a sleep.
Meanwhile seven dwarfs were coming home frorn work. They went inside. There found
Snow White woke up. She sarv the drvarfs. The dwarfs said "rvhat is your name?" Snow White
said, "Ml,nanre is Snou \\4rite." One of the du'arfs said "it'you want. )'ou tnal' Iive here with
rrs Srrou Whrlt t,)l(l the storr ti.orrl irty lhcn \rtou \\'htlc rld thc scvctt du'altil llverl happrll'
cr cl rticf
So u rce of Material
l'.nslish textbook and relevant rnatenal
Teaching Stratery
,, Total Physical Response
'feaching Procedure
Pre teaching
I . Creeting and checking students absent
2. Teacher motivated and stimulate the students to spirit in studying
3 Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the material
4. Teacher explains the material that w l be used for teaching and reaming to
students.
While teaching
l. The teacher allows students to identifo and define the problem found in the srory
or text.
2. The teacher allows students to work in small group to generate as many ideas for
a solution.
3. The teacher allows students to choose one the best idea for solution.
4. The teacher allows students to elaborate and refine the ides rvith other.
5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structure ofstory
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail information of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
10. The teacher asks students to pronounce nerv vocabulary or difficult rvord of story.
Post Activity
l. 'fhe teacher gives ttme toward students fbr expressing their difficulties encountered
during the leaming process.
2. The teacher makes conclusion of the lesson and closes the leaming session.
Evaluation
Snow Whitc
Once upon a tiure there lived a little gir[, narned snow white, she lived with her aunt and
unclo because her parents were died.
One day she heard her aunt and uncle talliing about leaving Snow White in the castle
because they $,anted to go to Arnerica and they did not have enough money to take Snorv White
with them.
Snow White did not wzurt her uncle and aunt to do this. So she decidcd to run a\yay. The
next morning she run away frorn home when her aunt and uncle were having breakfast, she run
way into the wood. lnto the wood she felt very tired and hungry. Then she saw the cottage. She
knocked but no answer so she went inside felt a sleep.
Meanwhile seven dwarfs were coming home from work. They went inside. There found
Snow White woke up. She saw tlre dwarfs. The dwarfs said "what is your name?" Snow White
said, "My name is Snow White," One of the dwarfs said "if you want, you rnay live here with
us". Snow Wlite told the story about h€r. Then Snow Whitc and the seven dwarfs lived happily
ever after.
L What is the rnain idea of third paragraph?
A. Snorv white went to America rvith her uncle and aunt
B. After breakfast Snorv White ran awa)' into the rvood
C. Snow white decided to run away into the rvood
D. Snow white with her uncle and aunt went to the wood





3. ".....talking about leavins Snow White...."(paragraph 2)


















1. Understanding the meaning in the monologue text/ essay in the lorm of report,
narrative, and anallical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the
context of daily life to access science and to get knowledge.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texU essay in the form of report, nalrative
and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the context of daily
lile to access science and to get knowledge.
Basic Competence
1. Understanding and responding the meaning in the rnonologue text/ essay rvhich uses
various written language accurately, fluentl},, and contextually in the fonn ol
narrative text accurately and acceptable in daily life context.
2. Expressing the rneaning in the monologue text/ essay which uses various u,ritten
language accuratelv, fluenlly, ad contextually in the form of narrative text accurately
and acceptable in daili, lii'e context.
Indicator
i Identifu main idea ofthe text.
L Finding detail informauon.
i Finding the meaning of vocabulary in context.
i Making references lrom reading text.
i N.4aking inf-erences from reacling tert
l5e
Purpose of Studying
i, Students are able to identiff main idea of the text
i Students are able to finding detait infbrmation.
,> Students are able to finding the meaning of vocabulary in context
)i; Students are able to making references from reading text.
i Students are able to making inferences fiom reading text.
Material
Narrative text
The Ant and the Dove
One hot day, an ant was searching for some water. After .rvalking around lor some
time, she came to a spring. To reach the spring she had to climb up a blade of grass.
While making her rvay up, she slipped and fell into the water. She could have
drowned if a dove up a nearby tree had not helped her. Seeing that the ant was in the
trouble, the dove quickly plucked a leaf and dropped it into the water near the struggling
ant. The ant moved towards the leafand climbed up there. Soon, it carried her safely to dry
ground.
Just as that time, a hunter nearby was throrving out his net torvards the dove, hoping
to trap it. Guessing rvhat he rvas about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the heel. Feeling the





l. Greeting and checking students absent
2. Teacher motivated and stirnulate the students to spirit in studying
3. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the rnaterial
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and learning to
students.
While teaching
l. Tlrc leacher allorvs students to identifi, and define the problem lound in the story
or text
2. The teacher allorvs students to work in small group to generate as many ideas for
,' a solution.
3. The teacher allows students to choose one the best idea for solution,
4. The teacher allows students to elaborate and refine the ides with other.
5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structure of story
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail inlonnation of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
I 0. The teacher asks students to pronounce new vocabulary or difficult word of story.
Post Activity
1. The teacher gives time toward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the leaming process.
2. The teacher makes conclusion ofthe lesson and closes the learning session.
Source of Material
English textbook and relevant material
tlvaluation
The Ant and the Dove
One hot day, an ant was searching for some water. After rvalking around for some
tirnc- she came 1tl a spring. To reach thc spring she had to climb up a blade ofgrass.
Wlrile making her rvay up, she slipped and tbll into the water. She could have
drorvned il a dovc up a nearbl, tree had not helped her. Seeing that the ant rvas in the
trouble, the dove quickly plucked a leaf and dropped it into the water near lhe struggling
ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and climbed up there. Soon, it carried her safely to dry
ground.
Just as that time, a hunter nearby was throwing out his net towards the dove, hoping
to trap it. Guessing what he was about to do, the ant quickly bit him on the heel. Feeling the
pain, the huntcr dropped his net. Quickly, the dove flied au,a1'to saf'e1y.
lol
l. What is the purpose of the text?
a" To inform the readers about an ant c. to entertain the readers
b. To describe thejob ofa hunter d. to describe a dove
2. "...., she came to a sprine." (paragraph l). The underline word means.....
a. Water in a pail c. flood in the middle of the jungle
b. River in the middle ofthe city d. water emerging from underground
3. "soon, it carried her safely... "(paragraph 3). The underrine rvord refers to the... .
a. Ant c. dove
b. Leaf d. spring
4. Paragraph 2 is called as...
a. Orientation c. Resolution
b. Communication d. Complication
5. What did the dove do at the end of the story?
a. Standing c. Flying
b. Going d. Sitting
Grading
Maximum score each question : 20
Maximum score: 20 x 50 : 100
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l. Understanding the meaning in the monologue tex, essay in the form of report,
narrative, and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the
context of daily lile to access science and to get knowledge.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texU essay in the form of report, narrative
and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the context of daily
life to access science and to get knowledge.
Basic Competence
l. Understanding and responding the meaning in the monologue tex, essay which uses
various written language accurately, fluently, and contextually in the lorm of
narrative text accurately and acceptable in daily life context.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texV essay which uses various written
language accurately, fluently, ad contextually in the form of narrative text accurately
and acceptable in daily lile context.
Indicator
i Identify main idea ofthe text.
)r Finding detail information.
i Finding the meaning ofvocabulary in context.
- Making references from reading tcxt
- N4al(ing inf'erences iiorn reading tcxt.
l6-i
Purpose of Studying
> ,r Students are able to identi$ main idea ofthe text
i Students are able to finding detail infonnation.
> Students are able to finding the meaning of vocabulary in context.
> Students are able to making references from reading text.




Once upon a time there rvas a beautiful girl called Cinderella. She lived rvith her
stepsister and stepmother, they were very bossy. She had to do all the housework.
One day an invitation to tell came to the famity. Her stepsister did not let her go, so
Cinderella was very sad. The stepsister went to the ball rvithout her.
Fortunately, the fairy good other came and helped her to get to the ball. Ar the ball,
Cinderella danced with the prince. The prince felt in love with her, then she rnarried with her.





L Greeting and checking students absent
2. Teacher motivated and stimulate the students to spirit in studying
3. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the material
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and leamtng to
students.
While teaching
1. The teabher allows students to identify and define the problern found in the story
or text.
I Thc teacher allous sluderrts to rvork in srnall gr<rrrp to g.enerate as !laq' ideas tor
a solution.
-l I'hc tcachcr allorvs studcnls to choose one the best idca lirr solution.
l()-l
4. The teacher allows students to elaborate and refine the ides with other.
; 5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structure of story
7. The teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail information of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
10. T'he teacher asks students to pronounce new vocabulary or difficult word of story.
Post Activity
1. The teacher gives time toward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the Ieaming process.
2. The teacher rnakes conclusion ofthe lesson and closes the leaming session.
Souree of Material
English textbook and relevant material
Evaluation
Clintlerella
Once upon a time there u'as a beautilul girl called Cinderella. She lived with hei
stepsister and stepmother, they rvere very bossy. She had to do all the housework.
One day an invitation to tell came to the faurily. Her stepsister did not tet her go, so
Cinderclla lvas very sad. The stepsister went to the ball without her.
Fortunately, the fairy good other came and helped her to get to the ball. At the ball,
Cinderella danced rvith the prince. The prince fell in love with her. then she rnan'ied with her.
Tlre,,'lired ha1>pily erer after.
L Wtich olthe fbllorving is Not True according to the text?
a. Cinderella lived wrth her stepsisters
b. Cinderella felt happy with her husband
c. Cinderella was helped by her stepsister to do all the house work
d Cindcrella rvas helpd by a lairy to get to the ball
I 'l-hc cornrrunicative purposc of this tcxt is to. .
a. linlcnain the rcadcrs with a lairrr talc
tr. l)escntrc horv ('inderella went lo the ball
l(r:
c. Persuade the readers to read the story
d. Inform the readers about Cinderella's marriage
3. "They were very bossv".(paragraph l). The word "bossy" in Bahasa lndonesia
means
a. Suka mengatur c. Ingin menjadi boss
b. Suka menjadi boss d. lngin diatur
4. Paragraph I is called as...
a. Orisntation c. Resolution
b. Communication d. Complication
5. "She lived with her stepsister and stepmother". She refers to...
a. Stepsister c. Stepmother
b. Cinderella d. Princess
Grading
Maximum score each question : 20
Maximum score: 20 x 50 : 100
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L Understanding the rneaning in the monologue text/ essay in the form of report,
narrative, and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the
context of daily life to access science and to get knowledge.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue text/ essay in the form of report, narrative
and analytical exposition accurately, fluently, and contextually in the context of daily
lit'e to access science and to get knowledge.
Basic Competetrce
1. Understanding and responding the meaning in the monologue text/ essay rvhich uses
various written language accurately, fluently, and contexlually in the fonn of
narrative text accurately and acceptable in daill'life context.
2. Expressing the meaning in the monologue texV essay which uses various written
language accurately, fluentlv, ad contextually in the tbrm of narrative lext accurately
and acceptable in daily lift context.
Indicator
i Identify main idea ofthe text.
P Finding detail information.
); Finding the meaning of vocabulary in context.
- Making re I'ercnccs liorn rcadirrg tcxt
- N4nking infcrcttccs tionr rcadirts liril
iir l
The Lion and the Hare
Once upon a time, a lion had been hunting for days without catching anything to eat. 'it
looks like I will go hungry againl" he thought. '[hen he sarv a hare fast sleep beneath a shady
tree. He moved quietly towards it, thinking, "at lastl Here is a delicious meal sitting and
waiting for me!"
He was about to catch the hare when a fine young deer trotted by the Lion thought," Now
there is an even better dinner!" he tumed and chased the deer. The noise woke the hare and
he quickly hopped arvay.
After a long chase, the lion failed to catch the deer. Tired out he ca,ne back looking lor the
hare, but found that it had run away. "What a lool I aml" the lion said as has empty stomach






are able to identi$, main idea ofthe text
r- Students are able to finding detail infonnation.
)- Students are able to finding the meaning ofvocabulary in context.
} Students are able to making references from reading text.







l. Greeting and checking students absent
2. Teacher motivated and stirnulate the students to spirit in studying
3. Teacher helps the students to understand the theme and objective of the material
4. Teacher explains the material that will be used for teaching and leaming to
students.
While teaching
I Ihe teacher 
^ 
llou'< slrr(llntc trr irlenti!,, arrrj def'!ne the prohlem lirrrnd in th{l storrY
or tcxt.
2. The teacher allows students to rvork in small group to generate as many ideas for
; a solution.
3. The teacher allows students to choose one the best idea for solution.
4. The teacher allows students to elaborate and refine the ides rvith other.
5. The teacher asks students share their solutions.
6. The teacher asks students to point out the generic structure of story
7. 'fhe teacher asks students to point out the language features of story.
8. The teacher asks students to point out the detail infonnation of story.
9. The teacher asks students to tell the inference of story.
I 0. The teacher asks students to pronounce new vocabulary or difficult word of story.
Post Activity
1. The teacher gives time toward students for expressing their difficulties encountered
during the leaming process.
2. The teacher makes conclusion ofthe lesson and closes the leaming session.
Source of Material
English textbook and relevant material
Evaluation
'f he Lion and the IIare
Once upon a time, a lion had been hunting for days without catching anything to eat. 'it
looks like I will go hungry againl" he thought. Then he saw a hare fast sleep beneath a shady
tree FIe moved quietlv tox'ards it, thinking. "at last! Here is a delicious meal sitting and
rvaiting fbr mel"
He *'as about to catch the hare rvhen a tine t.oung deer trotted b,v the Lion thought," Nou
there is an even better dinner!" he turned and chascd the deer. The noise rvoke the hare and
he quickly hopped away.
After a long chase, the lion failed to catch the deer. Tired out he came back looking for the
hare, but found that it had run arvay. "What a fool I am!" the lion said as has empty stomach
growled." It serves me right for losing the food that was almost mine, just for the chance of
getting more!"
ll)()
I . What was the hare doing rvhen the lion saw him?
,'a. He was looking at the deer c. he rvas running
b. He was sleeping d. he was hunting
2. Why did the lion postpone catching the sleeping hare?
a. Because he was afraid of waking the hare up
b. Because he did not like eating the sleeping hare
c. Because he wanted to chase another lion
d. Because he saw a deer passing by
3. What can we leam from the story?
a. Don't run away your friend needs you
b. Don't be greedy, or you may lose
c. Don't speak too rnuch
d. Don't miss a chance
4. Paragraph 3 is called as...
a. Resolution b. Complication
c. Orientation d. Communication
5. The lion failed to catch the deer (Last paragraph). The synonym ofunderline word is
a. Get b. Want
e. Need d. Go
Grading
Maxirnum score each question : 20
Marimum score: 20 x 50: 100
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l. This test is lor scientific research
2. It does not affect your grade in English subject
3. Thank you for your participation in taking this test
Instructionsl
1 . The test consists of 20 multiple questions
2. Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
3. You have 45 minutes to answer the following questions
Thc following text is for questions number l-5
Read the passage carefully and choose the best ans\Yer
Red Feathers the Hen
A red feather, the hen, rvas so-called because all her feathers were red One day, the fox
caught sight ofher in the farmyard and his mouth began to \\'ater.
He ran home and toldiis wife to put on r"ui"r for boiling a chicken, and then he rushed
back, and before Red feathers knew what was happening, she lound herself snapped up and inside
a sack. not even able to call for help.
Luckily for her, her friend the dove sa$ rvhat hacl happened. She fluttered on the path in
thc *,oods, ani la1'there, pretending to have a brokcn rving. The fox rvas delighted 1o flnd thal he
norv had a first course as rvell as a main dish. He put do*n the sack rYith the hen in it' and chased
ollafter the dove, which began cleverly to hop fu(her and further arvay
Red feathers slipped out ofthe sack and put a stone in her place, and then she too ran off.
When the dove saw that her friend was safe, she flew up into a tree.
The fox then went back and picked up the sack, thinking that the hen was still_ in it when
he got home, the fox tipped the saik into the pot of boiling water. but the stone splashed it all
over him. and he bumed his greedl' pas's. l
I . What is the main idea of the fifth paragraph?
a. .,The sad red-feather hen c. The clever dove
b. The fooled greedy fox d. The upset dog
2. Where did the fox put red feathers?
a. Pot c. Sack
b. Can d. Box
3. "Red feathers slipped out of the sack and put a stone in her place, and then she too ran
oft". (paragraph 4). The underlined word means. . .
a. Wind c. Sand
b. Iron d. Rock
4. The word "she" in the third paragraph (line) refers to...
a. The dove c. The fox
b. The hen d. The wood
5. What can be infened from the text?
a. Greedy fox was able to catch and eat the hen
b. Greedy fox could catch and eat the hen
c. Greedy fox failed to catch and eat the hen
d. Greedy fox succeed to catch and eat the hen
This text for questions number 6-10
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
Little Red Riding I{ood
Once upon a time, there rvas a girl oalled Little Red Riding I'lood. 
'l'hr: girl ivalked through
the wood to deliver food to her grandrnother. A rvolf u,anted to eat her but uas afraid to do. 
'l'he
wolf approached the girl. She naively told him where she was going. He advised the girl to pick up
some flowers. She really did it.
Meanwhile, he went to the grandmother's house and gained entry by pretending to be the
girl. He ate the grandrnother and rvaited for the girl. t{e disguised as the grandmother' When the
grrl anived. he ate the girl too
Ilowevcr. a hunter cafilc to roscuc and shootrng thc rruli l.rttlc i{eL] Iitdttru iititi.i utrd llct
grandmother etnergecl unharnted. 
'l hcl tllled the rvolfhodl'rvith heavv stttnes. rvhich killetl hinr'
l7.l
I
6. What is main idea of paragraph 2?
,a. The rvolfate the girl and her grandmother
b. The wolf left grandmother's house
c. The wolf ate the girl's food
d. The wolf killed by the hunter
7. Who was pretended to be grandmother?
a. Her molher c. The Hunter
b. Her father d. The Wolf
8. "The girl walked through the wood to deliver food to her grandmother." The
underlined word means... ...
a. Market c. Jungle
b. Vitlage d. Castle
9. "She reatly did it" (line 4). The word "it" in the sentence refers to...
a. Food for grandmother c, The Flower
b. The wolf d. Pick up some flouers
10. Which sentence is correct according to the text?
a. A hunter helped the girl and her grandmother by shooting the wolf
b. 'fhe girl and her grandmother were saved by the hunter
c. The wolf advised the girl to pick up some florvers so that he could eat her.
d. The hunter came to her grandmother house pretending to be the girl.
l7r
This text for questions number 1l-15
Read fhe passage carefully and choose the best answer
The Story of Lake Toba
once upon a time, there was a man who was living in north Sumatra. I{e lived in a simple
hut in a farming field. He did sorne gardening and fishing for his daily life. one day, rvhire the
man was fishing, he caught a big golden fish in his trap. It was the biggest catch which he ever
had in his life. Surprisingly, this fish tumed into a beautiful princess. He felt in love rvith her and
proposed her to be his wife. She said; "Yes, but you have to promise not to tell anyone about the
secret that I was once a fish, otherwise there will be a huge disaster". The man made the deal and
they got n.rarried, lived happily and had a daughter.
Few years later, this daughter would help bringing lunch to her father out in the fields.
One day, his daughter rvas so hungry and she ate his father's lunch. Unfortunately, he lound out
and got furious, and shouted; "You damned daughter of a fish". The daughter ran home and
asked her mother. The mother started orying, felt sad that her husband had broken his promise.
Then she told her daughter to run up the hills because a huge disaster rvas about to come.
When her daughter left, she prayed. Soon there was a big earthquake followed by non-stop
pouring rain. The rvhole area got flooded and became Toba Lake. She turned into a fish again and
the rnan became the island of Sarnosir.
I L What is the main idea of the third paragraph?
a. The beginning oflake Toba c. The big earthquake disaster
b. The non-stop heall, rain d. The flood disaster
12. What did the man become afler disaster?
a. The island of Ambalat c. The island of Sepadan
b. The island of Satrosir d. The island ofToba
13. "Yes, but you have to promise not to tell anyone about the secret ...." (Paragraph 1)
The underlined word nreans.. .
a. Avoid c. Swear
lr ,:iclnirt ,,1 Allor.r
i /i
14. The word "she" in the third paragraph (line I ) relers to...
,j a The daughter c. The mothe r
b. The princess d. The island
15. Which one of the statements is not true in the story above?
a. The story is a legend from north Sumatera
b. The princess and the man had a daughter
c. The man got married with the princess
d. The princess was actually an ugly duck
The following text is for questions number 16-20
Read the passage carefully and choose the best ansrver
The Frog Prince
Long time ago there was a king who had a beautiful daughter. He loved her very
much. Every day the princess would sit by the old palace rvell and toss a golden ball high
in the air and let it drop. She loved to play this game.
One day she accidentally tosses her ball too high. When it came do*n she could
not catch it. It fell deep into the rvell. The princess began to cry. "Whv are you crying?"
said a voice behind her. 'Ihe princess looks down. She sarv a frog. "Oh, please, frog",
said the princess, "l lost my ball down the *,ell. Il you bring it back to me, I rvill do
an]'thing you want." "Anything at all?" asked the tiog. ''Yes, anyhing", said the princess.
So the frog dived into the well and gave the ball back to the princess. "l don't
want money or property". said the frog. "Let me live rvith you and be favorite friend."
The princess did not really want to let the frog came and live with her as her lavorite
friend but she rvas an honest princess. When she made a promise she kept it. So the lrog
camc back with her to the palace.
One dal,the princess discovered that the frog had tumed into a handsorne prince
they got rnarried and live happrly ever atier
16. What is the main idea of the first paragraph?
a. A king had beautiful daughter
b. A tossing golden ball game
c. A princess in an old place
d. A kind hcart fiog princc
lr \\'hat rarne dicl lrr-inr:css lovc tr' frlrr.. '
a Ball c. Shell
b l)oll d. Ijcll
llt't
I
18. "Every day the princess .... toss a golden ball high in the air and let it drop."
(Paragraph l). The underlined word means...
a. Throrvs c. Catch
b. Pull d. Drag
19. The word "he" in the tirst paragraph (line 1) refers to...
a. Frog c. Prince
b. King d. Friend
20. What can be inferred from the text?
a. The frog prince wanted to be a king at the place
b. The frog prince got rnarried with the princess and Iive happily ever after
c. The frog prince wanted to get money or property
d. The frog prince curse was broken by the princess
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RESEARCTI INSI'RT]MEN (PRE TEST)
READING CONTPR,EI{ENSION
Directions:
I This test is lor scientific research
2. It does not aft'ect your grade in English subject
3. Thank you for your participation in taking this test
Instructions:
L The test consists of 20 multiple questions
2. Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
3. You have 45 minutes to answer the following question
This text for questions number l-5
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
The Story of Lake Toba
once upon a time, there was a man who was living in north sumatra. He lived in a simple
hut in a farrning field. He drd sorne gardening and fishing for his daily life. One dal', rvhile the
man was fishing, he caught a big golden fish in his trap. It was the biggest oatch whjch he ever
had in his lile. Surprisingly. this fish tumed into a heautifu! princess, He felt in love with her and
proposcd her to be his wife. She said; "Yes, but you have to promise not to tell anyone about the
seoret that I q,as once a tlsh. otheru.ise there will be a huge clisasteC'. 'fhe man made the deal and
thev got married. lived happill and had a daughter.
[,'cw years later, this <iaughter rvould help bringing lunch to her lather out in the fields.
one day, his daughter was so hungry and she ate his father's lunch. Unfortunately, he lound out
and got furious, and shouted; "You damned daughter of a fish". The daughter ran home and
asked her mother. The mother started crying, felt sad that her husband had broken his promise,
'l hcn shc told hcr daughter to run up the hills hccause a huge dtsaster $'as about to come
\\i11,-.n lrL.r ,.latrlhtc, lcl'1. ..hc l|it\,-'tl So(!rt thert 'r'as r l.'ig. ('arthcluake 1o!lr''lled b]' non-slon
j ltoLrrin!, ,ri,,. I lra rrholc arcu got florrtlcd lllttl bccatttc foba I-akc Sht'tttrncd lnto a flsh agaln and
tltc tttlttt hcc:rttte thc tslrrtd rrl Sillll()slr
l/8
L What is the main idea of the third paragraph?
a. The beginning oflake Toba c. The big earthquake disaster
b. The non-stop heavy rain d. The flood disaster
2. What did the man become after disaster?
a. The island of Ambalat c. The island of Sepadan
b. The island of Samosir d, The island ofToba
3. "Yes, but you have to plqlsfse not to tell anyone about the secret...." (Paragraph l). The
underlined word means ..
a. Avoid c. Swear
b. Admit d. Allow
4. The rvord "she" in the third paragraph (line 1) refers to...
a. The daughter c. The mother
b. The princess d. The island
5. Which one olthe statements is not true in the story above?
a. The story is a legend t'rom north Sumatera
b. The princess and the man had a daughter
c. 'l'he man got lnarried rvith the princess
d. The princess was actually an ugly duck
The following text is for questions number GlO
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
"fhe Frog Prince
Long time ago thele rvas a king rvho had a beautifirl daughtet'. He loved her vety much
Evcrl day the princcss would sit by thc old palace ucll and toss a goldcn ball high in thc air and
Iet it drop. She loved to play this game.
One day she accidentally tosses her ball too high. When it came down she could not catch
it. [t fell deep into the well. The princess began to cry. "why are you crying?" said a voice behind
her. The princess looks down. She saw a fiog. "Oh, please, fi'og", said the princess, "l lost my
ball down the well. Ifyou briry it back to me, I will do anything you want." "Anything at all?"
asked the frog. "Yes. ar),thing", said the princess.
So the frog dived into the rvell and gave the ball back to the princess. "l don't want
nlor)c),ot pr'opefty". said the frog. "Let rlc live rvith you and be favorite fi'iend." The ptirrcess did
iii)1 rcirll\ r\alrl lt, lel llrr [i,,g uarri. lrrrl lirc witlr hcr as Iret lar,,rit( lii$rd lrul .i]rc u'ls att llt'ttcrt
1rrurccrs \\ he'r: shc rrradc a prorrrsc shc kept rt. So thc li'og. came back rvrtlt hcr lo tlle pillacc
()ne da\ the plincess disct,rclcd that the liog had lumed inlo a hattdsotne prirtce'so thel
gol rnallicd ilrd Iir c lral4rill, eler alicr.
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6. What is the main idea of the first paragraph?
, a. A king had beautiful daughter
b. A tossing golden ball game
c. A princess in an old place
d. A kind heart frog prince
7. What game did princess love to play?
a. Ball c. Shell
b. Doll d. Bell
8 "Every day the princess .... toss a golden ball high in the air and let it drop." (paragraph
1). The underlined word means. . .
a. Throws c. Catch
b. Pull d. Drag
9. The word "he" in the first paragraph (line 1) refers to. . .
a. Frog c. Prince
b. King d. Friend
10. What can be inferred from the text?
a. The lrog prince wanted to be a king at the place
b. The frog prince got married w.ith the princess and trve happity ever after
c. The frog prince wanted to get money or property
d, The frog prince curse was broken by the princess
'I'his text for questions number 1l-15
Read thc passage care{ully and choose the best answer
Little Red Riding llood
Once upon a time, there was a girl called Little Red Riding Hood. The girl walked through
the wood to deliver food to her grandmother. A wolf wanted to eat her but was afraid to do. The
wolf approached the gir1. She naively told him where she was going. He advised the girl to pick up
some flowers. She really did it.
Meanrvhile, he rvent to the grandmother's house and gained entry by pretending to be the
grrl. He a1e the grandmother and rvarted for the girl. He disgursed as the grandmother. When the
lirl.rlrnc.l. he ar. rh; pirl too
ilorvercr. a hunter calne 10 rescue and shooting the rvolf'. Littie Red Rrdrng tiood and her






I l. What is main idea of paragraph 2?
a. The wolf ate the girl and her grandrnother
b. The wolf left grandmother's house
c. The wolf ate the girl's food
d. The wolf killed by the hunrer
12. Who was pretended to be grandmother?
a. Her mother c. The Hunter
b. Her father d. The Wolf
13 "The girl walked through the u,ood to deliver food to her grandmother.,, The underlined
rvord means... ...
a. Market c. Jungle
b. Village d. Castle
14. "She really did it" (line 4). The word "it" in the sentence refers to...
a. Food for grandmother c. The Florver
b. The wotf d. pick up some flowers
15. Which sentence is correct according to the text?
a. A hunter helped the girl and her grandmother by shooting the wolf
b. The girl and her grandmother were saved by the hunter
c. The rvolfadvised the girl to pick up some flowers so that he could eat her
d. The hunter came to her grandrnother's house pretending to be the girt.
til
'I he following text is for questions number l6-20
Read the passagc carcfully and choosc the best answer
Red Feathers the Hen
A red feather, the hen, was so-called because all her feathers were red. One day, the fox
caught sight olher in the farmyard and his mouth began to water.
He ran home and told his rvife to put on water for boiling a chicken, and then he rushed
back, and before Red feathers knew rvhat was happening, she found herself snapped up and
inside a sack, not even able to call for help.
Luckily for her, her friend the dove saw rvhat had happened. She fluttered on the path in
the rvoods, and lay there, pretending to have a broken rung The lox was delighted to find ihat he
now had a first course as well as a main dish. He put down the sack with the hen in it, and chased
off after the dove, which began cleverly to hop further and further away.
Red feathers slipped out ofthe sack and put a stone in her place, and then she too ran ofl'.
When the dove sarv that her friend tvas safe, she flew up into a tree.
The fbx then went back and picked up the sack, thinking that the hen was still in it. When
he got home, the fox tipped the sack into the pot of boiling water, but the stone splashed it all
over him, and he bumed his greedy paws.
16. What is the main idea ofthe fifth paragraph?
a. The sad red-feather hen c. The clever dove
b. The fooled greedy fox d. The upset dog
17- Where did the fox put red feathers?
a. Pot c. Sack
b. Can d. Box
18. "Red leathers slipped out of the sack and put a stone in her place, and then she too ran
off'. (paragraph 4). The underlined word means...
a. Wind c. Sand
b. lron d. Rock
19. Thc word "she" in the third paragraph (line) refers to...
a. The dove c. The fox
b. The hen d. The wood
20. What can be inferred from the text?
a. Greed_v lbx rvas able to catch and eat the hen
lr r ,ircJ.. !i,i.oulti catclr antl ,ial the hctl
c. (ireedv tirri failed to catch and eat the hen
d. ( ireedv tbx succeed to catch and eat the hen
Ittl
RESEARCH INSTRUMEN (POST TEST)
READING COMPREHENSION
Directions:
l. This test is for scientific research
2. It does not affect your grade in English subject
3. Thank you for your participation in taking this test
Instructions:
1. The test consists of20 multiple questions
2. Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
l. You have 45 minutes to answer the following questions
'fhis text for questions number 1-5
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
Little Red Riding Ilood
Once upon a time, there was a girl called Little Red fuding Hood. The girl rvalked through
the rvood to deliver food to her grandmother. A wolf wanted to eat her but was afraid to do. The
rvolf approached the girt. She naively told him rvhere she was going. He advised the girl to pick up
some flowers. She really did it.
Meanwhile, he went to the gtandmother's house and gained entry by pretending to be the
girl. He ate the grandmother and u,aited tbr the girt. He disguised as the grandmother. When the
girl arrived, he ate the girl too.
However, a hunter came to rescue and shooting the wolf. Little Red Riding Hood and her
grandmother emerged unhanned. They filled the wolf body with heavy stones, which killed him.
What is main idea of para$aph 2?
a. The rvolfate the girl and her grandmother
h f hc wolf left qrandtrother's ltousc
c. I hc rvolf ate the girl's t-ood
d l'he rvollkilled by the hunter
i8-l
2. Who was pretended to be grandmother?
,,a. Her mother c. The Hunter
b. Her father d. The Wolf
3. "The girl walked through the wood to deliver food to her grandmother." The underlined
word means... ..
a. Market c. Jungle
b. Village d Castle
4. "She really did it" (line 4). The word "it" in the sentence refers to...
a. Food for grandmother c. The Flower
b. The wolf d. Pick up some flowers
5. Which sentence is correct according to the text?
a. A hunter helped the girl and her grandmother by shooting the wolf
b. The girl and her grandmother were saved by the hunter
c. The wolf advised the girl to pick up some flowers so that he could eat her.
d. The hunter came to her grandmother's house pretending to be the girl.
This text for questions number 6-10
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
'I'he Story of Lske Toba
Onoo upou a tinre, thcl'c rvas a lnrul rvho was living in uordr Sumatla. I te lived in a sintple hut iu a
fanning field. He did sorne garderung and fishirg for his daily life. One day, whrle the man was fishing,
he caught a big golden fish in his tap. lt was the biggest catch which he ever had in his life. Suprisingly.
this fish turncd into a beautilul princcss. I{e felt in love rvith hel and proposed hel ttl be his witb. She said;
"Yes, but you have to promise not to (ell aryone atrout the seclet that I was once a fish, otherwise there
will be a huge disastct". Thc man rnadc thc deal and they g<lt nranied. lived happily and had a daughtet.
[:erv years later. tlris daughter nould help bringiug lunch to her father out in the fields. One day,
his daughter was so hungry and she ate his father's lunch. Unfortunately, he found oul and got furious,
and shouted; "You damned daughter ola hsh". The daughter ran home and asked her mother. The mother
sta.rted crying, felt sad that her husband had broken his promise.
Then she told her daughter to run up the hills because a huge disaster was about to come. When
her daughter left. she pral ed Soon there u'as a big earlhquake follorved by non-stop porring rain. The
rvholc area got floodcd arcl bccanre lirba La.Lc. She tulncd inlo a fish again ald ttre uran lrecantc tlte
i'lllril , '1 \,rr,,.' i'
I lJ+
6. What is the main idea of the third paragraph?
, a. The beginning of Lake Toba c. The big earthquake disaster
b. The non-stop heavy rain d. The flood disaster
7. What did the man become after disaster?
a. The island of Ambalat c. The island of Sepadan
b. The island of Samosir d. The island ofToba
8. "Yes, but you have to promise not to tell anyone about the secret ... ." (Paragraph
underlined word means...
a. Avoid c. Swear
b. Admit d. Allow
9. The rvord "she" in the third paragraph (line l) refers to...
a. The daughter c. The mother
b. The princess d. The island
10. Which one ofthe statements is not true in the story above?
a. The story is a legend from north Sumatera
b. The princess and the man had a daughter
c. The man got manied with the princess
d. The princess u,as actualll,'an ugly duck
The following text is for questions number l1-15
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
I ). The
The Prog Princc
[.ong tinre ago there s'as a king who had a beauliful daughter. He loved hcr very ntuch.
Every da.v the princess rvould sit by the old palace rvell aud toss a golden ball high in the air and
let it drop. She loved to play this gatne.
One day she acoidentally tosses her ball too high, When it came down she could not catch
it. It fell deep into the well. The pnncess began to cry. "Why are you crying?" said a voice behmd
her. The princess looks down. She saw a ftog. "Oh, please, frog", said the pdncess, "I lost my
ball down the well. If you bring it back to me, I will do anything you want." "Arything at all?"
asked tlre frog. "Yes" anything". said the princess.
So the frog dived into the rvell and gave the ball back to the princess. "l don'l want
lnoney or prot)crt) ", said thc fi.og. "l-et ntc live with vou and be favorite fricnd." Thc prirrcess did
n()t reallv Nanl to lel lhe fitrg carre and tive witlr her as her favol-ite fiiend hut she was alr hotresl
1,rirr.:csr.. \i,'h...n sh.,rrrrilc ir prrrnri'.: slrcLcpt i1. SL, tlrc lt oll citrttc [rack rtith ltcr to tltc pallc,c
Orrc dar thr.' prilccss discovcred that thc fi.og hird turnctl inlo a handsomc lx ince so the-v




I I . What is the main idea ol the first paragraph?
,, a. A king had beautiful daughter
b. A tossing golden ball game
c. A princess in an old place
d. A kind heart frog prince
12. What game did princess love to play?
a. Ball c. Shell
b. Doll d Bell
13. "Every day the princess .. . . toss a golden ball high in the air and let it drop." (Paragraph
I ). The underlined word means. . .
a. Throws c. Catch
b. Pull d. Drag
14. The word "he" in the first paragraph (line l) refers to...
a. Frog c. Prince
b. King d. Friend
15. What can be inferred from the text?
a. The frog prince wanted to be a king at the place
b. The frog prince got married with the princess and live happily ever after
e. The frog prince wanted to get money or property
d. The frog prince curse was broken by the princess
The following text is for questions number l6-20
Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer
Red Feathers the Hen
A red feather, the hen, was so-called because all her feathers were red. One day, the fox
caught sight ofher in the farmyard and his mouth began to water.
I-le ran home and told his rvife to put on water for boiling a chicken, and then he rushed
back, and before Red feathers knerv rvhal rvas happening, she found herself snapped up and inside
a sack, not even able to call for help.
Luckily for her, her friend the dove saw what had happened. She fluttered on the path in
the woods, and lay there, pretending to have a broken wing. The fox rvas delighted to find thal he
now had a first course as well as a main dish. He put down the sack with the hen in it, and chased
offafter the dove, rvhich began cleverly to hop further and further away.
Red feathers slipped out of the sack and put a stone in her place, and then she too ran off.
When the dove sarv that her friend rvas safe, she flerv up into a tree.
The fox then went back and picked up the sack, thinking that the hen was still in it. When
he got home, the fox tipped the sack into the pot of boiling rvater, but the stone splashed it all
over him, and he bumed his greedy parvs.
16. What is the main idea of the fifth paragraph?
a. The sad red-feather hen c. The clever dove
b l he fooled geedy tbx d. The upset dog
17, Where did the lox put red t'eathers?
a. Pot c. Sack
b. Can d. Box
18. "Red feathers slipped out of the sack and put a stone in her place, and then she too ran
off'. (paragraph 4). The underlined word means...
a. Wind c. Sand
b. Ir on d Rock
l9 '[hc rvord "slre" in the third paragraph (line) relcrs to...
a 'l he dove c. l he tbx
b. The hen d. The rvood
20. ,What can be infened from the text?
a, Greedy fox was able to catch and eat the hen
b. Greedy fox could catch and eat the hen
c. Greedy fox failed to catch and eat the hen
d. Greedy fox succeed to catch and eat the hen
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Jenis kelamin a. laki-taki b. perempuan
b. Petunjuk pengisian
Berilah tanda (r/) pada kolom, sesuai dengan keadaan sebenarnya yang kamu alami
dengan jawaban sebagai berikut :
Sangat tidak setuju : STS
Tidak Setuju : TS
Ragu-ragu : RG
Setuju : S





Saya ikut berpartisipasi dalam memberikan atau
mengusulkan ide terhadap materi yang dibahas.
Saya selalu memberikan respon ketika guru





Sa-va selalu hadir di kelas
Say'a selalu berkonsentrasi saat pernbelajaran
berlangsung.
Sava nrenrbaca teks 1:ang ilrlrcrikarr oleh
l()(l
lSaya aktif dalarn proses belajar bahasa lnggris.
guru dengan bersungguh-sungguh
7
Saya selalu bertanya kepada guru atau teman ketika
ada hal yang tidak dipahami dengan baik.
8 Saya membuat catatan tentang materi pembelajaran.
9 Saya berdiskusi dengan teman untuk memahami
teks yang diberikan guru.
l0 Saya memberikan ide/pendapat mengenai teks yang
sedang dibahas didalam kelompok.
il Saya menjawab p€rtanyaan teman saya
servaktu berdiskusi.
t2
Saya berkomunikasi baik dengan teman-teman saya
dalam proses pembelajaran.
l3 Saya berusaha menghidupkan suasana saat
pembelajaran masih berlangsung.
14 Saya menyelesaikan tugas sesuai dengan
waktu yang diberikan.
l5 Saya berpartisipasi / bersedia untuk
mempresentasikan hasil kerj a kelompok.
iel
c. Identification of respondents
Class :




Give a sign (y') in the column, according to the actual situation that you have experienced
with the following answers:




Strongly Agree = SA
Ansrvcrs
I alu,a.vs concentrate u,hen leaming taking place
I participate in giving or proposing ideas to the
material being discussed.
I always respond rvhen the teacher gives me
assignments or questions in class.












f ,ii*ar,r tol mr rcai,hir ,iitii"il.lt *lhen .,lrlJttun-q I
Questionnaire
] I alrvays attend the class.I
do not understand the lesson.
8 I make notes about leaming materials
9
scuss with friends to understand the text given byIdi
10
ve an idea,ropinion about the text being discussed
rn a groups.
Igi
11 I ansler my friend's questions when discussing.
12
I communicate well rvith my
fiiends in the learning
process.
l3




I complete the assignment according to the tirne
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Dengan ini disampaikan hal.hal sebagai berikut:1. Untuk dapat memberil
vang diperlukan r^,r* olll,,,liln 
bersangkutan berbagai informasi dan data
2 Tidak merakukan kegiatan yang menyimpang dari ketentuan yang terah
li;i:ilT, 
t" memaksakan tiuno"r, vJ,is'tioll'"0" hubungan densan
t 
lXiliffi:1fi3f":::1!il j!.r berranssuno serama 6 (enam) buran rerhituns
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